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In the 
SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Reed J. Taylor, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
v. 
AlA Services Corporation, et al, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
VOLUME XXIII 
Appealed from the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Nez Perce 
The Honorable Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court No. 36916-2009 
RODERICK C. BOND 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT 
GARY D. BABBITT 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFEN DANT AlA CORP-RESPONDENTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
v. 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant -Appellant-
Cross Respondent, 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
Corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; R JOHN TAYLOR, 
CONNIE TAYLOR individually and the 
Community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE 
DUCLOS, a single person and JAMES BECK 
And CORRINE BECK, 
and 
Defendants-Counterclaimants-
Respondents-Cross Appellants-Cross 
Respondents, 
CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross Respondent, 
and 
40 1 (k) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR THE 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, 
Intervenor-Cross Appellant-Cross 
Respondent. 
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RODERICK C. BOND (Pro Hac Vice) 
NED A. CANNON, ISB No. 2331 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9428 
Fax: (208) 746-8421 
MICHAEL S. BISSELL, ISB No. 5762 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY PLLC 
7 South Howard Street, Suite 416 
Spokane, W A 99201 
Tel: (509) 455-7100 
Fax: (509) 455-7111 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor 
FJLED 
1D DEt lG PM ~ Z~ 
·····fJJgA 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TA YLOR and 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the 
community property comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF REED J. TAYLOR - 1 
Case No.: CV-07-00208 
AFFIDA VIT OF REED J. TAYLOR IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF REED 
TA YLOR'S AMENDED MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER/INCREASE THE AMOUNT 
OF THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
BOND POSTED BY AlA SERVICES 
CORPORATION AND/OR AlA 
INSURANCE 
ORIGIN ll{3)S 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
I, Reed 1. Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen years, competent to testify in court, the 
plaintiff in the above-entitle action, and make this Affidavit based upon my personal 
knowledge and belief based upon the information available to me. 
2. I am requesting that the Court reconsider and/or increase the amount of the 
$200,000 bond to an amount of $7,598,404 as security for the payment of any damages, 
costs and attorneys' fees incurred by me from being wrongfully enjoined. By the time 
this action proceeds to trial, I do not believe any of the assets of AlA Insurance, Inc. or 
AlA Services Corporation will remain. Regardless, I am requesting that the Court protect 
me by requiring AlA Services Corporation and/or AlA Insurance, Inc. to post security 
sufficient to cover all assets and all commissions and related receivables from the time I 
voted the shares in AlA Insurance, Inc. through the trial and all proceeds related to any of 
my security interests. 
3. On February 22, 2007, I voted the shares of AlA Insurance, Inc. and 
appointed myself as the sole director and officer of the company. Since that time, I have 
seen the assets and funds from the company continued to be used for the individual 
defendants and CropUSA. After reminding John Taylor and AlA Services of the various 
defaults on December 12, 2006, I attempted to take control of all commissions and 
receivables received by AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc. when my 
attorney demanded to know the location of the lock box. We were never provided any 
information on the location of the lock box. I have not authorized or consented to any of 
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the defendants or anyone else to utilize a single dollar of any commissions, receivables or 
any other revenues or assets owned by AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance to 
pay anything (including salaries for any workers and any other expenses), Inc., all of 
which can be traced directly or indirectly to any of my security interests. 
4. AlA Services Corporation has a mortgage valued at approximately 
$1,200,000. Attached as Exhibit A is the last financial statement that we have received 
from AlA Services Corporation, dated May 31, 2008. On the second page of Exhibit A, 
the entry is listed as "Lewis Clark Mortgage" with a value of $1,086,023 (which amount 
increased from the $1,027,638 indicated on the financial statement dated December 31, 
2007, because the face value of the mortgage will be approximately $1.2 Million in the 
next year or so). As a result, the value of the mortgage is $1,200,000. This asset was 
obtained as a distribution from the estate of The Universe, which is another subsidiary of 
AlA Services Corporation that was pledged to me in 1995 and 1996. (See Reply in 
Support of Motion to Dissolve and Motion to Relinquish Collateral). See Hearing, Ex. C. 
In addition, the litigation costs for the lawsuit were paid by AlA Services Corporation or 
AlA Insurance, Inc. with funds that were subject to my security interests as well. See 
Hearing, Ex. E. This Mortgage is the same one I previously attempted to enjoin the 
defendants from using and documents pertaining to it are in the Court's file. I request 
that the Court order AlA Services Corporation and/or AlA Insurance, Inc. to post security 
of$1,200,000 to cover damages for me being wrongfully enjoined. 
5. When AlA Services Corporation redeemed my shares so that John Taylor, 
Michael Cashman, James Beck and others could obtain operational control of AlA 
Services Corporation in a failed effort to take the company public, AlA Services granted 
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me the right to sell AlA Insurance, Inc. In addition to not being able to operate AlA 
Insurance, Inc., I have been denied the right to sell the company. Every day that this 
right is denied me costs me additional money. Because I have no idea what the real 
status is at AlA Insurance, Inc., it is impossible for me to put a value on the right to sell 
the company. 
6. When I sold my shares, I was granted a security interest in all of AlA 
Services Corporation and AIA Insurance, Inc.'s commissions and related revenues. In 
addition, as indicated on the financial statements attached to this Affidavit, AlA 
Insurance, Inc. and AlA Services Corporation received other revenues from renting space 
in AlA Insurance Inc.'s office to others, payments on the $1.2 Million Mortgage 
discussed above, and payments from others to pay AlA Insurance, Inc. and/or AlA 
Services back for loans, advances, employee work, etc., all of which are subject to my 
direct or indirect security interests granted to me in the Amended and Restated Stock 
Pledge Agreement (Hearing, Ex. C) and the Amended and Restated Security Agreement 
(Hearing, Ex. E). Attached as Exhibit B is a copy of one of the last financial statements 
provided to me or my attorneys on June 20, 2008 (the same day Exhibit A was provided 
to my attorneys). It should be noted that we have not been provided any financial 
statements for AlA Services Corporation or AlA Insurance, Inc. since June 20, 2008. I 
believe that all of the amounts listed on page 4 of Exhibit B are subject to my security 
interests (whether it be through my right to vote the shares and operate the company or 
my right to seize all commissions and related receivables and/or the proceeds of any of 
my security interests). The total amount of money received for 2007 was $1,149,367, as 
reported by the defendants on the financial statement (Exhibit B). The total amount of 
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money received for the first 5 months of 2008 was 484,979 (an average of $96,995 .80 per 
month), as reported by the defendants on the financial statement (Exhibit A). Assuming 
the trial for this case occurs in 1 year, then an additional 17 months of commissions and 
other receivables $1,648,915 (17 months multiplied by $96,995.80 per month to obtain an 
estimate of the total losses of $1,648,915) for a grand total of $2,798,282 that I would 
incur for being wrongfully restrained from asserting my rights over the revenues and/or 
operating AlA Insurance, Inc. Of course, I have no way of knowing whether any of the 
moneys received were deposited into separate accounts of CropUSA or John Taylor. 
Finally, we have not been provided any financial statements for periods of time after May 
2008 for AlA Services Corporation or AlA Insurance, Inc. This also illustrates how the 
defendants do not honor any contractual obligations or discovery requests to provide 
financial information to me. Consequently, I am requesting that the Court increase the 
bond by an additional $2,798,282 to cover damages pertaining to revenues for wrongfully 
enJommg me. 
7. There are additional assets held by AlA Insurance, Inc. which should also 
be protected because I would be in control of these assets if I were able to operate AlA 
Insurance, Inc. as I have voted the shares. These assets include (a) Cash in the amount of 
$54,912; (b) a Certificate of Deposit in the amount of $65,237; (c) $1,510,693 for an 
Investment in Services (the alleged investment by AlA Insurance of Preferred C Shares 
allegedly purchased from CropUSA, as alleged by the defendants); (d) $91,651 for Real 
Estate and (e) $27,629 for Property, Equipment and Vehicles. The total of all of these 
assets held by AlA Insurance, Inc. is $1,750,122. Although I believe the "Investment in 
Services" is worthless, AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc. should be 
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required to post security for the "investment" as they are listing it on AlA Insurance, 
Inc.' s financial statement at $1,510,693. I am requesting that the Court increase the bond 
by $1,750,122 to cover the reported value of these assets (as reported by the defendants) 
for me being wrongfully enjoined. 
8. I have incurred tens of thousand of dollars in expert witness fees, 
attorneys' fees and costs from being wrongfully enjoined. I question whether this case 
would even continue if the defendants were required to pay their own attorneys' fees and 
costs instead of using money subject to my security interests and/or proceeds of my 
security interests. The defendants have also protracted out discovery, not complied with 
discovery requests, not provided me with information required by the Amended and 
Restated Stock Pledge Agreement, and have filed many motions to delay this action and 
to keep me from operating AlA Insurance, Inc. (among other things). Although I have 
expended well over $500,000 in attorneys' fees, expenses and costs through the date of 
this Affidavit, I believe that a conservative estimate of $350,000 would be an appropriate 
measure of damages attributable to my attorneys' fees and costs for being wrongfully 
enjoined through trial. I am requesting that the Court increase the amount of bond by 
$350,000 to protect me for my attorneys' fees, expenses and costs incurred for being 
wrongfully enjoined. 
9. AlA Insurance, Inc. and/or AlA Services Corporation also recently 
received an additional $800,000 as a settlement for the case GGMIT, et al. v. Trustee of 
The Universe Life Insurance Company Liquidating Trust. These settlement funds are 
also subject to my security interest, my right to operate AlA Insurance, Inc. and as 
proceeds from my security interests, all of which affect the value of AlA Insurance, Inc. 
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and my collateral. I believe that these funds will be gone by the time my case goes to 
trial. This settlement was referenced in R. John Taylor's Affidavit dated February 21, 
2008, and the attached Exhibit G. I am requesting that the Court increase the bond by an 
additional $800,000 to cover damages pertaining to this settlement for wrongfully 
enJOImng me. 
10. AlA Insurance, Inc. has numerous contracts with vanous growers 
associations and trusts in which AlA Insurance, Inc. has conducted business in the past 
and still conducts business today. At the time I sold my shares, these contracts required a 
three-year notification to be canceled. I believe that these relationships were worth 
millions of dollars when John Taylor and the others facilitated the redemption of my 
shares. I have no way of knowing the value of these contracts as I have not been 
provided information on their status. I know that John Taylor and the others have used 
the membership lists, sponsorships and the same memberships and directors of these 
organizations to help sell crop insurance for CropUSA. Without having access to the 
information required to obtain a third-party bid for the contracts or the purchase of AlA 
Insurance, Inc. in full, I believe that these relationships are worth approximately 
$500,000 at this time. I am requesting that the Court increase the bond by $500,000 to 
cover damages incurred by me for being wrongfully enjoined. 
11. AlA Services Corporation has ceased all payments to me and my ex-wife 
Donna Taylor. My attorney has been advised that approximately $200,000 has been 
deposited in an account at U.S. Bank. See Motion to Dissolve and Relinquish Collateral. 
For purposes of this amount and clarifications on my related security interests, attached 
as Exhibit C is a copy of my Motion to Dissolve and Motion to Relinquish Collateral and 
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attached as Exhibit D is a copy of my Reply in Support of Motion to Dissolve and 
Motion to Relinquish Collateral. I am requesting that the Court increase the bond against 
me by $200,000 to cover damages for me being wrongfully enjoined. 
12. Based upon the above, I respectfully request that the Court set the security 
required in the amount of$7,598,404. 
13. I believe that John Taylor and the other individual defendants are 
operating the corporations for their own benefit and to my detriment. Even though the 
individual defendants have purportedly signed tolling agreements, these agreements 
would be worthless if the individuals have transferred, hidden or depleted assets by the 
time I am able to fully prosecute any claims or the corporations are able to do so. 
Meanwhile, they continue paying their own salaries, excessive board member payments 
and salaries, not to mention continuing to assist CropUSA. In addition, the defendants 
are operating AlA Services and AlA Insurance for the individuals who own shares in 
CropUSA, to the detriment of the corporations. Finally, this affidavit is made only for 
purposes of increasing the preliminary injunction bond and establishing a reasonable 
amount of the bond with the limited information that I have available to me and I reserve 
all rights, damages, remedies and the like against all named and unnamed parties. 
DATED: This 16th day of December, 2008. 
~~ Reed 1. Ta:x; r 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 16th day of December, 2008. 
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,Notary ublfu-fOr Idaho 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Financial Statements 
May 31, 2008 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 
May 31, December 31, 
Assets 2008 2007 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 120,149 $ 98,513 
Investment securities available-for-sale 10 10 
Accounts receivable 1,764 
Agent advances 47,163 69,039 
Related party receivable 355,771 452,245 
Due from related companies 21,027 21,120 
Prepaid expenses 74,780 65,384 
Deferred income taxes 412,430 412,430 
Lewis Clark Mortgage 1,086,023 1,027,638 
Net real estate 91,651 93,637 
Net property, equipment and vehicles 15,420 20,654 
Total assets $ 2,226,188 $ 2,260,670 
Liabilities: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 806,046 $ 921,411 
Due to related companies 1,369,286 1,100,352 
Income taxes payable 241,991 241,991 
Unearned commissions 59,000 55,000 
Notes payable 24,708 25,213 
Total liabilities $ 2,501,031 $ 2,343,967 
Obligation to Former Stockholder: $ 8,532,463 $ 8,407,188 
Series A preferred stock: $ 416,512 $ 457,775 
Stockholders' deficit: 
Series C convertible preferred stock $ 92,500 $ 92,500 
Common stock 17,378 17,378 
Additional paid-in capital (15,017) (14,471 ) 
Accumulated deficit (9,318,679) (9,043,667) 
Treasury stock - at cost 
Total stockholders' deficit $ (9,223,818) $ (8,948,260) 
Total liabilities and stockhOlders' equity $ 2,226,188 $ 2,260,670 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Operations 
Five Months Ended Ma:i 31, 
2008 2007 
Revenues: 
Commissions $ 232,078 $ 324,513 
Administrative fees 127,575 165,401 
Gain on ULiC Settlement 
Investment income 125,326 43,620 
Total revenues $ 484,979 $ 533,534 
Expenses: 
General and administrative expense $ 457,336 $ 544,866 
Commission expense 77,323 85,171 
Change in estimated advanced commissions 
Total operating expenses $ 534,659 $ 630,037 
Operating income: $ (49,680) $ (96,503) 
Other income (expense): 
Interest expense $ 224,931 $ 230,264 
Equity in net loss (income) of affiliate 
Total other expense $ 224,931 $ 230,264 
Income (loss) from continuing operations 
before income tax (expense) benefits: $ (274,611) $ (326,767) 
Income tax (expense) benefit: $ 402 $ 684 
Net income (loss): $ (275,013) $ (327,451) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity (Deficit) 
~ the Years Ended December 31,2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, and 2004 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Statement of Cash Flows 
May 31, 
2008 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) $ (275,013) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash 
(used in) provided by operating activities: 
Permanent write down of investments 
Write off of account receivable 
Depreciation and amortization 6,225 
Deferred income taxes 
Changes in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivable and agent advances 20,112 
Prepaid expenses (9,396) 
Due from related companies, net 269,027 
Related party receivable 96,474 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (115,365) 
Income taxes payable 
Unearned commissions 4,000 
Net cash provided by operating activities (3,936) 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures 995 
Lewis Clark Mortgage (58,365) 
Net cash used in investing activities: (57,370) 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Repayment of mortgages and notes payable (505) 
Change in Series A preferred stock (41,263) 
Retired Treasury Stock 
Purchase of common stock (565) 
Repayment of obligation to former majority stockholder 125,275 
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities: 82,942 
Net increase (decrease) in cash 21,636 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 98,513 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 120,149 
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AlA Services Corporation 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
5/31/2008 
AlA AlA Discontinued 
Services Insurance, Combined and 
Assets Corp Inc, Balance Eliminations 
Cash 40,588 14,324 54,912 
Certificate of Deposit 65,237 65,237 
Investment securities avail for sale 10 10 
Investment in Services 1,510,693 1,510,693 (1,510,693) 
Investment in subs 1,900,956 1,900,956 (1,900,956) 
Accounts receivable 1,764 1,764 
Related party receivable 353,622 2,149 355,771 
Agents' advances 47,163 47,163 
Intercompany receivables 1,166,040 1,166,040 (1,145,013) 
Prepaid expenses 3,100 71,680 74,780 
Advanced commissions receivable 
Lewis Clark Mortgage 1,086,023 1,086,023 
Deferred income taxes 308,430 104,000 412,430 
Notes receivable 
Airplane Liabilities 
Net real estate 91,651 91,651 
Property, equipment, vehicles - net 15,420 15,420 
Total assets 3,692,729 3,090,121 6,782,850 (4,556,662) 
AlA Services Corporation 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
5/31/2008 
AlA AlA Discontinued 
Services Insurance, Combined and 
Liabilities and Equity Corp Inc. Balance Eliminations 
Intercompany payables 1,145,013 1,145,013 (1,145,013) 
Checks in excess of funds 
Accounts payable 544,564 261,482 806,046 
Due to related companies/parties 500,602 868,684 1,369,286 
Income taxes payable 241,991 241,991 
Unearned commissions 59,000 59,000 
Mortgages & notes payable 24,708 24,708 
Covenant not to compete payable 
Advance commissions payable 
Total liabilities 2,456,878 1,189,166 3,646,044 (1,145,013) 
Obligation to former majority shareholder 8,532,463 8,532,463 
Stated value preferred stock 416,512 416,512 
Preferred C stock 297,500 297,500 (205,000) 
Common stock 17,378 6,279 23,657 (6,279) 
Treasury stock 
Additional paid in capital 1,290,676 1,290,676 (1,305,693) 
Retained earnings (9,318,679) 1,894,675 (7,424,004) :~:::~~¥:!i~~4~60~'1 
Total equity & capitalization 1,235,850 1,900,954 3,136,804 (3,411,647) 
Total liabilities and equity 3,692,728 3,090,120 6,782,848 (4,556,660) 
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Consolidated 
Balance 
54,912 
65,237 
10 
1,764 
355,771 
47,163 
21,027 
74,780 
1,086,023 
412,430 
91,651 
15,420 
2,226,188 
Consolidated 
Balance 
806,046 
1,369,286 
241,991 
59,000 
24,708 
2,501,031 
8,532,463 
416,512 
92,500 
17,378 
(15,017) 
(9,318,679) 
(274,843) 
2,226,188 
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AlA Services Corporation 
Consolidated Income Statement 
5/31/2008 
AlA AlA Discontinued 
Services Insurance, Combined and 
Corp Inc. Balance Eliminations 
Revenues 
Commissions 232,078 232,078 
Administrative fees 127,575 127,575 
Gain on ULiC Settlement 
Investment income 58,385 66,941 125,326 
Total revenues 58,385 426,594 484,979 
Expenses 
General & administrative 229,643 227,693 457,336 
Commissions 77,323 77,323 
Change in est of adv comm 
Total expenses 229,643 305,016 534,659 
Operating income (171,258) 121,578 (49,680) 
Interest expense 220,325 4,606 224,931 
Equity in net loss (income) 
Total other expense (income) 220,325 4,606 224,931 
Income from continuing operations 
before income tax expense (391,582) 116,972 (274,610) 
Income tax expense (benefit) 102 300 402 
Net income (391,684) 116,672 (275,012) 
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Consolidated 
Balance 
232,078 
127,575 
125,326 
484,979 
457,336 
77,323 
534,659 
(49,680) 
224,931 
224,931 
(274,610) 
402 
(275.012) 
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AlA Services Corporation 
Consolidated Income Statement 
5/31/2007 
AlA AlA Discontinued 
Services Insurance, Combined and Consolidated 
Corp Inc. Balance Eliminations Balance 
Revenues 
Commissions 324,513 324,513 324,513 
Administrative fees 165,401 165,401 165,401 
Gain on ULiC Settlement 
Investment income 43,620 43,620 43,620 
Total revenues 533,534 533,534 533,534 
Expenses 
General & ~dministrative 60,392 484,474 544,866 544,866 
Commissions 85,171 85,171 85,171 
Change in est of adv comm 
Total expenses 60,392 569,645 630,037 630,037 
Operating income (60,392) (36,111) (96,503) (96,503) 
Interest expense 225,042 5,222 230,264 230,264 
Equity in net loss (income) 
Total other expense (income) 225,042 5,222 230,264 230,264 
Income from continuing operations 
before income tax expense (285,434) (41,333) (326,767) (326,767) 
Income tax expense (benefit) (2,917) 3,601 684 684 
Net income (282,517) (44,934) (327,451) (327,451) 
AFFIDA VII OF REED J. TAYLOR DRAFT AIA0027675 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Balance Sheets 
Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Certificate of deposit 
Agent advances, net of allowances of $172,347 and 
\.~ r V,," "~ I I $178,935, respectiviOJ"" U1 U (1 
Accountsreceivable \.-\:) li U I 0 Iln(~(C~ II 
Prepaid expenses - ./ \.,,:;;J ,j~), - 7 '- - - '-- J 
Deferred income taxes 
Real estate, net of accumulattta:.d,epP!eia"t;i0!lif $16,50'7Z
D
' /' '\ I l I J '--'::> I Ie' o.J 
and $160,575, respectivel}\,/) l fl, C<:z, l n ,_~ ~277 
Furniture, equipment, and vehicles, net of accumula't;;; 
depreciation of $820,946 and $809,842, respectively 
Related-party receivables, companies 
Related-party receivables, stockholders 
Investment in parent company preferred stock 
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity 
LIABILITIES: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Unearned commissions 
Related-party payables, companies 
Bank note payable 
Total liabilities 
COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 
STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY: 
Common stock -100,000 shares, $1 par value, authorized; 
6,279 issued and outstanding 
Retained earnings 
Total stockholders' equity 
See accompanying notes to financial statements, 
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December 31, 
$ 33,029 
65,238 
69,039 
62,284 
104,000 
93,637 
20,654 
933,810 
63,623 
1,510,693 
$ 2,956,007 
$ 266,772 
55,000 
849,953 
1,171,725 
6,279 
1,778,003 
1,784,282 
$ 2,956,007 
$ 54,598 
63,183 
74,087 
7,857 
74,864 
79,000 
98,534 
28,684 
483,706 
83,623 
1,510,693 
$2,558,829 
$ 278,891 
75,000 
490,091 
2,446 
846,428 
6,279 
1,706,122 
1,712,401 
$ 2,558,829 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Income 
-, [-lOU D i iY)/--..., n rv-v-, n r V--1 r'-" rr'~\ F7 rj I (\~ I Inn I I n 1 eel 11 (\ v / 
REVENUES: cj 
Administrative fees 
Commissions 
Investment income 
Endorsement settlement from Trustrnark 
EXPENSES: 
General and administrative expense 
Commission expense 
Interest expense 
,---, I'" 
1(-,>-,> I' !r"] /"" '. ['Y' " ( v'' /"', -, I", () ~J) 'I' ()' ,\ Ii L.~' 
'-.F)' ,,! (0 Iii 1 \ lJ \ cr; 
. _ Ll \ , . ... A.~ i i; r'.::;-j \. ...... . 
'- --j 
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT) 
INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT) 
NET INCOME 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
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$ 
$ 
Years Ended 
December 31, 
348,079 
694,854 
105,017 
1,417 
1,149,367 
903,540 
172,634 
14,759 
1,090,933 
58,434 
(13,447) 
71,881 
$ 489,763 
936,278 
141,381 
1,348 
1,568,770 
901,052 
248,624 
20,594 
1,170,270 
398,500 
168,068 
$ 230,432 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Stockholders' Equity Years Ended December 31, 2007 and 2006 
Common Stock Retained 
, ---, [ lULl ~ ~~ I r-. 11 n --- I ,V'-'V • -y- /' • __ , ,_, ,0 - -j --. a;. gs 
" 
(0.;, rJ(O'- li 1:\ ! r, )'-?~\ 'If/' -1 1 . JI (--0\1~"1( ii- , ~ , , I I I I I (cJ ,- \ v L .J' 'a . ! LJ U J L dU. J n , 1 ,._. , ___ J L1 ) I t.___ L ',_'-,,-, Li U 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 2005 6,27~j $ 6,279 $ 1,475,690 $1,481,969 
ADD: 
Net income 230,432 230,432 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31,2006 ,--;:::-\ _ Q 0 .6,2?9 l.--:J 6,279 ~~.~r-lr-l ('))j--I/-D\l/-C~~~rirll) 11 t--
"))I} . .\_..J./. __ ~( __) __ ) ADD: \.._'. \. _A. _..:..<) ~--:7,-_:;; \_:l 
1,706,122 1,712,401 
Net income 71,881 71,881 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 2007 $1,778,003 $1,784,282 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Cash Flows 
lj)u](~U 0 lIlTO 0 UU($JUJ\Vj 
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents c./ 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES: 
Net income 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net 
cash provided by operf~~ a~~f~~: U -, c'-" A 
Provision for uncol't~~fel~tt)ijtp£~( C-~ L [~ 
Depreciation '., '.."A, ",<~ J "-. '7 ",/ ,..i 
Loss on disposition of assets 
Deferred income taxes fr ;> j l .. , L'- -, l,' v"', (-"j r,-, '\ 
Changes in assets and lia~@.t§Sl HI cs l n l.~~ (?:f 
Agent advances \., . 
Accrued interest on certificate of deposit 
Accounts receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Unearned commissions 
Net cash provided by operating activities 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES: 
Due from related parties (net) 
Capital expenditures 
Net cash used in investing activities 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES: 
Plincipal payments on note payable 
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUW ALENTS 
CASH AND CASH EQUW AUNTS, BEGINNING OF YEAR 
CASH AND CASH EQUW ALENTS, END OF YEAR 
Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flows Information: 
Cash paid during the year for interest 
See accompanying notes to financial statements, 
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$ 
(6,588) 
16,001 20,472 
12,802 
(25,000) 8,000 
11,636 15,780 
(2,055) (4,183) 
7,857 
12,580 (9,532) 
(12,119) (87,169) 
(20,000) (18,000) 
54,194 168,602 
(70,242) (152,068) 
(3,074) (2,015) 
(73,316) (154,083) 
(2,447) (2,359) 
(21,569) 12,160 
54,598 42,438 
33,029 $ 54,598 
$ 20,594 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 1 - ORGANIZATION: i, -, -" [ 1 LJ v~ U rv- /-" ~r,~ r:l r '"\ n .-, ( 2/1 
AIA Insurance, ~c·1 di{~f.'wl(~Y)I~PpYf9~t(~f~dfatr'vb! AIf:[§e~ffef§~a:r?rreon (Services), a holcling 
company based m Lce'wisWn,'1<:iaHe! ~ Gb.jJ~ 4!'nrrelpa1I;l.Jl~mes$-i&rtlarketiRglihldl'ahce products and 
services to ranchers and farmers, most of whom are members of a'gricultural associations. The Company's products 
include group health, life and long-term care insurance, and individual life insurance. 
The Company also operates as a group health and life insurance administrator conducting most of its business with 
various independent trusts, which accumulate and invest premiums collected for the policy groups. The Company, 
as a~strator for ~e ~sts, re~\thos~e,ernt:F to ~e n;Jfr~r~nrned on .behalf of the trus~ .These trusts, 
operating ~der the dIrection of ~~8R¥T}1:; t~o~rffENtlreS!~rf map ~e,Gram Growers As.soClanon 
Membership and Insurance Trusf>-tBsJ~hliJ ~~~Jr1~~ ~J>l~km'¥!.. ~Jp Trust, the Arnencan Independent 
Agricultural Producers Trust, the American Soybean Association Membership and Insurance Trust, and the 
National Contract Poulhy Growers Association Membership and Insurance Trust (collectively referred to as the 
Trusts). (C\ [}'-l ~') [Y-'(~rKgj ~._'J I UCA . Jl.J" i • _ . .7 
\.'j 
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POUCIES: 
Cash and cash equivalents - Cash and cash equivalents are comprised of cash and funds temporarily invested (with 
original maturities when purchased not exceeding three months) as part of the Company's management of day-to-
day operating cash receipts and disbursements. 
Real estate, furniture, equipment, and vehicles - These assets are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. 
Depreciation is computed using straight-line and accelerated methods over lives of 3 to 40 years_ 
Income taxes - The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with the provisions of Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes. Under the asset and liability method of SFAS 
No. 109, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences 
between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax basis. 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to table income in the 
years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. Under SFAS No_ 109, the effect 
on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that includes the 
enactment date. 
Administrative fee revenue - The Company is a third-party administrator for Trushnark Insurance Company 
(Trushnark), provicling administrative and data processing services for the Trusts and the life insurance company. 
All revenue from administrative fees result from such arrangements and is recorded as income upon receipt, which 
approximates the time period over which the administrative fees are earned. The administrative fees are calculated 
on a percentage of premium basis on a per policy basis, and also as specific administrative functions are performed. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued): 
i -~ II U U ,. . '" ' .J/l 
, ~ rrJ/-'''. l!tI-..... /-"'~·-·m·-~":\ ""-'f" n ll:n.:\~~·".r- -" ~ ..,..1 L. Commission income t !. ':;SiO!)Ul4 f'U'reo '?~ 'q¥r'th~~', iP'~d~~,!lsF'bstantial portion of 
" , 'tl' \ s::;;.~ . I ~ I I , I 0 I \ L > 6' th \ _".::.,,1, ;..'" k I' , 'th hi COmnusslOns IS curren y'1' cewt!(' fl mS1:i' 'te·· anX" ~Hy less- e'iiu=. to-mar et po lCles WI t S 
1... . .-1 
insurance company may negatively impact the Company's financial results until replacement insurers can be found. 
Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported 
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amo~f reveITes erd expensesAuriI[tg..~ reporting period. Actual results could 
differ from those estimates_ (C'0~ (-I r I ~'" fl /--, /- -", I " I ",'-', \...... (\ \ . i Q I. f ,~\, .. ) t. r"" i r () \ 
\.-u u! v) i \ c?V--r) l':J i \' ) 
',. > • ...1, r-... f _) --. -.. '-../ 
NOTE 3 - LIQUIDITY AND FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
. (C'- -, /-'\~v-'\ ~-Y .... - .. , i1l. ] >f.;;,.J F' I (' / Q \ 
The Trusts, which contribute a large po~ .. ri'- _f'I'Ej ~~Ll #i'{> 'l'~ b.!'llJs, have continued to experience decreasing 
numbers of policyholders and commission income related to 0' premiums originated. The Company is seeking 
to stabilize and reverse this trend through the introduction of additional insurance products made available to the 
Trusts through the Company, as well as through a related company. The Company believes that revenues earned 
through commissions and administrative fees will be adequate to fund ongoing operations, in addition to continued 
development activities at the related company_ In addition, management believes that the funds previously 
advanced for certain development activities by the related company will provide the Company with a future 
revenue stream_ 
There can be no assurances given that the Company will be successful in the execution of its plans. 
NOTE 4 - RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION - COMP AMES: 
At December 31,2007 and 2006, the Company had outstanding receivables from various Trusts administered by the 
Company totaling $21,120 and $20,540, respectively. 
During 2004, the Company had received certain cash advances from Crop USA which totaled $274,589_ These 
amounts due to CropUSA from the cash advances are unsecured, due on demand, and have no stated interest rate, 
As of December 31, 2007 and 2006, the outstanding balances due to Crop USA were $761,155 and $380,104, 
respectively. The Company has an administrative agreement with CropUSA providing for the reimbursement of 
specified expenses incurred by the Company on behalf of CropUSA. The agreement expires June 1, 2008. In 
addition CorpUSA and Services have signed a promissory note regarding the repayment of $500,000. The note 
bears interest at 15% per armum, The note is secured by real estate and can be repaid at any time_ 
Reimbursed expenses charged to Crop USA totaled $211,907 in 2007 and $455,649 in 2006_ 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 4 - RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION - COMPANIES (continued): 
As of December 31,1 2~ ffl(~~( tP epmf~~ IT~19ttjs~-WaY~b[~)fF~~~~ Trusts totaling $88,797 
and $109,986, respeeavelYJ The-paJ1~llJ Werel4e--r~ WrtB cas1:1-adv'aRte:S~ by the Trusts to the 
Company. These amounts were unsecured, due on demand, and did not have a stated interest rate. 
As of December 31, 2007 and 2006, the Company had an outstanding receivable from Services (parent company) 
totaling $881,640 and $463,166, respectively, net of $3,500 and $140,000, representing amounts accrued for income 
taxes payable by the parent company. The receivable is unsecured, due on demand, and has no stated interest rate. 
During 2004, the Company advanced funds and provided certain services to the majority stockholder of Services. 
As a result, at December 31,2007 and 2~.::thr~~~r~ ~'fr6<qlIed outstanding receivable of $63,623 and 
$83,623, respectively, which is partially b#s§:1 H 1<:~~~~~f~~~9 and $-0-, respectively, in accrued but 
unpaid wages to this stockholder. Additionally, during 2004,'ilieJCompany advanced $75,000 to Radio Leasing II, 
LLC, a company owned by the majority stockholder of Services. During 2005, Radio Leasing II, LLC, paid that note 
in full and advanced the Company $53,000. These advances are unsecured, due on demand, and do not have a 
stated interest rate. As of December 31, 2006, these advances from Radio Leasing II, LLC, have been paid. 
The Company rents a parking lot from the majority stockholder of Services for $1,250 monthly, on a month-to-
month basis. Total related-party rent expense was $15,000 in both 2007 and 2006. 
At December 31,2005, the Company also had outstanding receivables from the former majority stockholder of the 
Company totaling $7,788. 
NOTE 6 - FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT, AND VEHICLES: 
Furniture, equipment, and vehicles consisted of the following: 
Furniture and equipment 
Leasehold improvements 
Vehicles 
Accumulated depreciation 
December 31, 
$701,896 
112,075 
27,629 
841,600 
820,946 
$698,822 
112,075 
27,629 
838,526 
809,842 
$ 20,654 $ 28,684 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 7 - EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS: 
The Company maJt~Ot,pfcrfit\!' la~u gilOOr v: I ~ WP.~:'~t~~?~;WteJJl~}~1 Wt(~~'" /?f~ode section 401(k) I I. \ c:;;:;; I ~ , 'i!' I , fa 'ri, \; f ! ~ f J. ! T(j I 
feature covering suootan' yaIf em ! Lvlrflh a ! '·c-omPlet~ree-me:mfuS Of . ~-tmployee elective 
deferral contributions are fully vested immediately and Company contributions are fully vested after seven years of 
participation. The Company made no contributions to the plan in 2007 or 2006. 
NOTE 8 - OPERATING LEASES: 
The Company leases office equip~~ Frf r~~ ~r~y'd§~~ltiOU~I€f]~~eements which are accounted for as 
operating leases. In most cases, rli@9g~!J:'LJhk~e~~~\b.tenj.§asesl~llJ~~ienewed or replaced by other 
(' } 
comparable leases. ' --' 
Minimum lease payments required un~~~:~I*~:?naiJq~~,t1t~t-~.J\)eG.~tial or remaining noncancelable lease terms 
in excess of one year as of December 31,~ge), ~f1 J~~~~1t~:J ~~~ \r:;::? 
Years Ending 
December 31, 
2008 
2009 
Amount 
$93,000 
91,200 
Total lease expense for all operating leases was $102,000 in 2007 and $117,900 in 2006. 
The leased office building is subject to a lease agreement that calls for a larger amount of monthly rent than is 
included in the rent expense and payment commitments described above. However, the Company is party to an 
offsetting arrangement with a related party that reduces the monthly rent to these lower amounts. In addition, 
portions of the office building are subleased out under various short-term and long-term operating lease 
arrangements. Following is a summary of minimum future rental income commitments under long-term subleases: 
Years Ending 
December3L 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
Amount 
$64,400 
64,400 
40,500 
3,000 
Sublease income totaled $102,962 and $137,198 for 2007 and 2006, respectively. 
AFFIDA VIT OF REED 1. TAYLOR DRAFT 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 9 - INCOME TAXES: 
''\ 11 U U f -'\ rl,[l, 
For tax reporting P~i:' ~)fu~g¢mm' ~W1v~~o. " /.~;~iR:\~1d ~ fu\~or~~rt c; Jtfx return of Services. The 
C ha I .1 r \ ~I' ,.1 i...1 I , l-.?_J! I "d' f' c~, . '_.l. U 'lL C th f d al ompany s a tax'S arrng agreern be tltcrt prop es or-::x:o e<::~d0' g&me ompany e e er 
. ...-/ 
income tax liability the Company would have been obligated to pay for a taxable year if it had filed a separate 
return as an unconsolidated entity_ Federal income taxes computed will be offset against the receivables from 
Services. 
The components of income tax expense consisted of the following: 
Current 
Deferred expense (benefit) 
Income tax expense (benefit) 
Years Ended 
December 31, 
$ 11,553 
(25,000) 
$160,068 
8,000 
$ (13,447) $168,068 
The income tax provisions differed from the amounts expected using current federal statutory rates primarily 
because of the effects of state income taxes, nondeductible expenses, and changes in prior year estimates. 
The significant components of the Company's deferred tax assets and liabilities are summarized as follows: 
Deferred tax assets (liabilities): 
Allowance for doubtful accounts 
Accrued wages 
Accrued vacation 
Property and equipment 
Other 
Net deferred tax assets 
December 31, 
2007 2006 
$ 64,000 $ 66,000 
24,000 31,000 
8,000 7,000 
(34,000) (29,000) 
42,000 4,000 
$104,000 $ 79,000 
Management has determined that it is not necessary to establish a valuation reserve for the deferred tax asset at the 
Company (subsidiary) level since management believes that it is more likely than not that future taxable income 
generated by the Company and included in Services' consolidated tax return will be sufficient to realize the benefit 
of these temporary differences. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 10 - BANK NOTE PAYABLE: 
NOTE 11 - LITIGATION: 
The Company has been named as a co-defendant in a breach of contract complaint that was filed on March II, 2003. 
The plaintiff contends, among other 1fingi' jat tfj co~panih s nfiiits contractual obligation to guarantee 
the debts of the parent company £~1S'fT; rg~'f9rt@ti-frl:4l tges e,defendants. On January 17, 2007, the 
Company entered into a Settlemeii!-¥1q R~ 9'i~~!f~e~!-w' if q}2i '<L~' will release all claims brought 
against it by the Universe Life Insurance Company Liquidating Trust. The agreement is subject to court approval. 
Management expects to obtain the approval in 2008. 
((0 r~-V:-\ rr"V-"I] --" 
In 2007, the Company, as well as severalt:I.Y~4 pjl{~~! l'1~rf\~Iljl'~ a suit brought by a former stockholder of 
the Company. The suit alleges several claims against the Con\pany. Given the early nature of the suit and the 
complexity of the matter, management and the Company's legal counsel are unable at this time to determine the 
expected outcome of the suit or range of possible loss. Management of the Company intends to contest the 
litigation vigorously. 
NOTE 12 - INVESTMENT IN PARENT CaMP ANY PREFERRED STOCK: 
During 2004, the Company purchased 205,000 shares of Services preferred stock which was previously held by 
CropUSA. The shares of Services preferred stock were purchased for $1,510,693 and such amount is reported as an 
asset as of December 31, 2007 and 2006. Management believes that the investment is properly classified as an asset, 
however, our independent auditors believe the investment should be reported as a component of stockholders' 
equity in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Had this investment been reported as a contra-equity account, the Company's total assets and stockholders' equity 
at December 31, 2007 and 2006, would have been reduced by $1,510,693. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
TAYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
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Case No.: CV-07-00208 
PLAINTIFF REED TAYLOR'S 
MOTION TO DISSOLVE 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND 
MOTION TO RELINQUISH 
COLLATERAL 
EXHIBIT C 
Plaintiff Reed 1. Taylor ("Reed") moves the Court to dissolve the Preliminary Injunction 
previously entered against him and also moves the Court for an order requiring the defendants to 
relinquish possession of collateral to Reed: 
I. EVIDENCE RELIED UPON 
Reed's Motion to Dissolve Preliminary Injunction and Motion to Relinquish Collateral 
are based upon the Court's record, Reed's Motions, the Affidavit of Steve Calandrillo, the 
Affidavit ofW.H. Knight, Jr., and the Affidavit(s) of Roderick C. Bond. 
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
On August 1,2005, Reed's $6M Note matured. See Hearing, Ex. A. On December 12, 
2006, Reed provided AlA Services with written notice of its failure to pay the $6M Note. See 
Hearing, Ex. F. On February 22,2007, Reed exercised his contractual right and voted the shares 
of AlA Insurance that were pledged to him as collateral when AlA Services failed to pay all 
amounts owed under the $6MNote (among other defaults). See Hearing, Ex. K. 
On March 8, 2007, the Court denied Reed's Motion for Preliminary Injunction and 
granted the Defendants' Motion for Preliminary Injunction against Reed (which prevented Reed 
from operating AlA Insurance or contacting its employees). See Opinion and Order on 
Defendants' Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 7. 
On May 31, 2007, the Court denied Reed Taylor's Motion for Reconsideration, but 
increased the amount of the required bond for the preliminary injunction issued against Reed 
Taylor to $200,000. See Opinion and Order on Plaintiffs Motions for Reconsideration, 
Preliminary Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order, p. 13. 
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Under the terms of the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement ("Amended 
Stock Pledge Agreement"), AlA Services granted Reed an irrevocable proxy and an irrevocable 
power of attorney to vote, sell and/or transfer the shares of AlA Insurance. See Hearing, Ex. C, 
p. 7, § 6; p. 11, § 11.2. Upon the occurrence and failure to cure a default of the $6M Note, the 
authority to vote the shares of AlA Insurance rests exclusively with Reed (and AlA Services 
right to vote the shares ceases). Id. at p. 7, § 6 and p. 8, § 7(a). AlA Services defaulted on its 
obligations to Reed when, among other things, it failed to pay the $6M Note. See Hearing, Ex. 
C, E-F. 
Under the tenns of the Amended and Restated Security Agreement ("Amended Security 
Agreement"), AlA Services and AlA Insurance granted Reed a security interest in all of their 
right, title and interest in "all commissions from the sale of insurance or related services received 
by or on behalf of, or payable to ... " AlA Services and AlA Insurance. See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 2, 
§§ 1-2. Under the terms of the Amended Security Agreement, events of default are determined 
in accordance with the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 3, § 5. In 
addition, under the terms of the Amended Security Agreement, "[a]ll rights and remedies of 
[Reed] shall be cumulative and may be exercised at such times and in such order as [Reed] 
determines." See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 4, § 7.3. 
On November 25,2007, Reed Taylor'S moved the Court for Partial Summary Judgment 
of AlA Services' default of the Promissory Note and default under the Amended Stock Pledge 
Agreement. See Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. On February 8, 2008, 
the Court granted Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. See Opinion and Order 
on Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. A fInding of a default under the terms of 
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the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement also constitutes a default of the Amended Security 
Agreement. See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 3, § 5. 
On May 8, 2008, the Court entered its Opinion and Order denying AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance's Motion for Reconsideration and granting their request for Interlocutory Appeal. See 
Opinion and Order Denying Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration. On June 12, 2008, the 
Idaho Supreme Court denied AlA Services and AlA Insurance's Motion for Permissive Appeal 
of the Court's Orders granting partial summary judgment and denying reconsideration. 
Over the time Reed has been enjoined, the defendants have permanently impaired the 
value of AlA by among other things: (1) improperly pledging AlA Services' only significant 
asset, the $l.2M Mortgage received in a recent settlement, to Crop USA; (2) improperly 
transferring AlA Insurance's long-time employees to Crop USA; (3) failing to properly allocate 
expenses between AlA Insurance and Crop USA; (4) improperly paying interested directors 
$20,000 per year in monetary compensation; (5) improperly paying the attorneys fees for the 
individual defendants without providing full disclosure and receiving the vote of disinterested 
shareholders; (6) failing to properly operate AlA Insurance; and (6) failing to take legal action 
against the individual defendants, Crop USA, unnamed parties and responsible attorneys for the 
millions of dollars improperly and/or fraudulently transferred to Crop USA and others (including 
R. John Taylor). In sum, the Defendants have taken inappropriate advantage of the preliminary 
injunction that it obtained from the Court to enjoin Reed from exercising his contractual rights. 
See Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond in Support of Motion to Disqualify. 
On April 17,2008, AIA Services and AlA Insurance filed a Motion for Rule 67 Deposit, 
stopped paying Reed and commenced depositing the payments it was making to Reed into an 
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account with U.S. Bank without consent from the Court as required. See ALA Services and ALA 
Insurance's Memorandum of Law in Support of Rule 67 Motion; LR.C.P. 67. Despite demands 
by Reed's counsel, AlA Services and AlA Insurance have never noticed their Rule 67 Motion for 
a hearing. See Id.; Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond in Support of Motion to Relinquish Collateral. 
Reed has a perfected security interest in the commission and related receivables of AlA 
Services and AlA Insurance and is entitled to possession of such funds under the terms of the 
Amended Security Agreement. See Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Temporary Restraining Order dated March 28, 2007, Ex. 2; Hearing, Ex. E. 
III. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. The Court Should Dissolve The Preliminary Injunction Against Reed Aud The 
$200,000 Bond Held Until Further Motion By Reed. 
1. The Injunction Must Be Dissolved As There Is And Was No Legitimate 
Legal Basis To Enjoin Reed. 
Once shares of stock have been voted, a party may not be enjoined because the vote has 
already taken place. Cooper v Milam, 256 S.W.2d 196,201 (Tex. Civ. App. 1953)("Regardless 
of whether the Bank did or did not have the right t6 vote the Barrett stock, conditionally or 
unconditionally, it has done so and no preliminary injunction can effectively undo that which has 
been done"). An injunction may only be granted in certain circumstances to a defendant. 
LR.C.P. 65. 
Here, Reed voted the shares of AlA Insurance on February 22,2007, and terminated the 
officers and board members of ALA Insurance and appointed himself as the sole director and 
officer. See Hearing, Ex. K-L. Notwithstanding Reed's valid and warranted vote of the shares, 
the Defendants were able to persuade the Court into enjoining Reed from exercising his 
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contractual rights. However, over the course of the injunction against Reed, the Defendants have 
transferred all of AlA Insurance's employees to Crop USA, inappropriately encumbered assets 
of the corporations, inappropriately paid attorneys' fees for interested parties who should be sued 
by AlA Insurance and AlA Services, and have otherwise not safeguarded the companies or their 
assets. 
Significantly, the Court granted Reed Taylor's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
the default of the $6M Note and Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, which also confirms that 
Reed's vote was lawful and warranted. Notwithstanding the Court's finding of default, the 
Defendants have no legal basis to enjoin Reed and have refused to amicably relinquish 
possession of AlA Insurance to Reed. Thus, the preliminary injunction against Reed should be 
dissolved so that he may pursue his contractual rights. 
2. Reed Should Be Awarded His Attorneys' Fees, Costs And Damages 
Incurred for Being Wrongfully Enjoined. 
The Court has provided AlA Services with every opportunity to show that it was not in 
default of the $6M Note and Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, but the Court has found AlA 
Services in default of the $6M Note and Amended Stock Pledge Agreement when it granted 
Reed's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
Thus, the Court should award Reed the attorneys' fees, costs, and damages that he has 
incurred for being wrongfully enjoined and order the $200,000 bond held pending Reed's formal 
motion against the bond and responsible parties to recover applicable attorneys' fees, costs and 
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damages from named Defendants.! 
B. The Court Should Order The Defendants To Relinquish Possession Of AlA 
Insurance To Reed And Authorize Reed To Sell The Shares Of AlA Insurance. 
After default, a secured party may "foreclose or otherwise enforce the claim, security 
interest or. . .lien by any available judicial procedure; and [i]f the collateral is documents, may 
proceed either as to the documents or as to the goods they cover." LC. § 28-9-601 (a)(1)-(2). 
"After default, a secured party [m]ay take possession of the collateraL.." I.C. § 28-9-609(a)(1). 
In addition, after any event of default, a secured party may" ... require the debtor to assemble the 
collateral and make it available to the secured party ... " I.C. § 28-9-609( c). 
1. The Defendants Should Be Ordered Relinquish Control of AlA Insurance 
To Reed. 
When a right to vote shares is granted through an irrevocable power of attorney coupled 
with an interest, a pledgee's right to vote the shares is irrevocable under Idaho law. I.C. § 30-1-
722. A secured party may use or operate the collateral for the purpose of preserving the 
collateral. I.C. § 28-9-207. 
ALA Services pledged ALA Insurance as collateral for the punctual payment of the $6M 
Note. See Hearing, Ex. C, p. 2, § 2. Upon a default, AlA Services expressly granted Reed the 
contractual right to vote all of the shares of ALA Insurance. See Hearing, Ex. C, p. 7, § 6. 
Reed's irrevocable right to vote the shares is unmistakably clear: 
... Upon the occurrence and continuation of a Default, [AlA Services'] right to exercise 
such voting rights shall immediately cease and terminate and all voting rights with 
respect to [AlA Insurance] shall rest solely and exclusively in [Reed]. The foregoing 
sentence shall constitute and grant to [Reed] an irrevocable proxy coupled with an 
I The $200,000 bond is insufficient to compensate Reed for the damages, attorneys' fees and costs that he has 
incurred from being wrongfully enjoined. Reed will only seek damages attributable to named parties in this action 
from the Court, but by doing so reserves all rights to seek damages from' other responsible parties in other lawsuits, 
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interest to vote the [shares of AlA Insurance] upon the occurrence and continuation of 
such a Default. .. 
See Hearing, Ex. C. p. 7, § 6 (emphasis added). In order to provide Reed with all rights 
necessary to vote the shares and take over AlA Insurance as provided under Idaho law, AlA 
Services also expressly agreed to: 
... sign such additional documents relating to [AlA Insurance] as [Reed] may reasonably 
request in order to provide [Reed] with the full benefit of this Agreement. [AlA 
Services 1 hereby grants to [Reed) a power of attorney to execute any such documents as 
[AlA Services'] attorney-in-fact. Such power of attorney is coupled with an interest and 
shall be irrevocable until the [$6M Note has] been fully and finally paid. 
See Hearing Ex. C. p. 11, § 11.2 (emphasis added). 
Thus, Reed's right to vote the shares of AlA Insurance was irrevocable and authorized 
pursuant to I.C. § 30-1-722. In accordance with the contractual rights expressly granted to Reed 
by AlA Services, Reed exercised his right to vote all of the shares of AlA Insurance on February 
22,2007. See Hearing, Ex. K. In addition to the right to vote the shares, AlA Services granted 
Reed the right to sell AlA Insurance upon a default. See Hearing, Ex. C, p. 9, § 9.2; see also 
Hearing Ex. D. 
The Court has found that AlA Services is in dUault of the $6M Note and Amended Stock 
Pledge Agreement for its failure to pay Reed as required. Because ALA Insurance is pledged to 
Reed as collateral, he is entitled to take immediate possession of it. Therefore, the Defendants 
should be ordered to assemble AlA Insurance (including all assets such as vehicles, equipment 
and receivables) and immediately relinquish possession to Reed. 
III 
III 
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2. Reed Requests A Court Order Permitting Him To Sell The Shares Of 
AlA Insurance In The Manner Expressly Agreed To By The Parties. 
"After default, a secured party may sell, lease, license, or otherwise dispose of any or all 
of the collateral in its present condition or following any commercially reasonable preparation or 
processing." I.C. § 28-9-610(a). A secured party may purchase any collateral at a public 
disposition. I.e. § 28-9-61 O( c). A debtor may waive certain statutory rights and authorize a sale 
of collateral. I.C. 28-9-602. 
Here, AlA Services granted Reed the contractual right to sell the shares of AlA Insurance 
at a pubic or private sale, and AlA Services waived its right to expedite or delay any sale. See 
Hearing, Ex. C, p. 9, § 9.1. The Court has found AlA Services is in default of the $6M Note and 
the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. The Defendants have no legal right to delay or thwart 
Reed's contractual right to sell the shares. Thus, the Court should enter an order authorizing 
Reed to sell the shares of AlA Insurance pursuant to the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
3. Alternatively, Reed Requests That The Court Order Possession of AlA 
Insurance Be Relinquished to Reed Pursuant to a Preliminary Injunction. 
If for some reason the Court is not inclined to order the defendants to tum over AlA 
Insurance to Reed under the above legal authority, then Reed requests the Court order it turned 
over through a preliminary injunction under LR.C.P. 65(e)(1)-(4), without bond, under the 
authority and arguments cited in support of Reed's prior Emergency Motion, Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction, Motion for Reconsideration, Motion for Temporary Restraining Order, 
all affidavits in support of the foregoing motions (all of which incorporated by reference into this 
Motion), and the record. 
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C. AlA Services And AlA Insurance Should Be Ordered To Tender All Gross 
Commissions And Related Receivables To Reed. 
"After default, a secured party [m]ay take possession of the collateral..." I.e. § 28-9-
609( a)(1). In addition, after any event of default, a secured party may" ... require the debtor to 
assemble the collateral and make it available to the secured party ... " I.C. § 28-9-609(c). 
ALA Services and AlA Insurance granted Reed a security interest in "all commissions 
from the sale of insurance or related services ... " See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 2, §§ 1-2. In addition, 
Reed has perfected his security interest in ALA Services and ALA Insurance's funds. See 
Affidavit of Roderick C. Bond in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Temporary Restraining Order 
dated March 28, 2007. A default of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement constitutes a default 
of the Amended Security Agreement. See Hearing, Ex. E, p. 3, § 5. AlA Insurance receives all 
of its commissions and related receivables from Trustmark. See e.g., Hearing, Ex. AQ, p. 26 .. 
The Court has found ALA Services in default of the Amended Stock Pledge Agreement, 
which such finding also constitutes a default of the Amended Security Agreement. Thus, the 
Court should order the Defendants and Trustmark to tender payment of all commissions and 
related receivables payable to ALA Services and ALA Insurance directly to Reed or such 
account(s) as Reed may designate. 
D. AlA Services Should Be Ordered To Tender Payment To Rced All Funds Held 
By U.S. Bank And All Other Bank Accounts 
"After default, a secured party [m]ay take possession of the collateraL .. " I.C. § 28-9-
609(a)(1). In addition, after any event of default, a secured party may" ... require the debtor to 
assemble the collateral and make it available to the secured party ... " I.C. § 28-9-609(c). 
III 
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Here, AlA Services granted Reed a security interest in all commissions and related 
receivables. See Hearing, Ex. E., p. 2, §§ 1-3. Even though AlA Services is in default of the 
Amended Stock Pledge Agreement and Amended Security Agreement, AlA Services has, in 
violation of LR.C.P 67 and the parties' agreements, inappropriately paid funds into a bank 
account purportedly on Reed's behalf, even though Reed's name is not on the account. 
Moreover, AlA Services has never even noted its Rule 67 Motion for hearing, yet it has stopped 
paying Reed which constitutes a breach of its own alleged oral modification. 
The Court should order that all funds held in U.S. Bank Account Number 1-523-5994-
5198 be tendered to Reed immediately and credited towards accrued interest on his $6M Note. 
See Bond Aff., Ex. 40. In addition, the Defendants should be ordered to relinquish all bank 
accounts to Reed as the funds in those ac?ounts are also subject to Reed's security interest. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The Preliminary Injunction against Reed Taylor should be dissolved, a finding made that 
Reed is entitled to recover his attorneys' fees, costs and damages incurred from being wrongfully 
enjoined, and the $200,000 bond should be held by the Court as security until such time as Reed 
makes a motion to recover fees, costs, and damages pursuant to LR.C.P. 65. 
III 
III 
III 
III 
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Next, the Court should enter an order requiring the Defendants to immediately relinquish 
possession of AlA Insurance to Reed, enter an order authorizing Reed to sell the shares of AlA 
Insurance, order all commissions and related receivables to be paid to Reed or accounts Reed 
may designate, and order the Defendants to tender payment to Reed of the funds held by U.S. 
Bank and relinquish control of all other bank. accounts. 
DATED: This 28th day of August, 2008. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TA YLOR and CONNIE 
TA YLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
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Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor ("Reed") submits this Reply in Support of his Motion to Dissolve 
Preliminary Injunction and Motion to Relinquish Collateral: 
1. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 
A. AlA Services And AlA Insurance's Arguments Are Flawed. 
Contrary to the assertion made by the Defendants that lack any evidence or legal 
authority, AlA Services and Insurance's funds, assets and businesses have been detrimentally 
affected because of the actions of the individual defendants. In response to Reed's Motions, AlA 
Services and AlA Insurance submit several inapplicable and irrelevant arguments. Reed will 
respond to each argument as follows. 
1. The $1.2 Million Mortgage Is Collateral That Reed Is Entitled To Possess. 
AlA Services provided Reed all of the shares of The Universe Life Insurance Company 
("Universe") as collateral for the redemption of his shares. See Bond Aff., Ex. 4, p. 3 § 3.5. 
Reed's security interest in the Universe stock includes any "dividend or distribution payable in 
cash or property ... " See Bond Aff, Ex. 4. p. 7, § 5(a)(iii). Furthermore, the cost to litigate the 
case to acquire the $1.2 Mortgage was paid with funds in which Reed has a security interest, 
thus, the $1.2 Million Mortgage is the proceeds or resulting asset of commission collateral 
granted to Reed. See Bond Aff., Ex. 5, p. 2, § 2. 
Thus, the $1.2 Million Mortgage was a distribution of assets from the Universe and the 
acquired with funds in which Reed had a valid and perfected security interest. The $1.2 Million 
Mortgage is the property of Reed and he is entitled to possession of it. 
III 
III 
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2. AlA Insurance's Employees Have Been Inappropriately Solicited And 
Transferred To CropUSA. 
Like every other argument in this case, John Taylor, through his counsel Hawley Troxell, 
misconstrues the evidence. Under the terms of John Taylor's Executive Officer's Agreement, 
John Taylor may not " ... employ, or endeavor to employ any of AlA's employees during the two 
(2) years immediately following the effective date of termination of Employee's employment 
under this Agreement." See Supp. Bond Aff, Ex. 45, p. 4, § 9(c). Thus, not only are John Taylor 
actions impairing the value of AIA Insurance, but they are a direct breach of his Executive 
Officer's Agreement. 
On January 28, 2008, John Taylor testified regarding the present status of AlA 
Insurance's employees (the same employees that he expressed so much concern about in his 
December 2007 Affidavit): 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): How many employees does AlA have right now? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): None - Two. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Two? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): Two. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Who is that? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): Bob Cline and Reed's ranch hand ... 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): .... Why does AlA no longer have any employees besides Reed's 
two employees? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): As of January 1st of this year [2008], I transferred everyone else's 
payroll to Crop USA. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 161,11. 1-15. 
III 
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Q: (By Mr. Bond): And in 1995, was it contemplated that if Reed Taylor was forced to 
exercise his contractual rights, that there would be no employees at 
AlA? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): T would think not. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Did those contract documents have any provisions that authorized 
you to transfer AIA's employees to companies that AlA didn't 
hold an ownership interest? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I don't know. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 241,11.1-12 (emphasis added).1 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): So, other than each respective employee's right to quit working for 
CropUSA and commence working for Reed, should he take 
control, there is nothing, no other documents or no other 
agreements or anything pertaining to their employment 
relationship? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): Not that I know of. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Who would know? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I don't know. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 242, 11. 5-12 (emphasis added). 
Thus, AIA Insurance no longer has any employees and John Taylor has breached his 
Executive Officer's Agreement and fiduciary duties by transferring AIA Insurance's long-tenn 
employees to CropUSA. 
3. The Defendants Have Not Properly Allocated Expenses Borne By AlA On 
Behalf Of Crop USA. 
As demonstrated by the testimony of John Taylor himself, the expenses have not been 
properly allocated and, when they are allocated, are allocated as John Taylor unilaterally deems 
I AlA Insurance has also ceased paying Bob Cline and Reed's ranch hand and they are no longer employees of AlA 
Insurance. 
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appropriate. See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, _; Pederson Aff. 
4. The $20,000 Per Year Being Paid To The Directors Are Inappropriate 
And Fraudulent Conveyances. 
Even when AlA Services was in its best financial condition ever, it never paid its 
directors $20,000 per year. Since Reed placed AlA Services in default, John Taylor, Connie 
Taylor and James Beck have unilaterally decided to utilize what little funds remain to pay 
exorbitant director compensation. Of course, this compensation is in line with John Taylor 
having AlA Insurance pay him $15,000 per year to rent a parking lot that the company never 
uses (the same lot that AlA was renting for $3,500 per year before John purchased the parking 
lot using AlA's line-of-credit). See Pederson Aff. Contrary to AlA's assertion, Reed will not file 
suit against "[a]ny newly appointed director who does not fold to Red Taylor's demands ... " so 
long as the directors are dealing in good faith and complying with their fiduciary obligations and 
duties under the law. See AlA's Response, p. 4. 
AlA's business is expected to be gone in two years. In response, the Defendants have 
decided that it is appropriate to pay themselves $20,000 per year, stop paying Donna Taylor, stop 
paying Reed Taylor, and keep using AlA to benefit CropUSA and the individual defendants. 
5. The Payment Of The Individual Defendants Attorneys' Fees Is 
Inappropriate. 
Reed and Donna Taylor are required to be members of the board of AIA Services until 
each of their respective debts are paid. See Affidavit of Reed Taylor; Affidavit of Donna Taylor; 
Bond Aff., Ex. 4, p. 6, § 4.10. In addition, AlA Services has not had a shareholder meeting to 
elect its present directors for years. Moreover, funds received from CropUSA in return for the 
pledge of the $1.2 Million Mortgage are inappropriate as the mortgage was a distribution of the 
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estate of the Universe and obtained through the payment of attorneys' fees and costs derived 
from funds in which Reed had a valid and perfected security interest. Finally, the Bylaws of the 
corporations and the law have specific requirement for conflicts of interest that require the matter 
to be submitted for approval from disinterested shareholders or parties. Lastly, Reed is the only 
authorized board member and officer of AlA Insurance, which such appointment is confirmed by 
the finding of AlA Services' default of the $6M Note and Amended Stock Pledge Agreement. 
6. ALA Has Not Been Operated Improperly. 
As indicated in the Affidavit of Paul Pederson and the exhibits attached to the Affidavits 
of Roderick C. Bond, AlA Services and ALA Insurance have been improperly operated. In fact, 
after a thorough review of AIA's journal entries, Mr. Pederson has outlined numerous issues and 
determined that over $2,000,000 in non-arms length "related party" transactions have occurred. 
See Pederson Aff. Of course, this is only a preliminary review and does not include the 
substantial amount of funds and expenses that were never properly allocated. See also e.g. 2nd 
Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 102, 11. 9-22 (John doesn't know if the boards approved the 
purported agreement to allocate expenses); p. 154, 11. 12-18 (John doesn't know if all of the 
transactions between AlA and CropUSA were approved by the boards); p. 155, II. 13-15 (AlA 
"may have" paid the organization costs for CropUSA); p. 157-58 (AlA never marked up or made 
any profit from all the services and funds provided to CropUSA); p. 161, II. 1-14 (AlA had two 
employees, which were Reed's employees, who have since been terminated); p. 163, II. 2-9 
(John testified that AIA would only need six to eight people to operate); p. 165, 11. 8-20 (there is 
no method of fairly allocating salaries); p. 166,11. 10-16 (postage was not allocated until 2005 or 
2006 (postage was tens of thousands of dollars); p. 167, 11. 2-4 (doesn't know if power is 
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allocated); pp. 167-68 (AlA's employees provide services for John's other entities); p. 229, II. 
11-20 (confinned that the Preferred C Shares would have been worthless if Reed took control in 
2004--the same year that AlA Insurance purportedly "repurchased" Preferred C shares from 
CropUSA); p. 520-21 (John's salary is one of the largest expenses, yet it was not allocated); p. 
524, 11. 4-9 (doesn't when allocations began); p. 541, 11. 15-25 (John testified that disinterested 
board approval was not "necessary" for AlA's guarantee of CropUSA's $15 Million line-of-
credit). 
7. Legal Action Should Be Taken Against The Responsible Parties. 
The evidence in this case leaves anyone, except counsel for the defendants, believing that 
AIA Services and AlA Insurance should be pursuing claims against John Taylor and the other 
responsible parties. See Jarvis Aff.; Calandrillo Aff.; Knight Aff.; Pederson Aff.; Bond Aff.; 
Supp. Bond Aff.; 2nd Supp. Bond Aff. The defendants', and their counsel, refusal to pursue the 
appropriate claims demonstrates why allowing them to continue possessing and operating AlA 
Insurance and AlA Services should be ended. 
8. Reed Filed His Motion To Dissolve Preliminary Injunction First. 
First, AIA Service and AlA Insurance do not have standing to assert this argument. And, 
as discussed below, is simply an example of their attempt to circumvent the law. 
Second, and most importantly, Reed filed arid served his first Motion to Dissolve the 
Preliminary Injunction against Him on February 13, 2008. After hearing the matter, the Court 
ruled that the motion was premature in light of AlA Services and AlA Insurance's Motion for 
Reconsideration, which was later denied. 
III 
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Thus, Reed's Motion to Dissolve was filed first and it follows that dissolving the 
preliminary injunction allows him to take control of AlA Insurance pursuant to his contractual 
rights. AlA Services and AlA Insurance's remaining arguments are irrelevant. 
B. Reed Taylor Is Entitled To Exercise His Contractual Rights. 
AIA Services and AlA Insurance fail to cite any legal authority to support their argument 
that Reed should not be permitted to exercise his contractual rights. In response to Reed's 
request for an order permitting him to sell the shares in AlA Insurance, AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance argues that such an act would "prejudice AlA's right to appeal the question of whether 
AlA Services is in default ... " See Response, p. 8. 
AlA Services granted Reed many contractual rights when it redeemed his shares, all 
which it is now refusing to honor. AlA Services has not and is not honoring its contractual 
obligations to ensure Reed is a board member, to permit Reed to vote the shares, to permit Reed 
to seize his collateral, to provide Reed with timely financial information and the list goes on and 
on. To be clear, Reed is the only person in this lawsuit who has been and continues to be 
prej udiced. 
Moreover, AlA Services' appeal is moot. Even if it was successful on appeal, AlA 
Services was in default of the alleged oral modification at the time of partial summary judgment 
and defaulted again when it stopped paying Reed and his employees without a court order 
permitting them to do so. AlA Service has no appeal on the issue of default. 
C. The Funds Held In The U.S. Bank Account And All Accounts Should Be 
Relinquished To Reed. 
"[AJ party, upon notice to every other party and by leave of the court, may deposit with 
the court all or any part of such sum or thing." I.R.C.P. 67 (emphasis added). 
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Here, AlA Services has been purportedly paying the monthly payments that it was 
purportedly paying to Reed into a bank account at U.S. Bank without leave of the court. AlA 
Services' actions are wholly inappropriate and done without an order from the Court. 
In response to Reed's request to take control of collateral, AlA Services and AlA 
Insurance proffer yet an additional disingenuous argument when they assert that: 
[t)he reason for delay is that, because the Rule 67 Deposit is based upon the illegality 
issue asserted in the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Connie Taylor and James 
Beck, it makes sense for AlA Services' Rule 67 Deposit Motion to be heard at the same 
time as the Motion for Summary Judgment. 
See AlA Services and AlA Insurance's Response, p. 9. AlA Services and AlA Insurance's 
arguments fail as a matter of law. See LR.C.P. 67. The reality is, however, that AIA Services 
has not complied with Rule 67 and has yet again breached the terms of the alleged oral 
modification.2 
D. The Redemption Of Reed's Shares Was Not IIIegal. 
The Defendants constantly assert the defense of illegality as an inappropriate means of 
persuading the Court to delay Reed in exercising his contractual rights. 
1. Share Redemption Statutes Are Designed To Protect Innocent Creditors, 
Not Persons Who Have Committed Fraud And Corporate Malfeasance. 
"Stock redemption statutes are designed to protect innocent creditors and minority 
stockholders from corporate mismanagement of assets." The Minnelusa Company v. A. G. 
Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996) (citing Naples Awning & Glass, Inc. v. 
Cirou, 358 So.2d 211, 213 (Fla. 1978); Lewis v. Powell, 203 So.2d 504, 506 (Fla. 1967); 
American Family Care, Inc; v. Irwin, 571 So.2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990); Hawkins v. Mall, Inc., 
2 Reed's counsel provided AlA Services with another notice of default and AlA Services failed to set its Rule 67 
motion for hearing and failed to cure the defaults. Therefore, the issue of any appeal on the default of the $6M Note 
or Amended Stock Pledge Agreement is rendered moot. 
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444 S.W. 2d 369, 386 (Mo. 1969); see also 40-APR Advocate (Idaho) 24 (1997) (by Richard 
Riley)) ("The current statute imposes legal capital requirements which were originally intended 
to protect creditors and senior security holders ... "); I.C. § 30-I-6(n) (insolvency is the inability 
to pay debts when they become due); 19 C.J.S. Corporations § 824 (2008) ("The purpose of a 
statute prohibiting a corporation from redeeming its own shares of capital stock when its capital 
is or would become impaired is to protect creditors"). 
In The Minnelusa Company, the Colorado Supreme Court explained the purposes of 
stock redemption statutes: 
We agree with the majority view that the validity of a corporate stock repurchase may be 
attacked only by persons who are injured or prejudiced thereby and not by the 
corporation itself. Allowing corporations to void these transactions through the 
application of a statute designed to protect creditors and minority shareholders would, in 
effect, sanction corporate development of improper repurchasing schemes. Such a result 
is a misapplication of the statute and circumvents its intended purpose. For this reason, 
we hold that Minnelusa many not use the Florida stock repurchase statute to void its 
obligations under the stock repurchase agreement. 
Similarly. [a shareholderl Gower raised the Florida stock repurchase statute as a defense 
to his obligations under the promissory notes. A shareholder v./ho is fllllv aware of, and 
consents to. a questionable transaction may not thereafter attack that transaction by 
requesting it be declared illegal.. . Gower is not an intended beneficiary of the Florida 
stock repurchase statute, we hold that Gower may not use the Florida stock repurchase 
statute to relieve him of his personal guarantee on the promissOlY notes. 
The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324-25 (Col. 1996) (internal 
citations omitted) (emphasis added); see also Swafford v. Berry, 382 P.2d 999, 1002 (Colo. 
1963) ("a shareholder who, with knowledge of the material facts, has consented or acquiesced in 
the transaction of which he complains ordinarily cannot attack the transaction on behalf of the 
corporation"). 
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Here, the similarities between the Defendants' assertion of the illegality defense and The 
Minnelusa Company are almost identical. Shareholders who approved and/or acquiesced in the 
redemption of Reed's shares are now attempting to attack the redemption to relieve themselves 
of their personal guarantee, i.e., the significant claims against them for fraud, breach of fiduciary 
duties and other claims pertaining to their acts of corporate malfeasance in transferring millions 
of dollars of AlA's cash and assets to CropUSA and the individual defendants. However, the 
Defendants are barred from asserting illegality as a defense, regardless of whether or not such an 
argument has merit. 
2. AlA Services And AlA Insurance Do NOT Have Standing To Attack The 
Redemption Of Reed's Shares. 
The majority of jurisdictions, including Idaho, prohibit corporations from using stock 
repurchase statutes to void stock repurchase agreements. The .Minnelusa Company v. A. G. 
Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321, 1324 (Col. 1996) (citing; American Family Care v. Irwin, 571 
So.2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990); Rainford v. Rytting, 22 Utah 2d 252,451 P.2d 769, 771 n. 5 (Utah 
1969); LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127,369 P.2d 45 (1962)("A corporation itself 
cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors who arc not injured 
have a right to complain."); Triumph Smokes, Inc. v. Sarlo, 482 S.W.2d 696, 698 (Tex. 1972). 
Here, AlA Services and AlA Insurance are asserting the alleged defense of "illegality" 
when they have no standing to void the redemption of Reed's shares. In an effort to circumvent 
their lack of standing, the purported boards of the corporations directed Jonathan Halley to 
pursue the inappropriate defense. See Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 44, pp. 40-46. However, proceeding 
in this manner does not result in standing because there are no innocent creditors or shareholders. 
III 
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3. AlA Services Was Not Insolvent When Reed's Shares Were Redeemed 
And The Redemption Did Not Result In AlA Services' Insolvency. 
The applicable Idaho Code in 1995 states that "[n]o purchase of or payment for its own 
shares shall be made at a time when the corporation is insolvent or when such purchase or 
payment would make it insolvent." I.C. § 30-1-6 (1995). Under I.C. § 30-1-2, insolvency is 
defined as the "inability of a corporation to pay its debts as they become due in the usual course 
of its business." See I.C. § 30-1-6(n); see also 40-APR Advocate (Idaho) 24 (1997) (by Richard 
Riley» ("The current statute imposes legal capital requirements which were originally intended 
to protect creditors and senior security holders ... "); Johnston v. Wolf, 487 A.2d 1132, 1137 
(1985) ("When the statute seeks to protect 'its creditors' such phrase refers to those creditors 
who were already creditors at the time of the action challenged under the statute ... "). 
Only creditors who were owed money on the date of a transaction in question have 
standing to attack a redemption and parties who become creditors after the date of the transaction 
lack standing and my not complain. In re Lake Country Investments, LLC v. Noyes, 155 B.R. 
588, 601-02 (Idaho Dist. Ct. 2000) (citing LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127, 369 
P .2d 45 (l962)("A corporation itself cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, 
nor can creditors who are not injured have a right to complain."». 
Here, AlA Services was not insolvent because of its redemption of Reed's shares. 
Indeed, AlA Services has been operating for over 13 years since the date Reed's shares were 
redeemed. There are no creditors who have standing to contest the redemption of Reed's shares. 
III 
III 
III 
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4. The Assertion Of An Illegality Defense Provides No Basis To Deny Reed 
The Right To Assert And Exercise His Contractual Rights. 
Even if a party is asserting "illegality" as a defense to a stock redemption agreement, the 
creditor is entitled to exercise his or her contractual rights. LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 
Idaho 120, 124-25,369 P.2d 45 (1962). 
In Lavoy Supply, a party intervened asserted "illegality" as a defense, the court initial 
restrained the creditor from exercising its right to foreclose and then the Court permitted to the 
creditor to foreclose. LaVoy Supply Co., 84 Idaho at 124. 
Here, Reed has been enjoined for over 1 ~ years, there are no innocent creditors or 
innocent shareholders. The defendants have been provided ample time to show that they are not 
in default and to prove that they are operating the corporations for the benefit of the corporations 
and their creditors, and have utterly failed to do both. There should be no further delay in 
allowing Reed to exercise his contractual rights. 
5. The Cases Cited By The Defendants Are Not Applicable And Not 
Properly Cited. 
AlA Services and ALA Insurance cite a number of inapplicable cases and fail to properly 
cite to other cases. Reed will not waste the court's time except to state that the facts and legal 
issues are distinguishable, i.e., violation of criminal code, violation of a statute that refers to an 
act being unlawful. 
6. The Ill-Fated Intervention Of AlA Services' 401(k) Plan Is Being Pursued 
For Inappropriate Purposes. 
A party must be a creditor or innocent shareholder at the time of all alleged illegal 
distribution in order to have standing to sue on the theory of an illegal corporate distribution. In 
re Lake Country Investments, LLC v. Noyes, 155 B.R. 588, 601-02 (Idaho Dist. Ct. 2000) 
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(quoting LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127, 369 P.2d 45 (1962)("A corporation 
itself cannot have a stock repurchase agreement declared illegal, nor can creditors who arc not 
injured have a right to complain."»; see also Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co. v. Pittsburgh U. 
Corp., 12 A.2d 430,433-34 (pa. 1940) ("If a corporation'has performed its promise to redeem 
and has actually cancelled the shares in circumstances in which existing creditors are not 
prejudiced, a subsequent creditor will not be heard to complain."). 
An "[intervenor] had no right of intervention because there was no obligation due it" on 
the date of the transaction in question. Jd. at 601-02 (quoting LaVoy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 
Idaho 120, 127,369 P.2d 45 (1962»; see also Swafford v. Berry, 382 P.2d 999, 1002 (Colo. 
1963) ("a shareholder who, with knowledge of the material facts, has consented or acquiesced in 
the transaction of which he complains ordinarily cannot attack the transaction on behalf of the 
corporation") . 
Here, and most importantly, the Plan did not acquire its Preferred C Shares until 1996 
and 1997, well after the redemption of Reed's shares on July 22, 1995. See 2nd Supp. Bond AfL, 
Ex. 59. Moreover, John Taylor was the Co-Trustee of the Plan at the time the Preferred C Shares 
were purchased by the Plan. Thus, the Plan has no standing to intervene and the Plan does not 
represent innocent shareholders. Moreover, not only is the Plan's intervention inappropriate and 
being pursued to further the interests of John Taylor and other interested parties as demonstrated 
in the Plan's proposed pleading. Finally, the Plan is ignoring the true bona-fide claims against 
John Taylor, JoLee Duclos, Connie Taylor, James Beck, Michael Cashman, CropUSA and the 
other responsible parties to the detriment of Reed and the other innocent participants of the Plan. 
III 
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In addition, as everyone is fully aware, there are insufficient assets to pay Reed and 
Donna Taylor and the Plan shares are subordinate to the moneys owed to Rced and Donna 
Taylor. Moreover, the Plan shares as worthless now as when John Taylor and the others 
allegedly "repurchased" the Preferred C Shares from CropUSA for $1.5 Million. 
Finally, the timing of the intervention is nothing short of peculiar. John Taylor 
purportedly resigned as Co-Trustee of AlA Services' 401 (k) Plan ("Plan") on August 4, 2008, 
Connie Taylor and James Beck waived the 30-day advance notice requirement on August 7, 
2008, and just four days later JoLee Duclos, the remaining sole Trustee (whose conflicts of 
interest bar her from being the Trustee of the Plan), retained Charles Brown to intervene in this 
action. See Bond Aff., Ex. 41, p. 1; Duclos Aff. 
As with many other actions taken by the Defendants, the purpose for intervening is 
clearly improper and the intervention is being pursued protect the interests of John Taylor, JoLee 
Duclos and other defendants and unnamed parties, not the interests of the participants to the 
Plan. 
E. The Court Should Put An End To The Defendants' Inappropriate Delay 
Tactics By Granting Reed's Motions 
The Court is well aware of the Defendants' assertion in their Motion for Reconsideration 
that AlA Services can unilaterally never pay Reed by never redeeming Donna Taylor's Preferred 
A Shares. However, the Court is not aware of John Taylor's deposition testimony that was taken 
prior to AlA's Motion for Reconsideration and after Reed's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment. John Taylor'S testimony not only undermines AlA Services and AlA Insurance's 
previously asserted arguments, but his testimony further demonstrates why Reed's Motion to 
Dissolve and Motion to Relinquish Collateral should be granted. On Monday, January 28, 2008, 
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John Taylor testified as follows: 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): So, is there anything in writing that states AlA Services is only 
obligated to pay Donna Taylor ten thousand dollars per month? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I don't think so . 
. Q: (By Mr. Bond): Are vou alleging that Donna Taylor agreed to orally modifv the 
preferred A shareholder agreement? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I am assuming so, yes. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): You're assuming so or ... 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I believe so. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Is there anyone else that would know of these terms? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): Mrs. Taylor. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Anyone else? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor) I -- I can't remember, I don't know. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): When, when -- when was her, when were the series A preferred 
shares required to be redeemed under the series A preferred 
shareholder agreement? 
(Mr. McNichols): Objcct to the form of the question, the document speaks for itself. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Approximately when, if you know? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): Probably a few years ago. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 55, 11. 1-6; p. 113, 11. 18-23; p. 114, 11. 1-15 (emphasis 
added). 
The next day, January 29, 2008, John Taylor testified further about the alleged oral 
modification with Donna Taylor: 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): So, so then you haven't spoken directly with Donna Taylor on 
orally extending the payment of her indebtedness? 
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A: (By Mr. Taylor): No. I haven't talked to Donna Taylor since the mid '80s. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 323, n. 6-1 0 (emphasis added). 
On the next and final day of his three day deposition, on January 30, 2008, John Taylor 
testified further regarding the payments to Donna Taylor due under the terms of the Series A 
Preferred Shareholder Agreement: 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Just please tell me again what, when the redemption is 
approximately due to paid or completed for Ms. Taylor. 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): At the current rate of payment, I estimate somewhere in 2012. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): And, is there anything that could change the current rate of 
payment that would change the date of2012? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): If I pay more or less per month, would effect the amortization 
period ... 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): And did you obtain consent from Reed Taylor for this 
amortization schedule? [Referring to Donna Taylor's payments 
under the terms of the three-party Series A Preferred Shareholder 
Agreement] . 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): No. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): Why not? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I didn't think it was appropriate. 
Q: (By Mr. Bond): And is it trne that you're arguing that you don't have to pay 
the principal to Reed Taylor until Donna Taylor is paid, is that 
correct? 
(Mr. McNichols): I'm going to object to the form of the question. The question is 
argumentative. 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I believe that they, as so long as the preferred shares, A shares are 
outstanding, we are prohibited from pay the, any principal to Reed 
Taylor. 
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Q: (By Mr. Bond): And, you didn't think that you needed Reed Taylor's consent 
or written approval to extend payment to Donna Taylor? 
A: (By Mr. Taylor): I did not. 
See 2nd Supp. Bond Aff., Ex. 46, p. 424, 11. 2-11 and 23-25; p. 425, 11. 1-11; p. 426, 11. 1-4 
(emphasis added). 
As the Court noted in its Opinion and Order, AlA Services' argument amounts to "legal 
absurdity" and such a finding is only further supported by the above testimony, which further 
supports granting Reed's Motions. See Opinion and Order on AlA's Motion for 
Reconsideration, p. 13.3 
F. The Court Should Dissolve The Preliminary Injunction Against Reed And 
Enter An Order GrantiD1! Him The Reauested Relief. 
1. AlA Services And AlA Insurance Have Failed To Cite Any Legal 
Authority To Prevent Reed From Exercising His Contractual Rights. 
AlA Services and AlA Insurance have no legal basis to enjoin Reed and have cited no 
authority as a basis to prevent Reed from exercising his contractual rights. However, Reed is 
entitled to the requested relief pursuant to the authority cited in his Motions. Thus, the 
preliminary injunction against Reed should be dissolved and the Court should enter an order 
granting Reed his requested relief. 
III 
III 
III 
3 The district court could not consider the above deposition testimony of John Taylor taken January 28-30, 2008, 
because Reed did not want to submit new evidence that could result in a re-hearing on Reed's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment. However, this evidence demonstrates the bad faith arguments asserted by the Defendants in 
this action and their ongoing efforts to inappropriately prevent Reed from exercising his contractual rights. 
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In. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons articulated above, the Court should grant Reed's Motion to Dissolve and 
Motion to Relinquish Collateral, and deny the Motion to Intervene. 
DATED: This 9th day of September, 2008. 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRB ~LC 
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( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
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AFFIDAVIT OF REED 1. TAYLOR 
James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, 500 West Madison Street 
Suite 3700 
Chicago,IL 60661-2511 
Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance Agency 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
Attorneys for AlA Services 401(k) Plan 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) F acsiinile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) Email (pdf attachment) 
Signed this 9
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Gary D.. Babbitt, ISB No 1486 
D. John Ashby, ISB No 7228 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P,Q Box 1617 
Boise, TD 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: gdb@hteh.com 
jash@hteh com 
Attorneys for ALA Services CO!poration, 
AlA Insurance, Inc" and CropUSA 
F1LED 
utlf DEG 11 AM 11 31 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff; 
vs, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
Idaho corporation; R JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community propelty complised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC, an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereot ) 
Ddendants. 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
(..,.'Tpo~'atl·on· anrl A T A ThT"T TRAl\.TI'r; ThTI' "n) 
"vV.1 J.. t. ..l.., .I.L\".l PUrl. il "'...., '\..J 1"t '-'L, 11 \t '-'"' a.l 
) 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
OBJECTION TO REED TAYLOR'S 
MOTION AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON MOTION TO INCREASE THE 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; 
AND REQUEST FOR S T A TUS 
CONFERENCE 
OBJECTION TO REED TAYLOR'S MOTION AND NOllCT, OF'I1!~/\r: F,j; ; {Ii, ' , 
TO INCREASE THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; .AND lWl...2UU01 l'U1\. 2>l.M.l u;:, 
CONFERENCE - 1 4417 
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Idaho cOIporation, 
Counterclairnants, 
vs 
REED J T AYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Haw 
AlA Service COIporation and AlA Insurance Inc. hereby object to the Amended Motion 
to ReconsideI I Increase Bond and Notice of Hearing filed by Reed I aylor and respectfully 
request that the Court initiate a status conference to (i) consider whetheI this case must be stayed 
until I esolution of Plaintiff's separate lawsuits against certain defense counsel, (ii) schedule 
submission of additional motions and briefing, (iii) determine the Older in which the C0t'll v;l\ 
heal the vaIiQUIii ptmuing mutions und any neW motions, and (iv) otherwise establish the schectule 
for further proceedings in this matter. 
1. ARGUMENT 
On September 24,2008, the Court issued the following Older: 
IT IS THE FURTHER ORDER ofthe COUlt that all pending 
motions in the above-entitled matter are STAYED until the Court 
enters its IUling on Plaintiff's Motion to Disqualify, after which 
the Court will establish the time or times for hearing pending 
motions. 
ld at p. 2 (emphasis added)., 
Shortly after the Court entered an order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Disqualify, Plaintiff 
Ie-noticed his motion to increase the amount of the preliminmy injunction bond. As the Court 
l'ecbgnized in its priol Older, there are many motions aheady pending before the Comt. Because 
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TO INCREASE THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; AND REQUEST FOR STATUS 4~ 1/ 'i7 
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of the many pending motion, the Comt stated that the Comt - i,e" not the parties or one party-
"wiII establish the time or times for hearing pending motions" 
AlA requests that, before healing any of the pending motions or any new motions, the 
Court conduct a status conference for the purposes of (i) consideling whether tbi;; ('QSC' n" 'f 
stayed wItii resolution of Plaintiffs separate lawsuits against certain defense counsel, (ii) 
scheduling submission of additional motions and briefing, (iii) determining the order in which 
the Court will heal the various pending motions and any new motions, and (iv) otherwise 
establishing the schedule f01 further proceedings in this matter Aside from the question 
(addressed below) of whet he I defense counsel can adequately represent theil clients in light of 
the pending lawsuits brought by Plaintiff against them, it is AlA's position that the dispositive 
motion filed by Connie T aylO1 and James Beck related to the illegality and unenfolceability of 
the Stock Redemption Agreements should be considered first. FUltheI, Chuck BlOwn 1m3 filed a 
motion to intervene to address the illegality issue on behalf of the 401 (k); and; in E1-(~G(lrcb:l<:,(>' 
with the Court's order quoted above, Mr.. Brown has refrained from filing supplemr:-nl';l l:); (I ' 
in support ofthat motion pending direction from the COUlt The illegality issues raised by these 
motions are dispositive and will likely render most of the remaining motions moot If the Court 
determines that the Stock Redemption Agreement is illegal, void and unenfoIceable, then the 
Court's summary judgment determination that AlA Services is in default of that agIeement 
should be vacated and there would no longer be a need for any preliminalY injunction at nIl 
Finally, Hawley Troxell's counsel in the separate lawsuit against the finn, J aIl1I:;S La.l.tue, 
has identified to the COUlt the ethical dilemma the film faces, as AlA's counsel, in responding to 
substantive motions in this case befoI'e resolution ofthe scpruate suit b!Ought by Plaintiff against 
the firm, The same dilemma faces the McNichols firm .. Reed Taylor's lawsuits against the law 
OBJECTION TO REED TAYLOR'S MOTION AND NOTICE OF HEARlNG ON MOTION 
TO INCREASE THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; AND REQUES T FOR STATUS 4'11/0 
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filma se:rio"Usly imfJ(jdc~ the defense attorneys' ability fulflll their ethical duty of zeal011sly 
defending their 1 espective clients" Reed T aylol' s lawsuits against the law films seek damages 
fat the velY w'g"Uments counsel makes in defending theiI clients in this litigation, 
Plaintiffs motion to increase the pleliminmy injunction bond pIOvides a clem example: 
Paraglaph 62 of Reed T aylol' s proposed amended complaint in the lawsuit against Hawley 
Troxell alleges that AlA's attomeys are liable to Reed Taylor because oftheir effolts in 
obtaining injunctive relief and in persuading the Comt to set the preliminary injunction bond at 
$200,000 Reed Taylor's amended motion asks the Comt to increase the preliminary injunction 
bond, Hawley T IOxell' s duty to its client is to defend against the motion to increase the 
preliminary injunction bond, However, any argument made by Hawley TIOxell will no doubt 
become an additional claim by Reed TayIOI in his lawsuit against the law firms, Jlor this rc::tson, 
the present litigation should be stayed pending resolution of the lawsuits against dcfcmc C(,l;,, ' ' 
lithe Comt permits the present case to continue without first resolving the separate suit 
against Hawley Troxell, we are advised that the firm may have to withdraw from its 
representation of AlA. severe]y impairing ALA's defense and depriving the companies of their 
chosen counseL 
II. CONCLUSION 
FOI the foregoing reasons, AlA requests that the Court vacate the heming noticed by 
Reed T aylol and initiate a status conference for the purposes of (i) eonsideling whether this case 
must be stayed until Iesolution of Plaintiffs separate lawsuits against certain defen;:;e c()]IIl~:d, 
(ii) scheduling submission of additional motions and briefing, (iii) determining the order in 
which the Court will heal' the various pending motions and any new motions, and (iv) otherwise 
establishing the schedule for fwtheI pwceedings in this matter AlA requests that the status 
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confelence be set fOl some time after January 2,2009 AlA's lead counsel, Gmy Babl\ifl i" I)" . 
gf the GQtmtIY until Jatnmty 2, 2009, lUlu John A!lhby will be cut ofthe ofllce from December 24 
until Decembel 30,2008. Reed Taylol's counsel did not request AlA's counsel's availability 
-- prior to noticing a healing in the middle ofthe holiday Havel season 
DATED THIS U day of December, 2008 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
OBJECTION TO REED TAYLOR'S MOTION AND NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION 
TO INCREASE THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; AND REQUEST FOR STATUS III 1~1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this n day of December, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true cupy url~e foregoing OBJECTION TO REED IA YLOR'S MOTION AND NOTICE OF 
HEAR1NG ON MOTION TO 1NCREASE THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; AND 
REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
Rodelick C. Bond 
NedA Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ill 83501 
[Attorneys fOI Plaintiff] 
Michael S Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howrud Street 
Spokane, W A 99201 
[Attomeys for Plaintiff] 
David A. Gittins 
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS 
P.O. Box 191 
Clmkslon, W A 99403 
[Attorney fOl Defendants Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attomeys for Defendant R. John Taylor] 
David R Risley 
RANDALL, BLACK & COX, PLLC 
POBox 446 
1106 Idaho Street 
Lewislon, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendants Connie T aylo!, James Beck 
and Conine Beck] 
__ US. Mail, Postage PTepnid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight rvlai! 
__ Telecopy 
./ Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
~Email 
__ US .. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Ovemight Mail 
__ T elecopy 
~Email 
__ US .. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Deli vered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
~Email 
__ US Mail, Postage Plepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
~Email 
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Tames L Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
ichelle Neufeld 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for CIOp USA Insurance] 
Charles A Brown, Esq 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[IntelvenOI, 401(k) Profit Shming Plan] 
Troxell 
__ US Mail, Postage PH:paid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Ie1ecopy 
~Em(lil 
__ U,S, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Deliveled 
__ Overnight Mail 
~E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
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DA Vll) R. RISLEY 
RANDl!.LL, BLAKE & COX, PLLC 
P.O. H)x446 
1106 Id.aho Street 
Lewist)n, Idaho 83501 
(208) ,43-1234 
(208) i 43-1266 (Fax) 
ISB No. 1789 
REED .T. TAYLOR a single person, ) 
) 
) 
Plaint:Ut: ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
AlA ~,ERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
COtp01a.1iOIl; AIA INSURANCE, .!NC., an ) 
Idaho Corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CON1\JE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
COImll1 mity property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, lNC., ~m Idaho ) 
CorpOlallon; and JAMES BECK and CORRINE ) 
BECK, individually and the c()mlnuuity ) 
propery comprised thereof, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
CON1\lE W. T AYLOR and JAMES BECK, ) 
) 
Counterclaiman.ts, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
REED J. TAYLOR a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefend~lflt. ) 
) 
... 
DEPuTY 
OUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE NO. CV07-00208 
JOlNDEROF: 
DEFENDANTSCON}ITETAYLOR 
JAMES BECK AND CORRINE BECK 
and 
COUNTERCLAIMANTS 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR AND JAMES BECK 
RE: 
OBJECTION TO REED TAYLOR'S 
MOTION AND NOTICE OF HEARING ON 
MOTION TO INCREASE THE 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND; AND 
REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 
JOJNDER RE OPPOSITION TO INCREASE INJUNCTION-Page 1 Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LA W 
Post Office Box 446 
Lcwisron, ID 83501 
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COlvIES NOW, Defendants Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck, and 
Counterclaimants Connie W. Taylor and James Beck, join in opposition to Plaintiff Reed 
Taylor's Amended Malian to Reconsi!derlIncrease the Amount of the Preliminary Injunction 
Bond Posted by the Defendants AL4 S~~rvices and/or AlA Insurance incorporating, by reference, 
the Ol)iection to Reed Taylor's Motion and Notice of Hearing on Motion La Increase lhe 
Prelim :nary Injunction Bond; and Request for Status Conference filed by Gary D. Babbitt and D. 
John Ashby on or about December 17, 2008. 
DATED this 18th day ofDccember, 2008. 
RANDALL, BLAKE & COX, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, 
James Beck and Corrine Beck, and 
Counterclaimants Connie W. Taylor and 
James Beck 
By: -+-h9ri~~--------------------
R. RISLEY 
ISB No. 1789 
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KAl'<lJALL l:lLAJiJ:: l4J 004 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on December 18, 2008, at my rurection, the foregoing Joinder of Defendants 
Connie Taylor, James Beck and Corrine Beck and Counterclaims Connie W. Taylor and James 
Beck m Objection to Reed Taylor's k(ation and Notice of Hearing on Motion co Increase the 
Prelimi nary Injunction Bond; and Requ.est for Status Conference was served on the following in 
the mal mer shown: 
Counsd for Plaintiff: (copy) 
Roderil~k C. Bond 
Smith, Cannon and Bond, PLLC 
508 8tl". StTeet 
Lewist'Jll, ID 83501 
Counsell for Plaintiff: (copy) 
Michad S. Bissell 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
7 SoutlL Howard Street, Suite 41.6 
SpokaLe, WA 99201-3816 
Counse:l for AlA Services Corporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc. and Crop USA: (copy) 
Gary:C. Babbitt 
D. John Ashby 
Haw]e: r Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
877 Maiu Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. BI)x 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Counsd for Crop USA Insurance: (copy) 
James .r. Gatziolis 
Charle:; E. Harper 
Quar1e; & Brady, LLP 
500 W·;:st Madison StTeet, Suite 3700 
Chicago,1L 60661-2511 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Lt 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
~J 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[~ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
fJ 
u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 746-8421 
Overnight Mail/Federal Express 
Email (rod@ScblegaJ.com) 
U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (509) 455-7111 
Overnight Mai1JF ederal Express 
Email (mbissell@cbklawyers.com) 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 342-3829 
Overnight MailIFederal Express 
Email (gdb@hteh.com&jash@hteh.com) 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (312) 715-5155 
Overnight MaillF ederal Express 
Email (charper@qu.ar1es.com&iig@guarJes.com) 
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CERTIFICATE OF MArr.ING (Continued) 
Counsd for R. John Taylor: (copy) 
Michae::l E. McNichols 
Clemellts, Brown & McNichols 
321 1 Jh Street 
P.O. BDX 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Counsd for Duclos and Freeman: (copy) 
David. \. Gittins 
Attornoy at Law 
843 Se',enth Street 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
fJ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
fvY 
Counsd for AlA Services 401(K) Plan: (copy) 
Charle!: A. Brown [ ] 
Attom~:y at Law [ ] 
P. O. Box 1225 [ ] 
Lewiston, ID 83501 ~} 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 746-0753 
Overni.ght MaillFederal Express 
Email (mmcnichols@c1bnnc.cQm) 
u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (509) 758-3576 
Overnight MaillF eder-al Express 
Emaji (david@gittilJslaw.com) 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile (208) 746-5886 
Overnight Mai1JF ederal Express 
Email (CharlesABrown@cableone.net) 
D 
JOIND,3R RE OPPOSITION TO INCREASE INJUNCTION-Page 4 Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Post Office Box 446 
Lewisron, ill &3501 
I4J 005 
l/L/L7 
FlLED Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 7J)8 Dill 1.9 PM Z. g) 
32113thStreet . 
.-Post Office Box 1510 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(208) 743-6538 
(208) 746-0753 (Facsimile) 
ISB No. 993 
~T~j~'rVJ~ 
DEF'Un 
Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person; ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the. ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and ) 
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person;CROP USA) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and . ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
R. JOHN TAYLOR'S OBJECTION TO -1-
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON REED TAYLOR'S AMENDED MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER/INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF 
THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND 
POSTED BY THE DEFENDANTS AlA SERVICES 
CORPORATION AND/OR AlA INSURANCE, INC.; 
and REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 
Case No: CV 07-00208 
R. JOHN TAYLOR'S 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
AMENDED NOTICE OF 
HEARING ON REED 
TAYLOR'S AMENDED 
MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER/INCREASE 
THE AMOUNT OF THE 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
BOND POSTED BY THE 
DEFENDANTS AlA SERVICES 
CORPORATION AND/OR 
AlA INSURANCE, INC.; 
and REQUEST FOR 
STATUS CONFERENCE 
R. John Taylor objects to plaintiff's AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON REED TAYLOR'S AMENDED MOTION TO RECONSIDERJINCREASE THE 
AMOUNT OF THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND POSTED BY THE 
DEFENDANTS AlA SERVICES CORPORATION AND/ORAIAINSURANCE, INC., 
("AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING") and requests the Court to hold a status 
conference pursuant to Rule 16 LR.C.P., to schedule the sequence of hearings on all 
pending motions, schedule the submission of further motions and hearings, determine the 
order in which the Court will hear the pending motions and new motions and otherwise 
schedule pre-trial discovery and motion practice in this case. 
R. John Taylor objects to plaintiff's AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
on the grounds that the Court has determined and ordered that the Court will schedule 
hearings on pending motions and, by inference, that the parties and their counsel are not 
to schedule the hearings. 
At a hearing on September 11,2008, the Court said: 
"After the motion to disqualify counsel is heard and mled upon, 
then the pending motions will be scheduled in what I'll 
determine to be an orderly fashion and I may be consolidating 
some of those for purposes of hearing, I may be scheduling 
them differently, but that's going to be really in my control at 
this point in time." (Emphasis added). Transcript, page 30. 
(Copy attached). 
On September 24, 2008, the Court issued its order stating: 
"IT IS THE FURTHER ORDER of the Court that all pending 
motions in the above-entitled matter are STAYED until the 
Court enters its mling on plaintiff s Motion to Disqualify, after 
which the Court will establish the time or times for hearing 
pending motions." (Emphasis added). 
R. JOHN TAYLOR'S OBJECTION TO -2-
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON REED TAYLOR'S AMENDED MOTION TO 
RECONSIDERJINCREASE THE AMOUNT OF 
THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND 
POSTED BY THE DEFENDANTS AlA SERVICES 
CORPORATION AND/OR AIA INSURANCE, INC.; 
and REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 41./2Q 
It is clear that the Court has undertaken the responsibility and exclusive right 
to schedule pending motions for hearing and that the parties and their counsel should not 
schedule motions for hearing unless the Court grants express authorization. 
R. John Taylor requests the Court to reject plaintiffs AMENDED NOTICE 
OF HEARING and to schedule a status conference pursuant to Rule 16 I.R.C.P., to schedule 
hearings on pending motions, schedule the submission and hearings of additional motions 
and detem1ine the order in which the Court will hear the various pending motions and new 
motions and otherwise schedule pre-trial discovery and motion practice in this case. 
DATED this 19th day of December, 2008. 
CLEMENTS, BROWN & McNICHOLS, P.A. 
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THE COURT: I'm sorry, what are you talking about 
there? 
MR. BISSELL: What I was talking about, your 
2 
3 
Honor, is saying what they are doing is delaying by wanting 4 
this 90 days and to stay everything. Contrary to their claim 5 
that Mr. Taylor's trying to delay, that doesn't make any sense 6 
logically or in fact. 7 
THE COURT: Counsel, I'm going to think about this 8 
for a few minutes and we are going to be in recess for about 10 9 
or 15 minutes. Just remain in the courtroom and I will be back 10 
in a few minutes. 11 
(Thereupon, a recess was taken.) 12 
THE COURT: Back on the record in Nez Perce County 13 
Case CV 07-208, Taylor versus AlA Services Corporation. I have 14 
taken a little additional time and I have tried to come to a 15 
decision in my own mind as to how to proceed with these various 16 
pending matters, and I know that this matter's been pending for 17 
quite sometime, but I also know that the issues involved in it 18 
are pretty numerous and substantial. 19 
I frankly often felt during the course of this 20 
case that I'm the only one that wants to see it going to trial 21 
and see it go to trial very quickly; but nevertheless, that's 22 
where we are at this point in time. It simply isn't something 23 
that's going to be triable next month on the schedule that we 24. 
had originally set. 25 
30 
Motion to Disqualify Counsel. 
In order to allow that to happen and that there 
not be any further complications beyond what I have already got 
facing me, I'm going to stay all further proceedings in this 
matter until the time for the motion to disqualify counsel is 
heard and ruled upon. 
Mr. Brown, I didn't note your presence earlier but 
I will now because that affects your motion to intervene. 
MR. BROWN: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: I could hear that but I'm not going 
to. I don't want to put -- that would complicate things and 
I'm trying to not do that. 
So the motion to stay proceedings is going to 
apply to all pending matters in this and that includes the 
motion for intervention. 
After the motion to disqualify counsel is heard 
and ruled upon, then the pending motions will be scheduled in 
what ]'JI determine to be an orderly fashion and I may be 
consolidating some of those for purposes of hearing, I may be 
scheduling them differently, but that's going to be really in 
my control at thi, point in time. 
At this point in time, Mr. Bond, I would like you 
to prepare and submit to the Court an order to continue the 
trial date of October 20th. I will be preparing my own order 
1 
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As to the issues we have got pending now at this 
point in time, I'm concerned frankly with the position that the 
pending motion to disqualify and to, I guess, to my mind, the 
less extent, the civil actions themselves, has put Mr. Babbitt 
and Mr. McNichols in. And as a result, I'm concerned with the 
position that that puts me in of trying to make those counsel 
respond and represent their parties at a time when motions to 
disqualify them due to a conflict of interest is being alleged. 
If that conflict of interest exists, it exists right now and it 
has existed, it exists now and would exist in the future. And 
as a consequence, I'm hesitant to try to make them -- to put 
them in a position of having to respond to these various 
motions that are pending. And I think the top priority for 
this court has to be resolving that motion to disqualify 
counsel. I have said throughout this case that I want to do 
things right, and I want to do them once, and I don't want to 
do them over. 
My decision at this point in time is that before 
anything else happens in this case, the motion to disqualify 
counsel needs to be heard. I acknowledge some additional time 
may be necessary to respond to that, but I'm not going to grant 
the period of 90 days in order to respond to that. This matter 
was set for trial to commence on October 20th, I have granted a 
continuance of that trial date. Instead, October 20th at 9:00 
a.m. is the time in which we are going to hear the Plaintiffs 
31 
October 20 at 9:00 a.m., and that stays further proceedings in 
this matter. 
There have been various requests for status 
conference, of course, at this point, but those will also await 
that primary decision which is on the disqualification of 
counsel. 
And with that, I think all other pending 
proceedings are stayed at this point in time to be scheduled 
further upon completion of that initial decision by the Court. 
Counsel, do have anything else for the record then 
at this time? 
MR. BOND: Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Bond. 
MR. BOND: Could I move to inquire whether the 
Court will be inclined to increase the bond in the interim, 
bond set to restrain Mr. Taylor --
THE COURT: That's been something that I have 
considered for a while, Mr. Bond, and I may address that in the 
interim period, I don't know. 
MR. BOND: Okay, thank you, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Anything else? 
MR. RISLEY: No, your Honor. 
MR. BABBITT: Nothing more, your Honor. 
MR. MCNICHOLS: Nothing further, your Honllf 
THE COURT: Alright. Thank you, Counsel. We will 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TI\. YLOR, a single pelson, 
Plaintiff~ 
VS .. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
cOlporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
Idaho corporation; R JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community propeIty compIised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC, an Idaho ) 
CorpOlation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community propelty comprised theIeof, ) 
Defendants 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
cOlporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
) 
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Idaho corporation, 
Counterclaim ants, 
vs. 
REED J I AYLOR, a single peIson, 
Counter defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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AlA Service CorpOIation and AIA InsUIance Inc. (collectively "AIA"), by and through 
their counsel ofIecord, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP ("Hawley Troxell"), hereby move 
to stay all proceedings in this case pending issuance ofthe Court's OldeI on the Motion to 
Dismiss filed by Hawley Troxell in the separate litigation filed by Reed Taylor against Hawley 
Troxell and certain of its lawyers, CV-08-01765 (the "LawyeI Lawsuit") 
I, ARGUMENT 
"It has long been understood that ceItain implied powers must necessruily result to oUI 
COUIts of just icc from the natme oftheir institution, powels which cannot be dispensed with in a 
COUIt, because they ale necessruy to the exercise of all otheIs" Chambers v NASCO, Inc .. , 501 
U. S 32, 43 (1991 ) (citations and intemal quotation marks umiUed). "These powers are govemed 
not by rule or statute but by the control necessruily vested in COUIts to manage their own affairs 
so as to achieve the orderly and expeditious disposition of cases" Id The United States 
Supreme COUlt has expressly he1d that "the power to stay proceedings is incidental to the powel 
inherent in every court to control the disposition of the causes on its docket with economy of 
time and effOIt fO! itself, fOI counsel, and fOI litigants." Landis v. North Amer ican Co, 299 U.S. 
248,254 (1936). 
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Recognizing the difficult position in which AlA's defense counsel have been placed by 
Reed Taylor's Motion to Disqualify (and, to a lesser extent, the sepmate Lawyer Lawsuit), the 
Comt previously granted a stay pending resolution ofthe motion to disqualify .. The COUlt 
commented f10m the bench: 
As to the issues we have got pending now at this point in time, I'm 
concemed frankly with the position that the pending motion to 
disqualify and to, I guess, to my mind, the less extent, the civil 
actions themselves, has put MI .. Babbitt and M1. McNichols in. 
And as a result, I'm concerned with the position that that puts me 
in oftIying to make those counsel Iespond and represent their 
parties at a time when motions to disqualify them due to a conflict 
of interest is being alleged. 
See T1anscript, attached a~ Exhibit A hereto. 
Although the Court ultimately ordeIed a stay only until resolution of the pending motion 
to disqualify in this case, AlA's counsel respectfully submits that the stay should continue until 
the Comt issues an ordeI resolving the Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss pending in the Lawye1 
Lawsuit At least until that motion to dismiss is resolved, AIA's counsel is placed with a 
potential conflict of interest Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1 7 provides, in lelevant part: 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not 
represent a client ifthe representation involves a concurrent 
conflict of interest. A concunent conflict of interest exists if: 
(2) there is significant risk that the representation of one or more 
clients will be materially limited by.. the personal interests of the 
lawyer, including family and domestic relationships 
The Lawyer Lawsuit asserts claims against Hawley Troxell and the individual lawyers 
based on the veIY arguments made by counsel in representing its clients in this litigation. The 
possibility that advice given AlA or actions taken or arguments made on behalf of AlA in this 
litigation will be alleged as claims in the Lawyer Lawsuit gives lise to the SOlt of "personal 
MOTION TO STAY - 3 
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interest" that may materially limit counsel's ability to represent OUI clients in this case and 
therefore may give lise to a conCUIIent conflict of interest. 
Under Rule 1 7(b), counsel may continue to represent their clients notwithstanding an 
apparent conCUI1 ent conflict of inter est only if "the lawyeI reasonably believes that the lawyer 
will be able to provide competent and diligent representation to eaeh affected client" and "each 
affected client gives informed consent, confiImed in writing." The problem is that neither of 
these requirements can be fully satisfied until the pending motion to dismiss the Lawyer Lawsuit 
is resolved. A lUling on that motion may CllIe, in whole or in part, the conCllIrent conflict by 
dismissing Reed Taylor'::; Lawyer Lawsuit claims in whole or in part. Only at that time will 
Hawley Troxell be able to analyze or determine whetheI counsel "reasonably believes that the 
lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent representation to each affected client" 
Perhaps more impOItantly, only at that time will counsel be able to make the requiIed disclosure 
and AIA be able to give «infOImed consent" to continued representation. See I RP .. C 1.0(e) 
("'Informed consent' denotes the agreement by a person to a pIOposed COUIse of conduct after 
the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the material Iisks of 
and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct") Any consent to 
counsel's continued representation will only be truly "informed" when AlA knows which, if any, 
causes of action Reed I ayloI maintains against Hawley I roxell in the LawyeI Lawsuit and can 
evaluate the matelial risks and reasonably available altematives to continued representation by 
Hawley Troxell in this case .. 
II. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should stay this case pending resolution ofthe 
motion to dismiss the Lawyel Lawsuit Only afteI the issuance of an ordeT on that motion will 
MonON TO STAY - 4 4437 
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Hawley Troxell be able to determine whetheI Hawley Troxell can continue to represent AlA in 
this case, 
DATED THIS.#- day of DecembeI, 2008 
MOTION TO STAY - 5 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By __ ~~~~-=~~~~ __________ ___ 
, 0 Ash y, ISB No. 7228 
1tomeys for AlA SeIVices COIporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc, and CropUSA 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day ufDt!l:ernber, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MOTION TO STAY by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
Roderick C, Bond 
Ned A, Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Alto! neys fO! Plaintiff] 
Michael S Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, VVA 99201 
[Attomeys fO! Plaintiff] 
David A Gittins 
LA VV OFFICE OF DA V1D A. GITTINS 
P,O Box 191 
Clarkston, VV A 99403 
[Allomey f(:>I Defendants Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E McNichols 
CLEMENTS BROVIN & MCNICHOLS 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attomeys fOI Defendant R. John T aylOlJ 
David R Risley 
RANDALL, BLACK & COX, PLLC 
PO, Box 446 
1106 Idaho Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attomeys fOl Defendants Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck] 
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James J. Gatziolis 
Chrules E .. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
Michelle Neufeld 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
[Attomeys for Crop USA Insurance] 
Challes A Brown, Esq 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan] 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff~ 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corpoxation; AlA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
Idaho corporation; R JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community pIOperty comprised thereof; ) 
BR Y AN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single per son; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INc.., an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community propeIty compIised thereof, ) 
Defendants, 
) 
) 
) 
-----------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
cOlporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
) 
Case No., CV-07-00208 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSlllON TO 
REED TAYLOR'S MOTION TO 
INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THE 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND 
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Idaho cOIporation, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs, 
REED.J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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Defendants AlA InsUIance, Inc and ATA SeIvices COIpOiation (collectively "AlA"), by 
and tm ough their counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, submit this 
memorandum in opposition to Plaintiff Reed Taylor'S motion to increase the amount of the 
preliminary injunction bond, 
I. ARGUMENT 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65( c) provides for security "in such sum as the court 
deems pIOpel, for the payment of suc;h wsts and damages including reasonable attorney's fees to 
be fixed by the court, as may be incurred or suffered by any party who is found to have been 
wrongfully enjoined or restrained," Setting a security bond amount which the COUlt "deems 
proper" under Rule 65(c) is an exercise of discretion McAtee v Faulkner Land & Livestock, 
lnc, 113 Idaho 393, 400, 744 P.2d 121, 128 (Ct. App, 1987) 
The Court previously entered a preliminary injunction enjoining Reed I aylor flOm acting 
or attempting to act as manager andlor a board member of AlA Insurance and/or from harassing 
and/OI intcrfcring with the management of AlA InsU1ance and AlA Selvices" The Court set the 
amount ofthe injunction bond at $200,000, Reed Taylor now asks the Court to increase the 
amount of the injunction bond to $7,598,404 Reed Taylor's motion should be denied fOI the 
following reasons, 
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A. The Pending Motion For Summary Judgment Will Render Reed Taylor"s Motion 
Moot 
Long before Reed Taylor moved to increase the amount of the preliminmy injunction 
bond, Connie Taylor and Jim Beck filed a motion for summary judgment The basis for that 
motion is that AlA Services was insolvent at the time the parties entered into the Stock 
Redemption Agreement, in violation of former Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6 and 30-1-46 Thus, the 
Stock Redemption Agreement is illegal and unenforceable, and Reed Taylor is precluded :from 
obtaining any reliefin connection with the Stock Redemption Agreement. See Kunz v Lobo 
Lodge, Inc" 133 Idaho 608, 611, 990 P.2d 1219, 1222 eCt. App 1999) ("No principle oflaw is 
better settled than that a party to an illegal contI act canHot come into a COUlt onaw and ask to 
have his illegal o~jects carried out; ", the law in short will not aid either party to an illegal 
contract; it leaves the parties where it finds them,,"), Chuck Brown has filed a motion to 
inteIvene to address the illegality issue on behalf of the 401 (k)" 
The motion for summary judgment should be resolved prior to consideI ation of any 
motion to increase the amount ofthe preliminary injunction bond, both because it was filed first 
and because, ifglanted, it is dispositive of Reed TayIOI's claims, Moreover, the Idaho Supreme 
Court has made clear that aTrial Court has a duty to resolve the question of a contract's legality 
at any stage of the litigation: 
[I]n Idaho a court may not only raise the issue of whether a 
contI act is illegal sua sponte, . but it has a duty to I aise the issue 
of illegality, whether pled or otherwise, at any stage in the 
litigation, 
Hyta v Finley, 137 Idaho 755,758,53 PJd 338,341 (2002) (citations omitted).. 
The motion fcn summary judgment on the illegality ofthe Stock Redemption Agreement 
would have been heard long ago ifnot fO! Reed Taylor'S Rule 56(1) motion The question of the 
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illegality of the stock tedemption transaction raised in the pending motion for summary 
judgment should be res01ved before addressing Reed Taylor's motion seeking an increase of the 
preliminary injunction bond .. If the COUlt determines that the Stock Redemption Agreement is 
illegal, void and unenforceable, then the Court's summary judgment determination that AlA 
Services is in default of that agreement should be vacated and there would no longer be a need 
for any preliminar y injunction at all 
B. Reed Taylor Fails To Establish That The Amount Of The Preliminary Injunction 
Bond Should Be Increased 
Even if the COUlt were to consider Reed Taylor's motion at this time, that motion should 
be denied because Reed Taylor has not established that the amount of the preliminary injunction 
bond should be increased at all, much less that it should be increased to $7,598,404 The 
purpose oiRule 65(c)'s security requirement is to give secUIity "fcn the payment of such costs 
and damages including reasonable attomey's fees to be fixed by the court, as may be incurred or 
suffered by any party who is found to have been wrongfully enjoined OJ restrained." Reed 
T aylO! is apparently al guing that security should be set in an amount equal to every asset owned 
or within the possible grasp of AT A Insurance However, the relevant issue for purposes of 
setting the amount ofthc security bond is the amount by which Reed T aylo! will have been 
damaged ifit is ultimately determined that he has been wrongfully enjoined flOm foreclosing on 
the AlA Insurance stock. Reed T aylO! has not provided any evidence whatsoever to establish 
that the CUllent $200,000 preliminary injunction bond is inadequate . 
.As set forth in the Amended and Restated Stock Pledge Agreement (Preliminary 
InjunGtion Exhibit C), AlA Services pledged Reed T ay1m the shares of AlA lnsmance as 
collateral fO! the $6 Million Note and other obligations arising under the Stock Redemption 
Restructure Agreement In the event that Reed T aylm ultimately prevails on the merits of his 
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claim that AlA Services is in default ofthe Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement (and ifthe 
Court deteIrrunes that said agreement is lawful and enforceable), his remedy undeI the Amended 
and Restated Stock Pledge AgI eement is that he would be entitled to the shares of AlA 
Insmanee. Under Idaho Code § 28-9-610, Reed I aylor's obligation would be to sell the those 
shares in a commercially Ieasonable manneI. Reed Taylor recognized this fact in his Motion to 
Dissolve Preliminary Injunction and Motion to Relinquish Collateral, tiled August 28, 2008, in 
which he requested peImission from the Comt to sell the shares of AlA Insmance pmsuant to 
Idaho Code § 2R-9-61 0 
Thus, Reed Taylor's damages, if any, for being wrongfully enjoined would be measured 
by the difference between (1) the value of the AlA InsUI anee shares if sold in a commercially 
reasonable manner at the time the preliminary injunction was enteIed and (2) the value of those 
shares at the time the preliminary injunction is lifted Reed T aylO! has not even attempted to 
establish what that difference in value might be 
The fact of the matter is that there would likely be very little difference, if any, in the 
value of the AlA Insurance shares between the date ofthe preliminary injunction oIder and the 
trial ofthis case. Indeed, Reed T aylOI has contended tru'Oughout this litigation that AlA 
Insmance has been insolvent since the very inception of this case See Fifth Amended 
Complaint, ~ 21 The value of the shares of an insolvent (as alleged by Reed T aylO!) cOIpOIation 
could not possibly change much oveI that peliod of time MOIeover, Reed T aylol apparently 
contends that the COUIt should assume in setting the amount afthe preliminary injunction bond 
that eveIY single asset of AlA Insmance will have been somehow siphoned flOm AlA Insurance 
While Reed Taylor certainly has been making allegations that assets have been taken from AIA 
Insmance, his assertions are mere allegations unsupported by any evidence. Reed TayIOI points 
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to certain transaction Plior to the preliminmy injunction being entered that he alleges were 
improper, but those tI ansactions are iuelevant for purposes of setting the amount of the 
preliminary injunction bond, 
The only real issue that Reed Taylor can point to of AIA Insurance funds being expended 
outside ofthe ordinary operation ofthe company is that AlA funds are being used to pay the 
attorneys' fees ofthe Director Defendants. However, Section 11 1 of Article XI of ALA 
Insurance's bylaws (see Preliminary Injunction Healing, Ex, M), explicitly requires that ALA 
Insurance advance the litigation expenses incuued by the director deiendants l Thus, the 
director defendants would be entitled to the advance oftheir litigation expenses regardless of any 
preliminaxy injunction (i,e." even if Reed Taylor controlled the AlA Insurance shales) 
Finally, Reed Taylor asserts that the bond should be increased to an amount sufficient to 
cover Reed Taylor's litigation expenses of approximately $350,000, HoweveI, the law in Idaho 
is clem that "the recovelable attorney fees are those incuned in a proceeding to dissolve a 
tempofmy restraining order or a preliminmy injunction rather than those earned through 
defending the merits ofthe action which results in dissolution ofthe injunction" Devine v 
Cluff, 110 Idaho 1,3,713 P.2d 437, 439 eCL App 1985), Thus, even ifit were ultimately 
determined that Reed TayIOl had been wrongfully enjoined, he would only be entitled to his 
reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in dissolving the pteliminary injunction, which could easily 
be covered by the cun ent $200,000 preliminary injunction bond 
I The fact that AlA Insurance is obligated to advance litigation expenses is set out in much more 
detail at pages 11 through 15 of AlA's MemOIandum in Opposition to Rccd Taylor'S Motion 
to Disqualify Counsel, 
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c. AlA Would Not Be Able To Post A $7,598,404 Bond 
As Reed Taylor knows, it would likely not be possible for AlA to obtain a bond in the 
amount Reed T ay lor seeks The pI actical result of increasing the pI eliminaIY injunction bond 
would be that AlA would not be able to post the bond and Reed T aylOI would then obtain the 
relief he seeks without ever having to prove the mel its of his case and without resolution of the 
summmy judgment motion on the illegality ofthe stock redemption transaction. This result 
would be pmticulmly unfair in light of the fact that a summary judgment motion has already 
been filed that is dispositive of the entirety of Reed T aylOI' s claims. Increasing the preliminalY 
injunction bond at this junctrne would allow Reed Taylor to avoid a meritorious and complete 
defense that was presented long before his motion to increase the amount of the preliminary 
injunction bond 
II. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Reed TayIOI's motion to increase the amount of the 
preliminary injunction bond should be denied. 
DATED THIS 23 day of December, 2008.. 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By(J ~~=-~A~S-h-bY-'-I-SB--N-0--72-2-8------------­
Attorneys for AlA Selvices COlporation, 
AlA Insrnance, Inc., and CropUSA 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13. day of DecembeI, 2008, I caused to be selved a 
true copy of the foregoing OPPOSITION TO REED TAYLOR'S MOTION TO INCREASE 
THE AMOUNT OF THE PRELIMlNARY INJUNCTION BOND by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each ofthe following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, ViA 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
David A Gittins 
LA W OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS 
PO, Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney Lor DefendanLs Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E McNichols 
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attomeys for Defendant R. John TaylOI] 
David R. Risley 
RANDALL, BLACK & COX, PLLC 
PO. Box 446 
1106 Idaho Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attorneys fO! DefendanLs Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Couine Beck] 
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[Attomeys for Crop USA Insmance] 
Charles A, Brown, Esq, 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Planl 
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Marcelle Morris Hawl Troxell 
Gary D Babbitt, ISB No .. 1486 
D. John Ashby, ISB No 7228 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
PO Rox 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
1 elephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: gdb@hteh..com 
jash@hteh.com 
Attorneys fOI AlA Services COIpOIation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc., and CIOpUSA 
filEO 
um nEO 1.3 ~ 9 Q1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single per son, 
Plaintiff, 
YS .. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corpolation; AlA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
Idaho corpOIation; K JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; TOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single pel son; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC, an Idaho ) 
COlporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property compIised thereof~ ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORA TION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; and AIA INSURANCE, INC, an ) 
) 
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Idaho cmporation, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs 
REED J. T A YLO R, a single person, 
Countetdefendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA Service Corporation and AlA lnSUlance Inc. (collectively "AlA"), by and through 
their counsel ofIecord, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP (,'Hawley Troxell"), submits this 
Amended Motion to Stay. The only difference between this Amended Motion to Stay and the 
previously filed Motion to Stay is that this Amended Motion to Stay includes Exhibit A, which 
was inadvertently omitted from the Motion to Stay filed December 22, 2008 
I. ARGUMENT 
"It has long been understood that certain implied powers must necessarily result to our 
Courts of justice flam the natUI'e of their institution, powers which cannot be dispensed with in a 
Court, because they me necessary to the exercise of all othels." Chambers v. NASCO, Inc, 501 
U.S. 32,43 (1991) (citations and intemal quotation marks omitted) "These powcrs arc governed 
not by rule or statute but by the control necessmily vested in courts to manage their own affairs 
so as to achieve the orderly and expeditious disposition of cases .. " Jd The United States 
Supteme Court has expressly held that "the power to stay proceedings is incidental to the power 
inherent in eVeIY court to control the disposition of the causes on its docket with economy of 
time and effort for itself; for counsel, and fm litigants" Landi.s v North Amer iean Co , 299 U.S 
248, 254 (1936). 
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Recognizing the difficult position in which AlA's defense counsel have been placed by 
Reed Taylor's Motion Lo Disqualify (and, to a lesseI extent, the sepaIate Lawyer Lawsuit), the 
COUIt previously granted a stay pending resolution ofthe motion to disqualify .. The COUIt 
commented. fr om the bench: 
As to the issues we have got pending now at this point in time, I'm 
concerned frankly with the position that the pending motion to 
disqualify and to, I guess, to my mind, the less extent, the civil 
actions themselves, has put Mr.. Babbitt and Mr. McNichols in .. 
And as a resul t, 1'ill concerned with the position that that puts me 
in of hying to make those counsel respond and represent their 
parties at a time when motions to disqualify them due to a conflict 
of intel'est is being alleged. 
See Transcript, attached as Exhibit A hereto. 
Although the COUlt ultimately ordered a stay only until Iesolution of the pending motion 
to disqualify in this case, AlA's counsel respectfully submits that the stay should continue until 
the COUIt issues an order resolving the Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss pending in the Lawyer 
Lawsuit At least until that motion to dismiss is resolved, AIA's counsel is placed with a 
potential conflict of interest. Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1.7 provides, in relevant part: 
(a) Except as provided in pruagIaph (b), a lawyeT shall not 
represent a client ifthe representation involves a conCUIrent 
conflict of interest A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: 
(2) there is significant risk that the representation of one or more 
clients will be materially limited by ... the personal interests of the 
lawyer, including family and domestic relationships. 
The Lawyer Lawsuit asserts claims against Hawley Troxell and the individual lawyers 
based on the very ruguments made by counsel in 1 epresenting its clients in this litigation The 
possibility that advice given AlA or actions taken or ruguments made on behalf of AIA in this 
litigation will be alleged as claims in the Lawyer Lawsuit gives lise to the SOIt of "personal 
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Under Rule 17(b), counsel may continue to represent their clients notwithstanding an 
apparent conCUIrent conflict of interest only if "the lawyel reasonably believes that the lawyer 
will be able to provide competent and diligent reptesentation to each affected client" and "each 
affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing" The pI obI em is that neitheI of 
these requilements can be fully satisfied until the pending motion to dismiss the Lawyel Lawsuit 
is resolved. A lUling on that motion may cure, in whole or in part, the conCUIrent conflict by 
dismissing Reed T aylol' s Lawyer Lawsuit claims in whole 01 in palt. Only at that time will 
Hawley Troxell be able to analyze or determine whetheI counsel "reasonably believes that the 
lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent representation to each affected client." 
Pelhaps more importantly, only at that time will counsel be able to make the requiled disclosme 
and AIA be able to give "informed consent" to continued repI esentation. See LRP, C. 1" O( e) 
(,"InfOImed consent' denotes the agreement by a peIson to a plOposed COUIse of conduct after 
the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the mateIial risks of 
and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct") Any consent to 
counsel's continued representation will only be truly "informed" when AlA knows which, if any, 
causes of aClion Reed Taylor maintains against Hawley Troxell in the LawyeI Lawsuit and can 
evaluate the material Iisks and Ieasonably available altematives to continued representation by 
Hawley Troxell in this case. 
II. CONCLUSION 
for the foregoing reasons, the Court should stay this case pending resolution of the 
motion to dismiss the T ,awyer Lawsuit Only after the issuance of an 01 del on that motion will 
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Hawley T IOxell be able to deteImine whether Hawley Troxell can continue to represent AIA in 
this case, 
DATED THlS ~ day of DecembeI, 2008, 
AMENDED MOnON TO STAY - 5 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WLEY LLP 
BY~ . 
~~y, ISB No, 7228 
Attorneys f01 AlA Services COIporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc, and CropUSA 
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Roderick C Bond 
NedA Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
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Michael S .. Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howald Street 
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David A. Gittins 
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID A GITTINS 
PO Box 191 
Clarkston, WA 99403 
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Michael E McNichols 
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321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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Gary D. Babbitt, ISB No. 1486 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: gdb@hteh.com 
j ash@hteh.com 
Attorneys for AlA Services Corporation, 
AlA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
F1LED 
S8 OCG 1.9 frf\ 10 W 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TA YLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRINE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
) 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
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Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Counterdefendant. 
D. JOHN ASHBY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
counsel of record for Defendants AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc., in the 
above-referenced matter. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibits A and B are true and accurate copies of AlA 
Insurance, Inc. financial statements that were produced to all parties today. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
D. hn Ashby 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 21 day of December, 2008. 
~ -~'" 
~  
Name: \ ~r<l'-A U - ~\\\c:4 f S 
Notary Public f~~aho 
Residing at ~Cl '\ s e 
My commission expires .s J "3,0 I .;;20 I\..,\ 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2;1 day of December, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF D. JOHN ASHBY IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KlRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, W A 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
David A. Gittins 
LA W OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor] 
David R. Risley 
RANDALL, BLACK & COX, PLLC 
P.O. Box 446 
1106 Idaho Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendants Connie Taylor, James Beck 
and Corrine Beck] 
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James J. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan] 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
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~Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
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Prepared by: 
Aimee Gordon 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
Financial Statements 
September 30,2008 
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AIA0027806 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
Balance Sheets 
September 30, December 31, 
2008 2007 
Assets: 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 10,527 $ 33,029 
Certificate of deposit 65,238 65,238 
Agent advances - net of allowances 44,958 69,039 
Accounts receivable 1,807 
Prepaid expenses 63,672 62,284 
Deferred income taxes 104,000 104,000 
Net real estate 90,062 93,637 
Furniture, equipment, vehicles - net of depreciation 12,028 20,654 
Related company receivable 1,268,938 933,810 
Related party receivable 11,549 63,623 
Investment in Services 1,510,693 1,510,693 
Total assets $ 3,183,473 $ 2,956,007 
liabilities: 
Accounts Payable & Accrued Expenses $ 251,038 $ 266,772 
Unearned Commissions 62,000 55,000 
Related Company Payable 911,901 849,953 
Notes Payable 
Total liabilities $ 1,224,939 $ 1,171,725 
Stockholder's Equity: 
Common Stock - 100,000 shares, $1 par value, authorized; $ 6,279 $ 6,279 
6,279 issued and outstanding 
Retained Earnings 1,952,255 1,778,003 
Total stockholders' equity $ 1,958,534 $ 1,784,282 
Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity: $ 3,183,473 $ 2,956,007 
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AIA0027807 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
Statements of Operations 
Nine Months Ended SeQtember 3D, 
2008 2007 
Revenues: 
Administrative Fees $ 184,527 $ 262,338 
Commissions 387,986 541,017 
Investment Income 132,605 81.532 
Total revenues $ 705.118 $ 884,887 
Expenses: 
General and Administrative $ 401,710 $ 820,577 
Commissions 117,476 141,654 
Total expenses $ 519.186 $ 962,231 
EBITDA: $ 185.932 $ (77.344) 
Other Expenses: 
Interest $ $ 14.723 
Corporate Tax 477 526 
Depreciation 11.205 11,915 
Total other expenses $ 11,682 $ 27,164 
Net Income $ 174,251 $ P04,507! 
AFFIDAVIT OF D. JOHN ASHBY IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO INCREASE 
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AIA0027808 
Balance, December 31, 2004 
Dividends paid 
Net income 
Balance, December 31,2005 
DIVIdends paid 
Net income 
Balance, December 31, 2006 
Dividends paid 
Net income 
Balance, December 31, 2007 
Dividends paid 
Net income 
Balance, September 30, 2008 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
Statements of Stockholders' Equity (Deficit) 
9/30/2008 
Additional 
Common Stock Paid-in 
Shares Amount Capital 
$ 6,279 $ 6,279 $ 
$ 6,279 $ 6,279 $ 
$ 6,279 $ 6,279 $ 
$ 6,279 $ 6,279 $ 
$ 6,279 $ 6,279 $ 
Retained 
Earnings 
(Deficit) 
$ 1,236,030 
239,660 
$ 1,475,690 
230,432 
$ 1,706,122 
71,881 
$ 1,778,003 
174,251 
$ 1,952,254 
AFFIDAVIT OF D. JOHN ASHBY IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO INCREASE 
THE AMOUNT OF THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION BOND 
Total 
$ 1,242,309 
239,660 
$ 1,481,969 
230,432 
$ 1,712,401 
71,881 
$ 1,784,282 
174,251 
$ 1,958,533 
AIA0027809 
AlA INSURANCE, INC. 
Statements of Cash Flows 
September 30, September 30, 
2008 2007 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) $ 174,251 $ (104,507) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash 
provided by operating activities: 
Provision for uncollectible agent advances 
Depreciation 11,205 11,915 
Deferred income taxes 
Changes in assets and liabilities: 
Agent advances 24,081 9,295 
Accounts receivable (1,807) (6,824) 
Prepaid expenses (1,388) 12,549 
Due from related companies (273,180) 54,606 
Due from related parties 52,074 (109,757) 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (15,734) 114,069 
Unearned commissions 7,000 (22,000) 
Net cash provided by operating activities (23,498) (40,654) 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Investment in parent company 
Certificate of Deposit 
Capital expenditures 995 (2,217) 
Net cash used in investing activities 995 (2,217) 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Principal payments on notes payable 
Borrowing on notes payable 
Net cash used in financing activities 
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (22,503) (42,871 ) 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 33,029 54,598 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 10,527 $ 11,729 
AFFIDAVIT OF D. JOHN ASHBY IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO INCREASE 
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5 
AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Financial Statements and 
Independent Auditors' Report 
December 31, 2007 and 2006 
Powerful insight. Proven results. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Contents 
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Board of Directors 
AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Lewiston, Idaho 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of AIA Insurance, Inc., as of December 31, 2007 and 
2006, and the related statements of income, stockholders' equity, and cash flows for the years then 
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. 
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates 
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe 
our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
As discussed in note 12, the Company has presented its investment in the preferred stock of its parent 
company as an asset in the accompanying balance sheets. Accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America require a subsidiary to present an investment in the preferred stock of its 
parent company as a contra-equity account in its stand-alone financial statements. 
In our opinion, except for the effect of not presenting its investment in the preferred stock of its parent 
company as a contra-equity account, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of AlA Insurance, Inc., as of December 31, 2007 and 2006, and 
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Spokane, Washington 
June 24, 2008 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Balance Sheets 
Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Certificate of deposit 
Agent advances, net of allowances of $172,347 and 
$178,935, respectively 
Accounts receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Deferred income taxes 
Real estate, net of accumulated depreciation of $165,472 
and $160,575, respectively 
Furniture, equipment, and vehicles, net of accumulated 
depreciation of $820,946 and $809,842, respectively 
Related-party receivables, companies 
Related-party receivables, stockholders 
Investment in parent company preferred stock 
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity 
LIABILITIES: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Unearned commissions 
Related-party payables, companies 
Bank note payable 
Total liabilities 
COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 
STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY: 
Common stock -100,000 shares, $1 par value, authorized; 
6,279 issued and outstanding 
Retained earnings 
Total stockholders' equity 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
December 31, 
$ 33,029 
65,238 
69,039 
62,284 
104,000 
93,637 
20,654 
933,810 
63,623 
1,510,693 
$2,956,007 
$ 266,772 
55,000 
849,953 
6,279 
1,778,003 
1,784,282 
$2,956,007 
$ 54,598 
63,183 
74,087 
7,857 
74,864 
79,000 
98,534 
28,684 
483,706 
83,623 
1,510,693 
$2,558,829 
$ 278,891 
75,000 
490,091 
2,446 
846,428 
6,279 
1,706,122 
1,712,401 
$ 2,558,829 
3 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Income 
Years Ended 
December 31, 
2007 2006 
REVENUES: 
Administrative fees $ 348,079 $ 489,763 
Commissions 694,854 936,278 
Investment income 105,017 141,381 
Endorsement settlement from Trustmark 1,417 1,348 
1,149,367 1,568,770 
EXPENSES: 
General and administrative expense 903,540 901,052 
Commission expense 172,634 248,624 
Interest expense 14,759 20,594 
1,090,933 1,170,270 
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT) 58,434 398,500 
INCOME TAX EXPENSE (BENEFIT) (13,447) 168,068 
NET INCOME $ 71,881 $ 230,432 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Stockholders' Equity Years Ended December 31,2007 and 2006 
Common Stock Retained 
Shares Amount Earnings Total 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 2005 6,279 $ 6,279 $1,475,690 $1,481,969 
ADD: 
Net income 230,432 230,432 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31,2006 6,279 6,279 1,706,122 1,712,401 
ADD: 
Net income 71,881 71,881 
BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 2007 6,279 $ 6,279 $1,778,003 $1,784,282 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Statements of Cash Flows 
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES: 
Net income 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net 
cash provided by operating activities: 
Provision for uncollectible agent advances 
Depreciation 
Loss on disposition of assets 
Deferred income taxes 
Changes in assets and liabilities: 
Agent advances 
Accrued interest on certificate of deposit 
Accounts receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Unearned commissions 
Net cash provided by operating activities 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES: 
Due from related parties (net) 
Capital expenditures 
Net cash used in investing activities 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES: 
Principal payments on note payable 
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING OF YEAR 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END OF YEAR 
Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flows Information: 
Cash paid during the year for interest 
See accompanying notes to financial statements. 
$ 
$ 
Years Ended 
December 31, 
71,881 $ 230,432 
(6,588) 
16,001 20,472 
12,802 
(25,000) 8,000 
11,636 15,780 
(2,055) (4,183) 
7,857 
12,580 (9,532) 
(12,119) (87,169) 
(20,000) (18,000) 
54,194 168,602 
(70,242) (152,068) 
(3,074) (2,015) 
(73,316) (154,083) 
(2,447) (2,359) 
(21,569) 12,160 
54,598 42,438 
33,029 $ 54,598 
$ 14,759 $ 20,594 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 1 - ORGANIZATION: 
AlA Insurance, Inc. (the Company) is a wholly owned subsidiary of AIA Services Corporation (Services), a holding 
company based in Lewiston, Idaho. The Company's principal business is marketing insurance products and 
services to ranchers and farmers, most of whom are members of agricultural associations. The Company's products 
include group health, life and long-term care insurance, and individual life insurance. 
The Company also operates as a group health and life insurance administrator conducting most of its business with 
various independent trusts, which accumulate and invest premiums collected for the policy groups. The Company, 
as administrator for the trusts, remits those premiums to the insurer as earned on behalf of the trusts. These trusts, 
opera ting under the direction of independent boards of directors, include the Grain Growers Association 
Membership and Insurance Trust, the National Growers and Stockmens Group Trust, the American Independent 
Agricultural Producers Trust, the American Soybean Association Membership and Insurance Trust, and the 
National Contract Poultry Growers Association Membership and Insurance Trust (collectively referred to as the 
Trusts). 
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES: 
Cash and cash equivalents - Cash and cash equivalents are comprised of cash and funds temporarily invested (with 
original maturities when purchased not exceeding three months) as part of the Company's management of day-to-
day operating cash receipts and disbursements. 
Real estate, furniture, equipment, and vehicles - These assets are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. 
Depreciation is computed using straight-line and accelerated methods over lives of 3 to 40 years. 
Income taxes - The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with the provisions of Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 109, AccountingfoT Income Taxes. Under the asset and liability method of SFAS 
No. 109, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences 
between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax basis. 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to table income in the 
years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered Or settled. Under SFAS No. 109, the effect 
on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that includes the 
enactment date. 
Administrative fee revenue - The Company is a third-party administrator for Trustmark Insurance Company 
(frustmark), providing administrative and data processing services for the Trusts and the life insurance company. 
All revenue from administrative fees result from such arrangements and is recorded as income upon receipt, which 
approximates the time period over which the administrative fees are earned. The administrative fees are calculated 
on a percentage of premium basis on a per policy basis, and also as specific administrative functions are performed. 
AFFIDAVIT OF D. JOHN ASHBY IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO INCREASE 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued): 
Commission income- Commission income is recognized ratably over the policy period. A substantial portion of 
commissions is currently received from one insurance company. Any loss of the ability to market policies with this 
insurance company may negatively impact the Company's financial results until replacement insurers can be found. 
Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported 
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could 
differ from those estimates. 
NOTE 3 - LIQUIDITY AND FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
The Trusts, which contribute a large portion of the Company's revenues, have continued to experience decreasing 
numbers of policyholders and commission income related to policy premiums originated. The Company is seeking 
to stabilize and reverse this trend through the introduction of additional insurance products made available to the 
Trusts through the Company, as well as through a related company. The Company believes that revenues earned 
through commissions and administrative fees will be adequate to fund ongoing operations, in addition to continued 
development activities at the related company. In addition, management believes that the funds previously 
advanced for certain development activities by the related company will provide the Company with a future 
revenue stream. 
There can be no assurances given that the Company will be successful in the execution of its plans. 
NOTE 4 - RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION - COMPANIES: 
At December 31, 2007 and 2006, the Company had outstanding receivables from various Trusts administered by the 
Company totaling $21,120 and $20,540, respectively. 
As of December 31,2007 and 2006, the outstanding balances due to Crop USA were $761,155 and $380,104, 
respectively. The Company has an administrative agreement with Crop USA prOViding for the reimbursement of 
specified expenses incurred by the Company on behalf of CropUSA. The agreement is evaluated by management 
for renewal on an annual basis. In addition CropUSA and Services (the parent organization of Crop USA and AlA 
Insurance, Inc.) have signed a promissory note regarding the repayment of $500,000. The note bears interest at 15% 
per annum. The note is secured by real estate and can be repaid at any time. Additional cash advances due to 
CropUSA are unsecured, due on demand, and have no stated interest rate. 
Reimbursed expenses charged to CropUSA totaled $211,907 in 2007 and $455,649 in 2006. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 4 - RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION - COMPANIES (continued): 
As of December 31, 2007 and 2006, the Company had outstanding payables to certain of the Trusts totaling $88,797 
and $109,986, respectively. The payables were the result of certain cash advances made by the Trusts to the 
Company. These amounts were unsecured, due on demand, and did not have a stated interest rate. 
As of December 31,,2007 and 2006, the Company had an outstanding receivable from Services (parent company) 
totaling $887,690 and $463,166, respectively, net of $3,500 and $140,000, representing amounts accrued for income 
taxes payable by the parent company. The receivable is unsecured, due on demand, and has no stated interest rate. 
As of December 31, 2007, the Company had receivables from a related organization (PERC) totaling $35,000. These 
amounts were unsecured, due on demand, and did not have a stated interest rate. 
NOTES - RELATED-PARTYTRANSACTIONS-STOCKHOLDERS: 
At December 31, 2007 and 2006, the Company has an unsecured outstanding receivable of $63,623 and $83,623, 
respectively, which is partially offset by approximately $28,000 and $-0-, respectively, in accrued but unpaid wages 
to this stockholder. 
The Company rents a parking lot from the majority stockholder of Services for $1,250 monthly, on a month-to-
month basis. Total related-party rent expense was $15,000 in both 2007 and 2006. 
NOTE 6 - FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT, AND VEHICLES: 
Furniture, equipment, and vehicles consisted of the following: 
Furniture and equipment 
Leasehold improvements 
Vehicles 
Accumulated depreciation 
December 31. 
$701,896 $698,822 
112,075 112,075 
27,629 27,629 
841,600 
820,946 
838,526 
809,842 
$ 20,654 $ 28,684 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 7 - EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS: 
The Company maintains a profit-sharing retirement plan with an Internal Revenue Service Code section 401(k) 
feature covering substantially all employees who have completed three months of service. Employee elective 
deferral contributions are fully vested immediately and Company contributions are fully vested after seven years of 
participation. The Company made contributions to the plan of $23,057 in 2007 and $-0- in 2006. 
NOTE 8 - OPERATING LEASES: 
The Company leases office equipment and office space under various lease agreements which are accounted for as 
operating leases. In most cases, management expects that such leases will be renewed or replaced by other 
comparable leases. . 
Minimum lease payments required under operating leases that have initial or remaining noncancelable lease terms 
in excess of one year as of December 31, 2007, are as follows: 
Years Ending 
December 31. 
2008 
2009 
Amount 
$93,000 
91,200 
Total lease expense for aU operating leases was $102,000 in 2007 and $117,900 in 2006. 
The leased office building is subject to a lease agreement that calls for a larger amount of monthly rent than is 
included in the rent expense and payment commitments described above. However, the Company is party to an 
offsetting arrangement with a related party that reduces the monthly rent to these lower amounts. In addition, 
portions of the office building are subleased out under various short-term and long-term operating lease 
arrangements. FollOWing is a summary of minimum future rental income commitments under long-term subleases: 
Years Ending 
December 31. 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
Amount 
$64,400 
64,400 
40,500 
3,000 
Sublease income totaled $102,962 and $137,198 for 2007 and 2006, respectively. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 9 - INCOME TAXES; 
For tax reporting purposes, the Company's accounts will be included in the consolidated tax return of Services. The 
Company has a tax sharing agreement with Services which provides for Services to charge the Company the federal 
income tax liability the Company would have been obligated to pay for a taxable year if it had filed a separate 
return as an unconsolidated entity. Federal income taxes computed will be offset against the receivables from 
Services. 
The components of income tax expense consisted of the following: 
Current 
Deferred expense (benefit) 
Income tax expense (benefit) 
Years Ended 
December 31, 
$ 11,553 
(25,000) 
$160,068 
8.000 
$ (13,447) $168,068 
The income tax provisions differed from the amounts expected using current federal statutory rates primarily 
because of the effects of state income taxes, nondeductible expenses, and changes in prior year estimates. 
The significant components of the Company's deferred tax assets and liabilities are summarized as follows: 
Deferred tax assets (liabilities): 
Allowance for doubtful accounts 
Accrued wages 
Accrued vacation 
Property and equipment 
Other 
Net deferred tax assets 
December 31, 
2007 2006 
$ 64,000 $ 66,000 
24,000 31,000 
8,000 7,000 
(34,000) (29,000) 
42,000 4,000 
$104,000 $ 79,000 
Management has determined that it is not necessary to establish a valuation reserve for the deferred tax asset at the 
Company (subsidiary) level since management believes that.it is more likely than not that future taxable income 
generated by the Company and included in Services' consolidated tax return will be sufficient to realize the benefit 
of these temporary differences. 
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AlA Insurance, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
NOTE 10 - BANK NOTE PAYABLE: 
At December 31, 2006, the Company had a note payable outstanding with an interest rate of 8.5% and a balance of 
$2,446, The Company made monthly payments of $273 until all principal and interest were paid in 2007, 
NOTE 11 - LITIGATION: 
The Company has been named as a co-defendant in a breach of contract complaint that was filed on March 11, 2003, 
The plaintiff contends, among other things, that the Company has not met its contractual obligation to guarantee 
the debts of the parent company and is seeking substantial damages from the defendants. On January 17,2007, the 
Company entered into a Settlement and Release agreement which, if approved, will release all claims brought 
against it by the Universe Life Insurance Company Liquidating Trust. The agreement is subject to court approval. 
Management expects to obtain the approval in 2008. 
In 2007, the Company, as well as several related parties, were named in a suit brought by a former stockholder of 
the Company. The suit alleges several claims against the Company. Given the early nature of the suit and the 
complexity of the matter, management and the Company's legal counsel are unable at this time to determine the 
expected outcome of the suit or range of possible loss. Management of the Company intends to contest the 
litigation vigorously, 
NOTE 12 - INVESTMENT IN PARENT COMPANY PREFERRED STOCK: 
During 2004, the Company purchased 205,000 shares of Services preferred stock which was previously held by 
CropUSA. The shares of Services preferred stock were purchased for $1,510,693 and such amount is reported as an 
asset as of December 31, 2007 and 2006. Management believes that the investment is properly classified as an asset, 
however, our independent auditors believe the investment should be reported as a component of stockholders' 
equity in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Had this investment been reported as a contra-equity account, the Company's total assets and stockholders' equity 
at December 31, 2007 and 2006, would have been reduced by $1,510,693. 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-7 46-994 7 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AlA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, ) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property 
comprised thereof; 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Claimants, 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO INTERVENE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2007-00208 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4" '0 I 
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) 
v. ) 
) 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counter-Defendant. ) 
------------------------------) 
CONNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, ) 
) 
Counterclaimants, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
----------------------------) 
401(K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 
THE AlA SERVICES CORPORATION ) 
) 
Intervenor. ) 
----------------------------) 
COMES NOW the Intervenor by and through its attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and provides this Supplemental Brief in support of its Motion to Intervene. 
As attorney for the 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan of AIA Services Corporation 
(hereinafter referred to as the 401(k) Plan), I only recently became involved in the above-entitled 
litigation, but the facts that have been revealed and unearthed are startling and disturbing. 
I. Mr. Reed J. Taylor commenced his plan to plunder his own corporation in such a 
manner that Vikings of yore would have been put to shame. 
In 1995, Mr. Reed Taylor was, by a vast amount, the majority shareholder of AIA 
Services Corporation. His 613,494 shares, representing 63 % ofthe corporation's outstanding voting 
common stock, put him in singular control ofthe company. See Exhibit A to the Affidavit of JoLee 
K. Duclos in Support of Supplemental Brief Re: Motion to Intervene filed herewith (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos"). (John Taylor had 186,611.50 shares; all others 
had 173,228 shares.) 
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The original version of a stock redemption deal (see Exhibit A to the Affidavit of 
J oLee K. Duclos) was presented to shareholders and directors in March 1995, the stock redemption 
deal was somewhat revised in July of 1995, and signed on July 22, 1995 pursuant to which 
Mr. Reed Taylor has received cash payments of $6,592,648.00 and, in addition to said cash, he 
received the following: 
A. Three airplanes worth $1,321,000.00 
B. Write-off of personal accounts receivable $ 469,996.00 
C. Salary for 1995 $ 240,000.00 
An additional salary in 1996 $ 140,000.00 
D. Payment of personal legal bills $ 55,000.00 
E. Payment of Felts Field Airplane bill $ 15,963.00 
F. Cost of protected agents $ 488,473.00 
In addition to the above which were received pursuant to the agreement, the following 
amounts were also received by Mr. Reed Taylor during this same time period: 
G. 
H. 
Payment of additiona11egal bills 
Miscellaneous: personal expenses, 
Peterson Consulting, and retainer 
1. Write-off of CAP (College Advancement 
$ 41,065.00 
$ 36,138.00 
Program) bill $ 309,083.00 
Combined, the above figures and the cash payments total $9,709,366.00. See 
Exhibit A (as to the airplanes' individual values) and Exhibit B ofthe Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon 
in Support of Supplemental BriefRe: Motion to Intervene which are provided under seal, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon." (The above airplane values do not include 
assumed indebtedness of approximately $672,339.85). 
It should be noted that the cash payments totaling $6,592,648.00 received by 
Mr. Taylor ultimately consisted of the down payment note of $1.5 million, and interest on the 
$6 million note, but no principal was ever paid on the $6 million note. 
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These amounts do not include payments to Donna Taylor in regard to her Preferred 
A stock from 1994 forward totaling approximately $2,692,202.15 (see Exhibit C ofthe Affidavit of 
Aimee M. Gordon, under seal). 
Sheesh! 
The July 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement was put to a vote in Julyof1995 which 
passed by a majority vote. See Exhibit C to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. The structure ofthe 
deal changed significantly in 1996 (amazingly, it was even more beneficial to Mr. Reed Taylor) but 
the 1996 deal (which is the subject ofthis lawsuit) was never submitted for the Shareholders' or the 
Board of Directors ' approval. The absurdity ofthe situation is that, as a result of his divorce action, 
Mr. Reed Taylor had previously agreed to the issuance of Preferred A stock to Mrs. Donna Taylor 
with a stated redemption value of $2,000,000.00. (See Exhibit "G" to the 1996 Stock Redemption 
Restructure Agreement, a courtesy copy ofwhich is provided to the Court herein, counsel is referred 
to the Affidavit of John Taylor in Support of Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification and, in 
the Alternative, Request for Certification for Interlocutory Appeal, dated February 21,2008.) It is 
almost unimaginable to think that Mr. Reed Taylor commits AlA Services Corporation to a long-
term commitment in the amount of$2 million for his wife and then commences a deal of his own 
that is crippling to the company. 
II. The history which led up to the July 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement, and then the 
inevitable involvement of 401(k) Plan monies in March and November of 1996. 
The history of the illegal plunder which is presently before this Court began in 
January of 1995 when AlA Services Corporation's Board of Directors authorized Series B and Series 
C Preferred Stock. See Exhibit D to the Affidavit of J oLee K. Duclos 
The ultimate pillage began to take more concrete form in March of 1995. Attached 
to the Affidavit of J oLee K. Duclos is the proxy solicited on behalf of the Board of Directors from 
AlA Services shareholders in March of 1995. A singular paragraph from that document captures the 
essence of what was intended by Mr. Reed Taylor: 
Redemption of 500,000 of Reed J. Taylor's 613,494 shares of 
Company's Common Stock for $7.5 million; application of the 
proceeds of sale ofthe Series C Preferred Stock and Warrants to 
the $1.5 million down payment of the redemption price for 
Reed J. Taylor's Common Stock; issuance of the Company's $6 
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million promissory note for the balance of the redemption price for 
Mr. Taylor's Common Stock; and approval of related transactions 
with Mr. Taylor. 
See Exhibit A to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos (emphasis added). 
Thus, the intent was to sell Series C Preferred stock in order to pay Mr. Reed Taylor 
part of his redemption price. A buyer for the Preferred C stock was all that was required now. 
Hmmmmmmmmmmm. 
Mr. Reed Taylor as Chainnan of the Board of Directors and a majority shareholder 
then entered into the July 22, 1995, Stock Redemption Agreement which immediately caused the 
insolvency of his own company, and led to the unwitting involvement ofthe 40 l(k) Plan participants 
and their money and the plethora of lawsuits that Mr. Reed Taylor filed and threatens to file on a 
consistent basis. 
By July of1995, the Series B Preferred Stock proved to be unmarketable and, thus, 
the deal was restructured one more time; the essence of which is captured in the following paragraph 
from the Amended Notice of Special Meeting of Shareholders (July 18, 1995) that was authorized 
by the Board of Directors, which included Mr. Reed Taylor still in control of his 613,494 shares of 
stock: 
Amendment of the Company's Articles of Incorporation to decrease 
the par value of Company's Common Stock from $1.00 per share to 
$0.01 per share, to cancel the previously authorized 735,000 shares 
of Series B 10% Preferred Stock, to increase the number of 
authorized shares of Series C 10% Convertible Preferred Stock 
and attendant warrants from 150,000 shares to 500,000 shares, 
and to increase the authorized Common Stock from 5,000,000 shares 
to 11,000,000 shares. 
See Exhibit B to the Affidavit of J oLee K. Duclos (emphasis added). 
Since the Series B Preferred stock proved to be unmarketable, and, thus, cancelled, 
the financial burden would fall on. the shoulders of the Preferred C stock to obtain monies to pay 
Mr. Reed Taylor the amounts demanded by him. 
In the July 10, 1995, letter to all AlA Services Corporation shareholders, 
Mr. John Taylor explained the situation: 
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With the proceeds from the sale of the Series C Shares and 
Warrants and from bank loans we will be able to reorganize the 
Company. The transactions comprising the reorganization are 
detailed in the enclosures. The reorganization includes the 
Company's purchase of all Reed Taylor's shares of Common 
Stock; issuance of a 10 year promissory note to Mr. Taylor, interest-
only payable for 10 years with the $6 million balance due at maturity 
and secured by security interests in the stock and commission income 
of Company's operating subsidiaries; discharge of approximately 
$480,000 of Mr. Tavlor's indebtedness to the Company; transfer 
ofthe airplanes and related debt to Mr. Taylor; and other related 
transactions. 
See Exhibit E to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos (emphasis added) and also see Exhibit B attached 
thereto). 
On pages 1-2 of the letter, it goes on to state with specificity: 
Weare seeking shareholder approval of an amendment to the 
Company's Articles of Incorporation to change the par value of 
Company's Common Stock from $1.00 to $0.01 per share, to cancel 
all the previously authorized Series B Preferred Stock, and to increase 
the number of authorized shares of Series C Stock from 150,000 to 
500,000. (This change in par value does not affect the value of your 
shares.) The Company will continue to market the Series C 
Shares and related Warrants to gualified individual investors 
even after the closing of the reorganization transactions. The 
proceeds from the sale of such additional shares of Series C Stock 
will be used to retire the Series A Preferred Stock held by Donna 
Taylor, to retire bank debt and/or to fund the balance of the 
redemption price due to Mr. Reed Taylor. In addition, the 
Company intends to borrow an additional $800,000 from West One 
Bank to pay off the First Interstate Bank note. 
Id. (emphasis added). 
Thus, by the end of July of 1995, the village was torched. 
As this Court well knows, the initial Stock Redemption Agreement with 
Mr. Reed Taylor was entered into between him and AIA Services Corporation on July 22, 1995. See 
Exhibit C to the Affidavit ofJoLee K. Duclos. With Mr. Reed Taylor's knowledge and at his behest, 
AIA Services Corporation entered into a Stock Redemption Agreement which immediately violated 
not only the applicable law at the time, but its own Articles of Incorporation. 
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Idaho Code § 30-1-6 as it existed on the books in 1995 reads as follows: 
30-1-6. Right of corporation to acquire and dispose of its 
own shares. - A corporation shall have the right to purchase, take, 
receive or otherwise acquire, hold, own, pledge, transfer or otherwise 
dispose of its own shares, but purchases of its own shares, whether 
direct or indirect, shall be made only to the extent of unreserved 
and unrestricted earned surplus available therefor, and, if the 
articles of incorporation so permit or with the affirmative vote of 
the holders of a majority of all shares entitled to vote thereon, to 
the extent of unreserved and unrestricted capital surplus 
available therefor. 
To the extent that earned surplus or capital surplus is used as 
the measure of the corporation's right to purchase its own shares, 
such surplus shall be restricted so long as such shares are held as 
treasury shares, and upon the disposition or cancellation of any such 
shares the restriction shall be removed pro tanto. 
Not withstanding the foregoing limitation, a corporation may 
purchase or otherwise acquire its own shares for the purpose of: 
(a) Eliminating fractional shares. 
(b) Collecting or compromising indebtedness to the corporation. 
(c) Paying dissenting shareholders entitled to payment for 
their shares under the provisions of this act. 
(d) Effecting, subj ect to the other provisions of this act, the 
retirement of its redeemable shares by redemption or by purchase at 
not to exceed the redemption price. 
No purchase of or payment for its own shares shall be 
made at a time when the corporation is insolvent or when such 
purchase or payment would make it insolvent. 
See Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown in Support of Supplemental Brief in Support of 
Motion to Intervene filed herein (hereinafter referred to as the "Affidavit of Charles A. Brown") 
(emphasis added). 
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Additionally, Idaho Code § 30-1-46, in 1995, read as follows: 
30-1-46. Distribution from capital surplus. - The board of 
directors of a corporation may, from time to time, distribute to its 
shareholders out of capital surplus of the corporation a portion of 
its assets, in cash or property, subject to the following provisions: 
(a) No such distribution shall be made at a time when the 
corporation is insolvent or when such distribution would render 
the corporation insolvent. 
(b) No such distribution shall be made unless the articles of 
incorporation so provide or such distribution is authorized by the 
affirmative vote of the ho lders of a majority ofthe outstanding shares 
of each class whether or not entitled to vote thereon by the 
provisions of the articles of incorporation. 
(c) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of any 
class of shares unless all cumulative dividends accrued on all 
preferred or special classes 0 f shares entitled to preferential dividends 
shall have been fully paid. 
(d) No such distribution shall be made to the holders of 
anv class of shares which would reduce the remaining net assets 
of the corporation below the aggregate preferential amount 
payable in event of involuntary liquidation to the holders of 
shares having preferential rights to the assets of the corporation 
in the event of liquidation. 
( e) Each such distribution, when made, shall be identified as 
a distribution from capital surplus and the amount per share disclosed 
to the shareholders receiving the same concurrently with the 
distribution thereof. 
The board of directors of a corporation may also, from time 
to time, distribute to holders of its outstanding shares having a 
cumulative preferential right to receive dividends, in discharge of 
their cumulative dividend rights, dividends payable in cash out of the 
capital surplus ofthe corporation, if at the time the corporation has no 
earned surplus and is not insolvent and would not thereby be rendered 
insolvent. Each such distribution when made, shall be identified as 
a payment of cumulative dividends out of capital surplus. 
See Exhibit B of the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown (emphasis added). 
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Statutes such as the above were designed and adopted to protect minority 
shareholders, creditors, and others who had dealings with corporations so that one shareholder with 
a large majority of votes of the shares, such as Mr. Reed J. Taylor had, could not place his own 
company in financial straits that were unacceptable and untenable. 
Attached as Exhibit F to the Affidavit ofJoLee Duclos are the Articles of Amendment 
to the Articles of Incorporation of AIA Services Corporation, dated March 7, 1995, and the Articles 
of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of AIA Services Corporation, dated July 20, 1995. 
As referenced above, the entering into of both of the stock redemption agreements immediately 
violated their Articles: 
(g) The Transactions with Shareholders and Affiliates. The 
corporation will not, and will not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, 
directly or indirectly, enter into or permit to exist any transaction 
(including, without limitation, the purchase, sale, lease, loan or 
exchange of any property or the rendering of any service) with any 
director or officer or any holder of equity securities of the 
corporation, or with any Affiliate of the corporation or of such 
director, officer or holder, on terms that are less favorable to the 
corporation or that Subsidiary, as the case may be, than those which 
might be obtained at the time from Persons who are not such a 
director, officer, holder or Affiliate; .... 
See Exhibit F to Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. 
Mr. Reed Taylor wanted his loot, and the laws protecting the weak, the minorities, 
and the vulnerable were not going to be a hindrance to him. Can the word ENRONbe heard echoing 
in the corridors of greed? 
III. Mr. Reed Taylor, as he continued on his conquest, was not interested in the niceties of 
the law; Capital Surplus requirements were ignored. 
Attached to the Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon, under seal, are Exhibits D, E, and F, 
which are the Face Sheets and Schedule L Balance Sheets of the Federal Income Tax Returns for 
AIA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries for the years 1994, 1995, and 1996. Get cc Also, the 
Intervenor incorporates herewith the Affidavit of Connie W. Taylor dated April 16, 2008, and its 
attachments which have already been filed with this Court which include consolidated financial 
statements of AIA Services Corporation and its subsidiaries. (A courtesy copy of that affidavit is 
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being provided for the Court's convenience. Other counsel may make reference to the filed copy.) 
Said affidavit contains the consolidated financial statements of said corporation and subsidiaries. 
The legality or illegality of said transaction will be briefed and argued at a future date, 
but for purposes of this briefing, it should be noted that for AIA Services Corporation at the end of 
1995, the relevant line items from the income tax returns are as follows: 
Schedule L 
Line 23 - Paid-in Surplus 1,486,419.00 
Line 24 - Retained earnings- Appropriated - 126,955.00 
Line 25 - Retained earnings- Unappropriated - 8,901,180.00 
$ - 7,541,716.00 
See Exhibit E, under seal, of the Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon. 
The financial statements will be looked to in order to determine capital surplus as 
defined by Idaho Code §§ 30-1-2, 30-1-6, & 30-1-46. But, these figures from AIA Services 
Corporation tax returns provide a snapshot as to the dire straits that the company was in as of 1995. 
Thus, Mr. Reed Taylor's transaction with his own company immediately rendered AIA Services 
Corporation upside down to the tune of $-7,541,716.00. The above figures are reflective of the 
fiscaVcalendar year 1995. 
Doesn't the flip flopping of AIA Services Corporation financial status as reflected 
by its own tax returns while Mr. Reed Taylor is at the helm entitle this Intervenor's voice to be 
heard? 
The consolidated financial statements as attached to Connie Taylor's affidavit confirm 
the financial tale of woe. At the end of the fiscaVcalendar year 1995, AIA Services Corporation had 
a negative surplus(to use that term "surplus" very loosely or should it be deficit) of more than 
<$17,018,838>. See the 1995 financial statements attached to Connie Taylor's affidavit. 
In other words, using either accounting prism (tax returns or financial statements) to 
view AIA Services Corporation's finances, the company was rendered bankrupt, insolvent, and/or 
unable to pay Mr. Reed Taylor from "earned surplus"or "capital surplus." 
The earned surplus and capital surplus restrictions of Idaho Code § 30-1-6 were 
clearly violated as were the provisions ofIdaho Code § 30-1-46. As an Intervenor, it is realized that 
the legality or illegality ofthe above transaction will be briefed and argued at a later date; however, 
Mr. Reed Taylor's greed as it applies to the401(k) Plan needs to be addressed at this juncture so that 
the need for the 401(k) Plan's voice to be heard is understood. The individuals who were the 
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participants ofthe 401 (k) Plan in 1995 are set forth in Exhibit G to the Affidavit of J oLee K. Duclos 
which are filed under seal. These people and their investments were just pawns in Mr. Reed Taylor's 
financial power play. They were scrimping away to provide for their retirement, while 
Mr. Reed Taylor was filling his own coffers at their expense. 
IV. Mr. Reed Taylor returns to the village he had pillaged to scavenge amongst the carnage 
left in his wake; Insolvency of his company was something to be ignored. 
Not only has Mr. Reed Taylor's transaction with his company violated the earned 
surplus and capital surplus restrictions of the two applicable Idaho statutes, it also immediately 
rendered the company insolvent. Rendering the company insolvent is also violative of the statutes 
and stands alone in making the transaction with Mr. Reed Taylor illegal. 
Insolvency is a non-accounting term, but one of the connotations is whether or not 
the corporation has overall financial capability to pay its indebtedness as it becomes due. "Insolvent" 
was defined by the applicable 1995 statute ( Idaho Code § 30-1-2) as the inability to pay debts as 
they become due. AIA Services Corporation was immediately unable to pay the $1.5 million 
obligation owed to Mr. Reed Taylor in July 1995 which was originally to be paid at time of closing. 
When this failed to occur, it was then turned into a promissory note which was to be paid on 
October 22, 1995. See Exhibit H to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. October 22, 1995, came and 
went and again said note was not paid. 
Mr. Reed Taylor brought this to the attention of AIA Services Corporation with a 
letter of default dated April 18, 1996 (a copy of which Intervenor has not been able to obtain) and 
an additional default letter dated April 25, 1996, was issued by Mr. Reed Taylor's attorney. See 
Exhibit I to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. Additionally, a "notice of foreclosure" letter was 
issued on June 4, 1996. Mr. Reed Taylor was an active and attending member of the Board of 
Directors of AIA Services Corporation at this time. 
In March of 1996, AIA Services Corporation invaded the monies ofthe 401 (k) Plan 
in the amount of$565,000.00 in exchange for its Preferred C Stock, which, as the income tax returns 
and consolidated financial statements show, at the end of calendar/fiscal year 1995 were worthless. 
See Exhibit J of the Affidavit of J oLee K. Duclos for the exchange of shares of stock. No appraisal 
was done in regard to the Preferred C Stock that was transferred to the 401(k) Plan. See Affidavit 
of JoLee K. Duclos. 
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As this Court well knows, the Stock Redemption Agreement with Mr. Reed Taylor 
was restructured in July 1996. He essentially used the leverage that he obtained by voting his shares 
in 1995 to approve a corporate obligation to him, then the subsequent inability of AIA Services 
Corporation to pay said indebtedness allowed him to obtain additional concessions from AIA 
Services Corporation. It is the Restructured Stock Redemption Agreement upon which the above-
entitled lawsuit has been brought. See the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructured Agreement, a 
courtesy copy of which is provided to the Court herein, and counsel is referred to the Affidavit of 
John Taylor in Support of Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification and, in the Alternative, 
Request for Certification for Interlocutory Appeal, dated February 21,2008. 
The restructured agreement for 1996 is already on file with the Court. Id. But, even 
the restructured agreement called for the $1.5 million down payment to be paid in full on 
October 31, 1996. See Exhibit K to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. Again, said note was not paid 
by October 31, 1996, and, thus, continued the status of AIA Services Corporation being unable to 
meet the obligation imposed upon it by Mr. Reed Taylor for years to come. Payments continued to 
Mr. Reed Taylor as per the schedule attached to the Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon, see Exhibit B. 
These payments were not in conformance with the restructured agreement. The $1.5 million 
promissory note was not even paid off until June 2001. See Affidavit of Aimee M. Gordon. 
Additionally, AIA was unable to pay the $6 million indebtedness from its inception. 
Years later additional default notices were written by Mr. Reed Taylor, dated February 2,2007, and 
his counsel on December 12, 2006, which reference the inability to pay as follows: 
AIA has failed to pay the amount due under the $6m Note, which, 
with accrued interest, is now in excess of $7.7 million and seriously 
past due. 
See Exhibit C of the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown. 
Insolvent companies cannot pay their bills, especially monstrous ones such as this 
which rendered the company insolvent in the first place. 
However, none of this came as a surprise to Mr. Reed Taylor. Prior to entering into 
the Stock Redemption Agreements Mr. Reed Taylor knew and understood the financial plight of his 
company. In notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements for December 31, 1994 and 1995 (see 
Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Connie W. Taylor), the accounting firm ofKPMG Peat Marwick LLP 
out of Portland, Oregon specifically stated: 
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[T]he Company has suffered significant losses in 1994 and 1995, 
primarily attributable to its insurance underwriting segment. This 
segment was discontinued effective October 1, 1995, however, 
disposal is not complete. The net liability to be disposed of in the 
insurance underwriting segment, the recent losses from 
continuing operations, negative cash flow from operating 
activities, obligations to former and current stockholders and 
negative stockholders' equity raise substantial doubt about the 
entity's ability to continue as a going concern. Continuation ofthe 
Company as a going concern is dependent upon, among other things, 
the ability of the Company to dispose of its insurance underwriting 
segment without further investment by the Company, the Company's 
ability to generate sufficient cash from operations and to obtain 
financing sources to meet its obligations. Management's plan in 
regard to these matters are described in note 1. The accompanying 
consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments 
that might result from the outcome of this uncertainty. 
See p. 2 of Independent Auditor's Report in Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Connie W. Taylor 
(emphasis added). 
Thus, Mr. Reed Taylor knew fully well that AIA Services Corporation was going 
down the drain and he was simply trying to escape with as much plunder as he could before being 
sucked down with his own company. 
Even the plaintiff herein alleges that AIA Services Corporation is insolvent and has 
been for at least 7 years (see paragraph 2.23 of the Fifth Amended Complaint) but the full truth is 
that such insolvency started in 1994, when AIA Services was either insolvent or rendered insolvent 
by the Stock Redemption Agreement with Mr. Reed Taylor. 
VI. Mr. Reed Taylor did not care where his money came from - he just wanted money, 
money, money. 
Prior to 1995, Mr. Reed Taylor had divorced Mrs. Donna Taylor and as a result of 
his divorce action, AIA Services Corporation somehow ended up obligated to Mrs. Donna Taylor 
to the tune of 200,000 shares at $10.00 per share stated value of Series A Preferred Stock. 
Mr. Reed Taylor's intertwining of his personallspousalliability with his 1995 Stock Redemption 
Agreement immediately crippled AIA Services Corporation. 
As noted above, the $1.5 million down payment was to be paid upon closing and then 
it evolved into a ninety (90) day promissory note due on October 22, 1995. This was not paid and 
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thus, as noted above, default letters were issued on April 18, 1996, April 25, 1996, and June 4, 1996. 
Again, see Exhibit I to Affidavit of Jolee Duclos. Of course, the promissory note of$1.5 million had 
not been paid for quite a few months, and, thus, the written letter of default was simply a 
fonnalization of earlier oral communication. 
As already referenced, there are three default letters, two of which are submitted in 
Exhibit I to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. Additionally, attached to the Affidavit of JoLee K. 
Duclos is a responsive letter dated May 3, 1996, authored by Mr. Richard (Dick) Riley. Id. 
The default letters basically reflect Mr. Reed Taylor's assertions that AIA Services 
Corporation was in default, and, being the plunderer that he is, he is going to foreclose despite what 
it will cost the company. 
The responsive letter shows AIA Services Corporation scrambling, and the fact that 
AIA Services Corporation had to resort to invading the 401(k) Plan monies in order to pay 
Mr. Reed Taylor was apparent: 
... In addition, Reed agreed to accept a second, interest-free note for 
the $1.5 million downpayrnent. All parties contemplated that 
additional proceeds of sale of Series C Preferred Stock would be 
received over the next 90 days; and Reed Taylor agreed that the funds 
received from additional sales of Series C Preferred Stock following 
the Cashrnan/Beck transaction would be allowed as follows: 
(i) The first $100,000 shall be (and was) paid to 
Donna Taylor for reimbursement of professional fees. 
(ii) The next $1.4 million is to be paid, as received, 
in equal amounts to Donna Taylor and Reed Taylor 
until Donna Taylor has been paid $700,000 for 
redemption of her preferred stock. 
(iii) Thereafter, the next $800,000 is to be paid to 
Reed Taylor until he has received the full $1.5 million 
downpayrnent for redemption of his common stock. 
As you know, the Company has sold some additional Series C 
Preferred Stock and is continuing efforts to raise capital. ... 
See Exhibit I to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos, the May 3,1996, letter. 
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At that moment in time, in 1996, Mr. Reed Taylor's position in the universe was quite 
umque. He signed the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement with his company, AIA Services 
Corporation; he obligated AIA Services Corporation to pay Mrs. Donna Taylor by redeeming 
Preferred A Stock issued to her in the divorce; was a member of the Board of Directors of AIA 
Services Corporation; he was employed with AIA Services Corporation for which he received 
$20,000 per month; he signed a 3-year consulting agreement for which he received $147,000 per 
year; he was a participant in the 401(k) Plan; and he was the beneficiary of the 401(k) Plan monies 
that were being exchanged for worthless AIA Services Corporation stock, which in tum helped pay 
on his illegal Stock Redemption Agreement. 
In November 1996, the 401 (k) Plan monies were invaded once again for an additional 
$250,000.00. See Exhibit J to the Affidavit of JoLee K. Duclos. 
Counsel for Mr. Reed Taylor talks about the clean hands doctrine. Could 
Mr. Reed Taylor's hands have been any dirtier? Yes, they could. Read on. 
VII. Mr. Reed Taylor's greed knew no boundaries, even when it came to his own. 
Prior to 1995, Mrs. Donna Taylor had Preferred Series A stock which had priority 
over all others, including any claims of Mr. Reed Taylor. Mrs. Donna Taylor obtained her shares 
as a result ofher divorce from Mr. Reed Taylor. The Preferred Series A stock shares were originally 
worth $2,000,000.00. She had been represented by counsel in the divorce and later by attorney 
Cumer Green in securing her rights. 
Her rights began t6 unravel in 2006 when Mr. Reed Taylor paid her a visit at her 
home. Mr. Green had since passed away, and she had no legal counsel. Mr. Reed Taylor had his 
attorneys draft the Subordination Agreement, attached as Exhibit D to the Affidavit of 
Charles A. Brown, and went to her home to obtain her signature. That agreement states: 
Donna agrees to unconditionally and irrevocably subordinate all 
amounts and obligations owed to her under the Series A Preferred 
Shareholder Agreement between AIA Services Corporation ("AIA 
Services"), Donna and Reed dated July 1, 1996 (including any 
modifications thereto, if applicable) to be junior to all payments 
(including principal and interest), obligations, rights and lorremedies 
owed to Reed by AIA Services, AIA Insurance, Inc. ("AIA 
Insurance") and/or any other person or entity. 
Id., , 1. Subordination. 
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In other words, Mrs. Donna Taylor's right to receIve the remainder of her 
$2,000,000.00 was restructured so that Mr. Reed Taylor was allowed to receive payment on his 
$6,000,000.00 worth of indebtedness first. And for this what did Mrs. DOlma Taylor receive as 
consideration? NOTHINGl 
The agreement specifically states that Mrs. DOlma Taylor had legal counsel of her 
own, but the truth as revealed by her deposition is reflective ofMr. Reed Taylor showing up at her 
house and not leaving until he had her signature on the document he had his attorneys prepare in 
advance. 
Q. When you signed the subordination agreement in your house, 
was there anyone present besides yourself? 
A. That was in the room with us? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
Q. And you say in the room with us? 
A. With Reed and 1. 
Q. Okay. So you and Reed were together when you signed the 
subordination agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On -- okay. And whatever day you signed it, was that the first 
day you had ever seen it, or had you seen it before? 
A. I hadn't seen it before. 
See Exhibit E to the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown, p. 33, LL. 3-16. 
Q. Did you consult with a lawyer before he came to your house? 
A. No. 
Id. atp. 35, LL. 16-18. 
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Q. VVhy didn't you get legal advice about slgnmg the 
subordination agreement? 
A. Because I trusted Reed. 
Id. at p. 45, LL. 12-14. 
Q. Did he tell you he would take care of you? 
A. I just know he would. 
Q. And so you essentially signed it without understanding it? 
A. Understanding it? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Well, he -- I'm sure, he explained it to me. 
Q. Okay. 
A. As part of the two hours. 
Q. But did you have the same problem with this dyslexia two 
years ago as you have today? 
A. I've had it all my life. 
Q. And so, it was very difficult for you to read and understand 
the long sentences in Exhibit 2? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you understand Exhibit 2 from reading it, or did you 
understand it from what Reed told you about it? 
A. VVhat Reed told me about it. 
ld. at p. 61, LL. 12-25 and p. 62, LL. 1-5. 
The pillaging continued and the "collateral damage" caused by Mr. Reed Taylor was 
just beginning. 
The question that arises is whether or not there is an inherent conflict in the fact that 
the attorneys representing Mr. Reed Taylor also represent Mrs. Donna Taylor. Have the attorneys 
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who jointlyrepresent both individuals advised Mrs. Taylor to seek separate legal counsel concerning 
the above-described events in 2006? Have they advised her that it was not wise, prudent, or 
appropriate for Mr. Reed Taylor to ask her to subordinate monies she is owed to the $6 million owed 
to him, in light of the fact that she was suffering from dyslexia and without legal counsel at the time 
she signed the Subordination Agreement? 
Just a question. 
CONCLUSION 
The idea that the 401(k) Plan does not have standing to intervene and challenge this 
cause of action by Mr. Reed Taylor is preposterous. It will be argued that Mr. Reed Taylor's 
transaction in 1995 with AIA Services Corporation was an illegal transaction. The illegality of 
which was compounded by the illegal sale of AIA Services Corporation stock to the 401(k) Plan in 
March of 1996, which illegality was further compounded by the Restructured Stock Redemption 
Agreement of July in 1996 as entered into by Mr. Reed Taylor and AIA Services Corporation. 
When Mr. Reed Taylor needed money to fund his buyout, he just printed his own 
money, like some third world country. But, instead of printing money he just printed Preferred C 
stock, and sold it to the 401(k) Plan for $10.00 a share and put the proceeds in his wallet. 
Mr. Reed Taylor's pillage of his village was not satisfactory to him and now the 
illegalities of 1995 and 1996 have spawned lawsuits against attorneys, his former companies and 
others in his continual quest to obtain more, more, and more. 
Mr. Reed Taylor alleges a "breach of fiduciary" duty which is allegedly owed to him 
in the above-referenced lawsuit, in the spurious lawsuits he filed against the attorneys, and in his 
attorney's screeching emails to all. 
What was Mr. Reed Taylor's fiduciary duty in 1995 and 1996 to his own company, 
to the participants of the 401 (k) Plan, to the minority shareholders, and to the employees of the 
company which he pillaged? 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
11~fjJL--
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for 40 1 (k) Profit Sharing Plan 
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I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular [lIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
0 mailed by regular [lIst class mail, and 
deposited in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular [lIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: mbissell@cbklawyers.com 
0 mailed by regular [lIst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular [lIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
0 hand delivered to: 
0'" Emailed to: mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
0 mailed by regular [lIst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular [lIst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: gdb@hteh.com & jash@hteh.com 
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[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane,VVA 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
Clements, Brown & McNichols, P .A. 
321 13th Street 
P.O. Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @ 208-342-3829 
D. John Ashby, Esq. 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
[Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services 
Corporation, AIA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
Insurance Agency] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 44'f'1 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main Sl. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
u;y'" Emailed to: jjg@quarles.com & 
charper@quarles.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: david@gittinslaw.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: David@rbcox.com 
on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
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Charles E. Harper, Esq. 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
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500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Defendant CropUSA Insurance 
Agency] 
David A. Gittins, Esq. @ 758-3576 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
843 Seventh Street 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, WA 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos & Freeman] 
David R. Risley, Esq. @ 743-1266 
Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
1106 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 446 
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[Attorney for Defendants Connie Taylor & James 
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Charles A. Brown, ESQ.452-0 
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Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AIA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AIA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AIA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property ) 
comprised thereof; ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
---------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Claimants, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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) 
v. ) 
) 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counter-Defendant. ) 
----------------------------) 
CONNIE \V. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, ) 
) 
Counterc1aimants, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
------------------------------) 
401(K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 
THE AIA SERVICES CORPORATION ) 
) 
Intervenor. ) 
----------------------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
AlMEE M. GORDON, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says: 
1. Your affiant is the Accounting Manager for Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. 
and AIA Insurance, Inc. and makes the following statements upon her own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit A are true and correct 
copies of the valuation listing ofthe airplanes, for insurance purposes, which Reed J. Taylor owns 
as per the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement which are entitled: 
• Confirmation of Coverage for July 1, 1995 to July 1, 1996, on the 
1981 Cessna 441, N2722Y airplane; 
• Confirmation of Coverage for July 1, 1995 to July 1, 1996, on the 
1975 Cessna 206T, N2055Q, airplane and the 1947 Piper PA-12, 
N2343M, airplane. 
3. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit B is a true and correct 
copy of a spreadsheet showing the payments made to Mr. Reed Taylor by AIA Services Corporation 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 450 Z-
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as per the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement and the 1996 Restructured Stock Redemption 
Agreement and also some monies in addition to those agreements. 
4. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit C is a listing of year-end 
payments paid by AIA Services Corporation to Mrs. Donna Taylor. 
5. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit D is a true and correct 
copy of the Face Sheet and Schedule L Balance Sheet for the 1994 U.S. Corporation Income Tax 
Return for AIA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries as filed with the Internal Revenue Service. 
6. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit E is a true and correct 
copy of the Face Sheet and Schedule L Balance Sheet for the 1995 U.S. Corporation Income Tax 
Return for AIA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries as filed with the Internal Revenue Service. 
7. Attached hereto and submitted under seal as Exhibit F is a true and correct 
copy of the Face Sheet and Schedule L Balance Sheet for the 1996 U.S. Corporation Income Tax 
Return for AIA Services Corporation & Subsidiaries as filed with the Internal Revenue Service. 
8. That the final payment on the promissory note of$1.5 million was not paid 
by AIA Services Corporation until June of2001. 
9. Please note that the attached documents are filed under seal with the Court; 
however, complete copies are supplied to counsel. 
(SEAL) 
DATED on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
Aimee M. Gordon, Accounting Manager 
CropUSA Insurance Agency, Inc. 
AIA Insurance, Inc. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at 
--------------------
My Commission Expires on: 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE M GORDON IN SUPPORT 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4~ 3 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St 
OF SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE -3 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
r:X Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and 
deposited in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
)4' Emailed to: mbissell@cbklawyers.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emai1ed to: mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
'Q{ Emailed to: gdb@hteh.com & jash@hteh.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE M GORDON IN SUPPORT 
Roderick C. Bond, Esq. @ 746-8421 
Ned A. Cannon, Esq. 
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, VVA 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
Clements, Brown & McNichols, P.A. 
321 13th Street 
P.O. Box 1510 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @ 208-342-3829 
D. John Ashby, Esq. 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
[Attorneys for Defendants AlA Services 
Corporation, AlA Insurance, Inc., and CropUSA 
Insurance Agency] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 45() L/ 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
OF SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE -4 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
fo1 Emailed to: jjg@quarles.com & 
charper@quarles.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: david@gittinslaw.com 
0 mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post OffIce to: 
0 sent by facsimile to: 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
OffIce to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: David@rbcox.com 
on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE M GORDON IN SUPPORT 
James J. Gatziolis, Esq. @ 312-715-5155 
Charles E. Harper, Esq. 
Quarles & Brady LLP 
Citigroup Center, Suite 3700 
500 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Defendant CropUSA Insurance 
Agency] 
David A. Gittins, Esq. @ 758-3576 
Law Office of David A. Gittins 
843 Seventh Street 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos & Freeman] 
David R. Risley, Esq. @ 743-1266 
Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
1106 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 446 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorney for Defendants Connie Taylor & James 
and Corrine Beck] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. L{ 5 DG' 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main st. 
OF SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE-5 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 208· 746·9947/208· 746·5886 (fax) 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan 
for the AlA Services Corporation. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED 1. T AYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho) 
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE ) 
TAYLOR, individually and the community ) 
property comprised thereof; BRYAN ) 
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,) 
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE ) 
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and ) 
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, ) 
individually and the community property ) 
comprised thereof; ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Counter-Claimants, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2007-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE K. DUCLOS 
IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
BRIEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE K. DUCLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRlEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE - 1 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. C tI\/_ Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4 
Lewlston, Idaho 8350] 00'1} 
208· 746·9947/208· 746·5886 (fax) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
REED 1. T AYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counter-Defendant. ) 
----------------------------) 
CO}"TNIE W. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK, ) 
) 
Counterclaimants, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
REED 1. T AYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
----------------------------) 
401 (K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR ) 
THE AlA SERVICES CORPORATION ) 
) 
Intervenor. ) 
----------------------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
JOLEE K. DUCLOS, being first duly sworn on her oath, deposes and says: 
1. Your affiant is the sole Trustee of the 40 l(k) Profit Sharing Plan ofthe AIA Services 
Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the 401 (k) Plan, and makes the following statements upon her 
own personal knowledge and belief. That enclosed in the sealed envelope filed herewith are the 
names ofthe participants ofthe 401 (k) plan in 1995, the present participants have already been filed 
with the Court and attached to a previous affidavit of mine. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of: 
• AIA Services Corporation Board of Directors Meeting, dated 
March 7, 1995, # AIA0025230 to AIA0025234, not inclusive of all 
attachments; 
• AIA Services Corporation Special Meeting of Directors, dated 
March 7, 1995, and resolutions nos. 1 to 5, # AIA0025235 to 
AIA0025247; 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE K. DUCLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4Y .... 7 
P.o. Bo~ 1225/324 Main St '0£1 
LeWIston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
• AlA Services Corporation Notice of Special Meeting of Directors, 
dated February 27,1995, # AlA0025248 to AlA0025249; 
• Sample AlA Services Corporation Special Meeting Proxy - March 7, 
1995, # AlA0025250 to AlA0025251; 
• AlA Services Corporation Minutes of Special Meeting of 
Shareholders, dated March 7, 1995, # AlA0025252 to AlA0025253; 
• AlA Services Corporation Notice of Special Meeting of Shareholders, 
dated February 9, 1995, not inclusive of attachments, # AIA0025254 
to AlA00025255. 
3. That attached hereto as Exhibit B are true and correct copies of: 
• AlA Services Corporation Minutes of Special Meeting of 
Shareholders, dated July 18, 1995, # AlA0025482 to AlA0025483; 
• AlA Services Corporation Special Meeting Proxy - July 18, 1995, 
# AlA0025484 to AlA0025489; 
July 10, 1995, letter to AlA Services Corporation Shareholders from 
John Taylor, # AlA0025490 to AlA0025692; 
AlA Services Corporation Amended Notice of Special Meeting of 
Shareholders, dated July 18, 1995, # AlA0025493 to AlA0025494; 
• AlA Services Corporation Notice of Special Meeting of Shareholders , 
dated July 18, 1995, # AlA0025495 to AlA0025496; 
• Disclosure Statement dated July 12, 1995, # AlA0025497 to 
AlA0025504; 
AlA Services Corporation Board of Directors Meeting, dated July 18, 
1995, # AlA0025505 to AlA0025508; 
• Action by Unanimous Consent of the Directors of AlA Services 
Corporation, # AlA0025509 to AlA0025510; 
• Resolution No. 1 to Resolution No.6, # AlA0025511 to 
AlA0025522. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE K. DUCLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRlEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE - 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. II f""'.D 9 
P.o. Box J 225/324 Main St. '-f 4)( 0 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of the Stock 
Redemption Agreement, dated July 22, 1995, # RJT 0000626 to RJT 0000643, and the following 
attachments thereto: 
Exhibit A - Promissory Note dated August 1, 1995, for 
$6,000,000.00, # RJT 0000644 to RJT 0000645; 
• Exhibit B - Stock Pledge Agreement inclusive of Exhibit A-I, 
Exhibit A-2, Exhibit A-3, # RJT 0000615 to RJT 0000625; 
• Exhibit C - Security Agreement, # RJT 0000605 to RJT 0000613; 
Exhibit D - Consulting Agreement, # RJT 0000857 to RJT 0000859; 
• Exhibit E - Noncompetiton Agreement, # RJT 0000854 to 
RJT 0000856; 
Exhibit F - Bill of Sale, # RJT 0000889 to RJT 0000892; 
• Exhibit G - opinion of Company's counsel; 
• Schedule 1; 
Schedule 2.1.2; 
Schedule 2.1.3 - not included, due to not being in our possession; 
• Schedule 3.4; 
• Schedule 3.6, but not the financial infonnation referenced therein as 
being attached due to not being in our possession; 
• Schedule 3.7; 
• Schedule 3.11; 
• Schedule 5.1; 
Certification by R. John Taylor, # RJT 00001230 to RJT 00001231; 
• Certification byR. John Taylor, # RJT 00001266 to RJT 00001267. 
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5. That attached hereto as Exhibit D are true and correct copies of the following: 
January 12, 1995, Board of Directors Meeting for AIA Services 
Corporation, # AIA0025224 to AIA0025225; 
January 2, 1995, Special Meeting of Board of Directors of AIA 
Services Corporation, # AIA0025226 to AIA0025228; 
January 6, 1995, Notice of Special Meeting of Board of Directors of 
AIA Services Corporation, # AIA0025229. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a letter authored by 
R. John Taylor, dated July 10, 1995, # AIA0025490 to AIA0025492. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit F are true and correct copies of the following: 
Certificate of Amendment of AIA Services Corporation, dated 
April 11, 1995, issued by the Secretary of State ofIdaho with attached 
Articles of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of AIA 
Services Corporation, dated March 7, 1995; 
Certificate of Amendment of AIA Services Corporation, dated 
August 3, 1995, issued by the Secretary of State of Idaho with 
attached Articles of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of 
AIA Services Corporation, dated July 20, 1995. 
8. That attached hereto and filed herein under seal as Exhibit G are true and correct 
copies of: 
List of names of the participants in the 401(k) Plan in 1995; 
Contribution and reconciliation report for the AIA Services 
Corporation Profit Sharing Plan for the year 1995, dated 3/7/96. 
9. That attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the Promissory Note 
for $1,500,000.00 dated July 22, 1995, # RJT 00001157, as referenced in that certain Addendum to 
Stock Redemption Agreement dated July 22, 1995, # RJT 000806 to RJT 0000807, a true and correct 
copy of the same is attached in this exhibit. 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 46/0 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350 I 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
10. That attached hereto as Exhibit I are true and correct copies of the following: 
Letter dated April 25, 1996, addressed to Dick Riley, Esq., from 
Scott T. Bell of Cairn cross & Hempelmann; 
• Letter dated May 3, 1996, addressed to Mr. Scott T. Bell from 
Richard A. Riley of Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow & McKlveen, 
Chartered; 
• Letter dated June 4, 1996, addressed to Mr. Dick Riley from 
W. Frank Taylor of Cairncross & Hempelmrum. 
11. That attached hereto as Exhibit J are true and correct copies of: 
• AIA Services Corporation stock certificate No. 11 for 10,000 shares 
issued to West One Bank, ro as Custodian for AIA Services 401(k) 
Profit Sharing Plan, dated March 18, 1996; 
AIA Services Corporation stock certificate No. 12 for 40,000 shares 
issued to West One Bank, ro, as Custodian for AIA Services 401(k) 
Profit Sharing Plan, dated March 28, 1996; 
AIA Services Corporation stock certificate No. 15 for 6,500 shares 
issued to West One Bank, ro, Custodian for AIA Services 
Corporation 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan, dated March 28, 1996; 
• AIA Services Corporation stock certificate No. 18 for 25,000 shares 
issued to West One Bank, ro, Custodian for AIA Services 
Corporation 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan, dated November 27, 1996; 
AIA Services Corporation stock certificate No. 2034 for 11,000 
shares issued to U.S. Bank Idaho, Custodian for AIA Services 
Corporation 40 1 (k) Profit Sharing Plan, dated September 15, 1997. 
12. That attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the Amended and 
Restated Promissory Note for $1,500,000.00 dated July 1,1996. 
13. That your affiant has search the files and records of the 40 1 (k) Plan, without success, 
to locate an appraisal of AIA Services Corporation's Preferred C Stock which would have occurred 
prior to the transfer of said shares of stock to the 401(k) Plan. 
14. That your affiant clarifies that the defendant R. John Taylor was the Trustee of the 
401(k) Plan in the spring of 1996. 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4511 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
15. That your affiant states that the plaintiff Reed J. Taylor was an active member of the 
Board of Directors of AlA Services Corporation in the spring and summer of 1996, as well as the 
years prior thereto. 
DATED on this 29th day of December, 2008. 
~~ KJJVc~~ JoL~K~o; 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 29th day of December, 2008. 
=f:br.c~ 
(SEAL) Residing at &c.g~ 
My Commission Expires on: 
(0~ ~\ aO tl 
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Charles A Brown, Esq. 4512-
P.o. Box J 225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350J 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
D mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited Roderick C. Bond, Esq. @ 746-8421 
in the United States Post Office to: Ned A. Cannon, Esq. 
D sent by facsimile to: Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 508 Eighth Street 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post Lewiston, ID 83501 
Office to: 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery [Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
D hand delivered to: 
Jij Emailed to: rod@scblegal.com 
D mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and Michael S. Bissell, Esq. @ 509-455-7111 
deposited in the United States Post Office to: Campbell, Bissell & Kirby, PLLC 
D sent by facsimile to: 416 Symons Building 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 7 South Howard Street 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post Spokane,VVA 99201 
Office to: 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery [Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
D hand delivered to: 
~ Emailed to: mbissell@cbklawyers.com 
D mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited Michael E. McNichols, Esq. @ 746-0753 
in the United States Post Office to: Bentley G. Stromberg, Esq. 
D sent by facsimile to: Clements, Brown & McNichols, P.A. 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular fIrst 321 13th Street 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post P.O. Box 1510 
Office to: Lewiston, ID 83501 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery to: 
D hand delivered to: [Attorneys for Defendant R John Taylor] 
~ Emailed to: mmcnichols@clbrmc.com 
D mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited Gary D. Babbitt, Esq. @ 208-342-3829 
in the United States Post Office to: D. John Ashby, Esq. 
D sent by facsimile to: Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
D sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post P.O. Box 1617 
Office to: Boise, ID 83701-1617 
D sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery [Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services 
D hand delivered to: Corporation, AIA Insurance, Inc., and Crop USA 
I~ Emailed to: gdb@hteh.com & jash@hteh.com Insurance Agency] 
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Charles A. Bro","" Esq. 451 'b 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited James J. Gatziolis, Esq. @ 312-715-5155 
in the United States Post Office to: Charles E. Harper, Esq. 
0 sent by facsimile to: Quarles & Brady LLP 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first Citigroup Center, Suite 3700 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 500 West Madison Street 
Office to: Chicago, IL 60661-2511 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
0 hand delivered to: [Attorneys for Defendant CropUSA Insurance 
'CfJ Emailed to: jjg@quarles.com & Agency] 
charper@quarles.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited David A. Gittins, Esq. @ 758-3576 
in the United States Post Office to: Law Office of David A. Gittins 
0 sent by facsimile to: 843 Seventh Street 
0 sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first P.O. Box 191 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post Clarkston, W A 99403 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery [Attorney for Defendants Duclos & Freeman] 
0 hand delivered to: 
?4 Emailed to: david@gittinslaw.com 
0 mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited David R. Risley, Esq. @ 743-1266 
in the United States Post Office to: Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC 
0 sent by facsimile to: 1106 Idaho Street 
0 sent by facsinnle and mailed by regular first P.O. Box 446 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post Lewiston, ID 83501 
Office to: 
0 sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery [Attorney for Defendants Connie Taylor & James 
0 hand delivered to: and Corrine Beck] 
54 Emailed to: David@rbcox.com 
On this 29th day of December, 2008. 
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Charles A. Brown, Esq. 4'-/ } I 
P.o. Box 1225/324 Main St. V j ...., 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
· .. -- .. -'"'---_. -' _-.:.._--_._._---'-,', .. 
SPECrAL MEETING OF DIRECTORS 
01' 
DIRECTORS 
01' AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
January 2; 1995 
R E CIT A L S : 
... ' .. -,--~ . .-I-.--.. ",_. 
Insuranc~ regulators, including the Idaho and Texas Insurance 
Departments, have raised issues concerning the adequacy of the 
capital and surplus of the corporation's principa-l insurance 
subsidiary, The Universe Life Insurance Company (HULICn), and the 
propriety of the reserving methods used for ULIC I S principal 
insurance product, the Group universal Health ("GUH") Policy. 
.-----~--~--~-
In 1991,_ AIA Insurance, Inc., the corporation I s general agency 
and third-party administrator, was reorganized as a SUbsidiary of 
ULIC. uLIC's regulatory difficulties have impaired ULIC's ability 
to dividend the earnings of AIA Insurance to the corporation to 
service the corporation's First Interstate Bank debt, the 
redemption of the corporation's stated Value Preferred stock and 
operating expenses. 
To resolve regulatory concerns, ULIC has transferred its GUH 
Policy liabilities and related reserves to The centennial Life 
Insurance Company ("Centennial"); future GUH business sold and 
administered by AlA Insurance will be Written through Centennial; 
_and the c~rporation will shift its focus from health insurance 
underwriting to its core business of marketing and administering 
health insurance and other insurance products covering members of 
farm and ranch commodity associates and owners. 
As a result of the foregoing factors, it is in the best 
interests of the corporation and its shareholders to reorganize AlA 
Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the corporation, in order to 
free the earnings of AlA Insurance from regulatory restrictions and 
provide the corporation with operating capital to focus on and 
develop its insurance marketing and administration business. 
ULIC has insufficient earnings, capital and surplus to allow 
it to distribute AlA Insurance to the corporation. To enable ULIC 
to distribute AIA to the corporation and to effectuate the 
reorganization of AlA Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the 
corporation, while satisfying insurance regulatory capital and 
surplus requirements, the corporation must contribute approximately 
$4.2 million to ULIC. -
The corporation has experienced difficulties in arranging its 
debt financing because of the existence of outstanding stated Value 
Preferred stock; and acceleration of the redemption of part or all 
of the outstanding Preferred stock would facilitate future debt 
financing by the_co~poration. 
It is desirable to accelerate the redemption of part or all of 
the. Stated Value Preferred stock (with the remaining principal 
f 
f 
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redemption price of approximately $1.9 million) in order to 
facili tate the corporation' s debt and equi ty financing needs 
(including the corporation I s relationship with its principal lender 
First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A.). 
In consideration of the consent of the holder of the Stated 
Value Preferred stock to the financing and reorganization 
transactions described in the Memorandum, the corporation's 
management has negotiated an amendment to the. redemption terms set 
forth in the corporation's Articles of Incorporation. The proposed 
agreement is set forth in the attached letter dated January 11, 
1995. 
Management has negotiated a private placement of the 
corporation's securities by J. G. Kinnard and Company, . Incorporated 
("Kinnard")to raise, pursuant to the terms and conditions of the 
attached Agency Agreement dated January· 12,· 1995 (IIAgency 
Agreement'), the capital necessary to restructure the corporation 
and redeem part or all of the stated Value Preferred Stock. The 
corporation's management, working with Kinnard, has prepared the 
attached Confidential Private Placement Memorandum ("Memorandum i ') 
for use in solicitation of accredited investors to purchase such 
securities. Closing of the proposed private placement is 
conditioned upon· completion of various corporate transactions 
described in the Memorandum and the satisfaction of certain 
conditions set forth in the Agency Agreement. 
The·' Private Placement cannot commence until the Board of 
Directors has authorized the execution, delivery and performance of 
the Agency Agreement and the use of the Offering Memorandum in the 
offering of the corporation's securities. 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: 
1. Tha t the Agency Agreement be and hereby is 
authorized and approved; and that the officers of 
the ·corporatio~ be and hereby are authorized and 
directed to execute and deli ver the A(iency 
Agreement to Kinnard. 
2. 
3. 
That the Memorandum be and hereby is authorized and 
approved; and that the officers of the corporation 
be and hereby are authorized and directed to 
execute and deliver the Memorandum to Kinnard for 
use in soliciting accredited investors to purchase 
the corporation I s securities as descr.tbed in the 
Agency Agreement and Memorandum. 
That the private placement of Class.B and Class C 
Preferred· Stock of the corporation and related 
Warrants to. purchase the· corporation I s common 
stock, as described in the Agency Agreement and the 
Memorandum, be and is hereby authorized. and 
approved, subject to the receipt of all necessary 
Board, shareholder and regulatory approvals prior 
to closing of the securities offering; and that the 
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corporation be and hereby is authorized to proceed 
with the private placement in accordance with and 
subject to the conditions set forth in the Agency 
Agreement, the Memorandum and this resolution. 
4. That the corporation's officers be and hereby are 
authorized and directed to prepare and file such 
documents as they determine in their sole judgment 
may be required to obtain all.necessary regulatory 
approvals of the change of control of the Company 
contemplated by the Memorandum. . . 
5. That the corporation's officers be and hereby are 
authorized and directed to prepare, for 
consideration at the regular quarterly Board 
meeting in February, an amendment to the Company's 
articles of incorporation to provide for the new 
stock and warrants for the private placement, 
articles of merger to effectuate the merger 
described in the· Memorandum, and such other 
documents required to achieve the corporate 
reorganization and capital structure reflected in 
the Memorandum, provided that the issuance of such 
new securities and the effectiveness of· the merger 
shall be subject to the satisfaction of the 
conditions set forth in the Agency Agreement, 
including (without limitation) receipt of the 
opinion of the corporation's counsel required by 
the Agency Agreement· to the effect that the 
securities offering was conducted in compliance 
with federal and applicable state securities laws. 
6. That the corporation's officers be and hereby are 
authorized and directed to take all other actions 
and execute such documents as they deem necessary 
or advisable to accomplish the purposes stated in 
the resolution, to commence and conduct the private 
placement and to achieve the corporate 
reorganization and capital structure reflected in 
the Memorandum, subj ect to· the receipt of all 
necessary Board, shareholder and' regulatory 
approvals prior to closing of the offering. 
7. That the letter .agreement dated January 11, 1995 
between the corporation and the holder of the 
corporation's stated Value Preferred stock, and the 
actions taken by the corporation' sofficers in 
negotiating and entering into such agreement on 
behal-f of the corporation, be and hereby are 
ratified and copfirmed; and that the corporation's 
officers be and hereby are authorized and directed 
to carry out such agreement in accordance with its 
terms. 
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NOTICE OF SPECIAL'MEETING 
OF 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
A special meeting of the Board of Directors of AIA Services Corporati9n will be held Thursday, 
January 12, 1995 at 8:00 a.m. PST by telephone conference call initiated by Chairman, Reed 
J. Taylor, in the third floor conference room at the offices of The Universe Life Insurance 
Company, 111 Main Street, Lewiston, Idaho, for the following purposes: 
1. To authorize a private placement of Class B and Class C Preferred Stock and 
Warrants and'related documentation, including (without limttation) the Agency 
Agreement with J. 0.- Kinrulrd-and -Company, Incorporated and the ,Confidential 
Private Placement Memorandum eMemorandum .). 
2. To authorize and direct the corporation's officers to prepare and file such 
documents as may be necessary or advisable to obtain all necessary regulatory 
approvals of the change of control of the Company contemplated by the 
Memorandum. 
3. To authorize and direct the corporation's officers to prepare, for consideration at 
,. the regular quarterly Board meeting in February, an amendment to the Company's 
articles of incorporation to provide for the new stock and warrants for the private 
placement and such other documents as the officers determine in their sole 
discretion, upon advice of legal counsel, to be necessary or advisable to achieve 
the corporate reorganization and capital structure reflected in the Memorandum. 
4. To authorize and direct the corporation's officers to take all other actions which 
they, in their sole discretion, deem necessary or advisable to commence and 
conduct the private placement and to achieve the corporate reorganization and, 
capital structure reflected in the Memorandum, subject' to the receipt of all, 
necessary Board, shareholder and regulatory approvals prior to' closing of the 
offering. 
An agenda and pertinent materials will be forwarded for your review early next week. 
If you have any questions, please call JoLee Duclos, Assistant Secretary, at (208) 799-9043. 
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AlA Universe 
July 10, 1995 
AIA ' Services co~poration Shareholders: 
AlA Universe Insurance Group 
One Lewis ClarK Plaza 
P.O. Box 538 
L'3wiston, Idaho 83501 {)538 
(208) 799-9000 FAX (208) 740-8159 
A special meeting of the shareholders of AlA Services corporation 
("Company") will be held on July 18, 1995, at 3:30 p.m. PDT at 
Company's offices at One Lewis Clark Plaza, Lewiston, Idaho, to 
consider a revised plan of reorganization of the company. As you 
may have heard, the Kinnard offering for Series B Preferred stock 
of AlA Services corporation ("Company") was not successfully 
completed. The offering and our agency agreement with Kinnard were 
terminated in May. We have continued discussions with various 
other interested investors. 
Mr. Mike.Cashman and Mr. Jim Beck have agreed to purchase $1.5 
million of Series C 10% Convertible Preferred Stock and related 
Series C Warrants. In addition, they have agreed to guarantee a 
bank loan for $1 million. Mr. Campanaro and some of his friends 
may also guarantee a bank loan to the Company or purchase Series C 
Preferred Stock and Warrants. for . an additional $1 million. The 
guarantors will receive Warrants for up to 9% of Company's Common 
Stock as consideration for their guarantees. 
With the proceeds from the sale of the Series C Shares and Warrants 
and from .ba"ilk loans we will be able t .o reorganize the company. The 
transactions comprising the reorganization are' detailed in the 
enclosures. The reorganization includes the Company's purchase of 
all Reed Taylor's shares of Common stock; issuance of a 10 year 
promissory note to Mr. Taylor, interest-only payable for 10 years 
with the $6 million balance due at maturity and secured by security 
interests in the stock and commission income of Company's operating 
SUbsidiaries; discharge of approximately $480,000 of Mr. Taylor's 
indebtedness to the Company; transfer of the airplanes and related 
debt to Mr. Taylor; and other related transactions. 
We are seeking shareholder approval of an amendment to the 
Company's Articles of Incorporation to change the par value of 
Company's Common stock from $1.00 to $.01 per share, to cancel all 
the previously authorized Series B Preferred Stock, and to increase 
the number of authorized shares of Series C Stock from 150,000 to 
1 EXHIBIT 
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500,000 shares. (This change in par value does not affect the 
value of your shares.) The Company will continue to market the 
Series C Shares and related Warrants to qualified individual 
investors even after the closing of the reorganization 
transactions. The proceeds from the sale of such additional shares 
of Series C stock will be used to retire the Series A Preferred 
stock held by Donna Taylor, to retire bank debt and/or to fund the 
balance of the redemption price due to Mr. Reed - Taylor. In 
addition, the Company intends to borrow an additional $800,000 from 
West One Bank to payoff the First Interstate Bank note. 
Under the Company's revised plan of reorganization, the previously 
approved merger with RJ Holdings will no longer be necessary. 
Instead, John Taylor will receive options to purchase 475,000 
shares of Common Stock, and Rich Campanaro will receive options, 
which will become exercisable only after certain performance goals 
are met, to purchase 625,000 shares of Common Stock. Mr. campanaro 
and Mr. Taylor will execute employment agreements with the Company. 
Also, your shares will be split three-for-one. On a fully diluted 
basis, (i.e., assuming that all presently outstanding options are 
exercised), minority shareholders now own 13.4% of the Company, 
excluding Reed and John's shares. After the reorganization and the 
3:1 split, the minority shareholders (other than Mr. Campanaro and 
John) will own 552,000 shares which equals 21.15% of the Company 
(assuming-exercise of the options granted to Mr. Campanaro and Mr. 
Taylor). 
If all the Warrants are exercised (other than the loan guarantee 
warrants) and all the Series C Preferred Shares are converted to 
Common Stock, the minority shareholders' percentage of the Company 
will decrease to 17.96%, based upon the minimum offering. If all 
authorized Series C Shares and related Warrants are sold, however, 
the minority shareholders' interest could ultimately be reduced to 
10.58% (excluding any Warrants to be issued as compensation for 
guaranteeing the bank loans). 
Because the revised reorganization plan no longer includes the 
previously authorized merger with RJ Holdings, dissenting 
shareholders will not have any statutory "dissenters' right" to 
liquidate their stock; and the Company does not intend to offer to 
purchase any of your shares at this time. 
The Company still intends to follow its business plan to market 
insurance products to the agricultural commodity associations, but 
will not incur any additional insurance underwriting risk. 
2 
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I have enclosed for your review several documents including: 
A Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated June 1, 
1995, and a Supplemental Disclosure Statement which 
describe the reorganization and the proposed business 
plan. 
2. Proposed Articles of Amendment of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporation. 
3. A proposed amended 1989 Stock option Plan. 
4. The proposed form of Series C warrant. 
5. A form of proxy to record your vote in the event you are 
unable to attend the shareholder meeting. 
I urge you to support and ratify the transactions proposed in these 
documents. I believe this is the best possible scenario for the 
ultimate survival and continued prosperity of the Company and all 
of us as shareho ers '. 
3 
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State of Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
File Number C 74568 
I, PETE T. CENARRUSA, Secretary of State of the State of Idaho, 
hereby certify U\at duplicate originals of Articles of Amendment to the 
Articles of Incorporation of AIA SERVICES CORPORATION duly signed 
and verified pursuant to the provisions of the Idaho Business Corporation 
Act, have been received in this office and are found to conform to law. 
ACCORDINGLY and by virtue of the authority vested in me by 
la.w, I issue this Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation 
and attach hereto a duplicate original of the Articles of Amendment. 
Dated: AprilU, 1995 
~(Jil~ 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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f,. ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT ORIGII~AL 
;jilil/ IiJ .,! f~, I ~ THE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
.: L-' . ....~ H,·, L.... OF 
. f tl~.,. . J~ 
J.: •. :.:.:; .)F S'rn";: AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Pursuant to the provisions of §30-1-58, §30-1-59 and §30-1-61 of the Idaho Business 
Corporation Act, the undersigned corporation adopts the following Articles of Amendment to 
its Articles ofIncorporation, as filed on December 20, 1983 and previously amended on October 
14, 1986 and December 29, 1987. 
FIRST: The name of the corporation is AlA SERVICES CORPORATION. 
SECOND: On March 7, 1995, the shareholders of the corporation adopted and approved 
the following Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services Corporation, 
pursuant to which Article Fourth, Article Fifth and Article Tenth were amended by replacing 
them in their entirety. 
"AMENDED AND RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Except for the amendment of Articles Fourth, Fifth and Tenth by replacing them in their 
entirety, these Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services Corporation 
correctly set forth without change the corresponding provisions of the original Articles of 
Incorporation as hereinbefore filed on December 20, 1983 and amended on October 14, 1986 
and December 29, 1987; and these Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation, including 
the amended Articles Fourth, Fifth and Tenth, supersede the original Articles of Amendment and 
all previous amendments thereto. 
FIRST 
The name of the corporation is AlA SERVICES CORPORATION. 
SECOND 
IDIH) SECRETARY IF STATE 
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The purpose for which the corporation is organized is for the transaction of any or all 
lawful business for which the corporation may be incorporated under the Idaho Business 
Corporation Act. 
FOURTII 
4.1 Authorized Capital. The aggregate number of shares which this corporation shall 
have authority to issue is 6,085,000 shares, of which 1,085,000 shares shall be Preferred Stock 
and 5,000,000 shares shall be Common Stock ($1 par value). The corporation is authorized to 
issue the Preferred Stock in three series designated as "Series A It, consisting of 200,000 shares 
of Stated Value Preferred Stock (without par value); ·Series Bit, consisting of 735,000 shares 
of 10% Preferred Stock ($1 par value); and "Series C", consisting of 150,000 shares of 10% 
Preferred Stock ($1 par value). The respective preferences, limitations and relative rights of 
each of the three series of Preferred Stock and the Common Stock of the corporation are set 
forth in the following provisions of Article Fourth: 
4.2 Series A Preferred Stock. 
4.2.1 Geperal. Each share of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the rights and 
preferences conferred in this Section 4.2 of Article Fourth. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall have no rights to share in any distribution of the profits or assets of the corporation, 
whether in the form of cash or stock or dividends or otherwise, except to the extent specifica11y 
provided herein. 
4.2.2 No Diyidends. The Series A Preferred Stock shall not payor accrue any 
dividends. 
4.2.3 Demand for Redemption. (a) The holder of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall have the right to require the corporation to redeem such stock from any legally available 
funds upon breach of any covenant of the corporation set forth in this Article Fourth, but only 
to the extent such redernption shall not violate the Idaho Business Corporation Act restrictions 
on the corporation's redernption of its own shares. This right may be exercised by giving the 
corporation written notice of dernand for redemption specifying the default and a redernption 
date not less than ninety (90) days from the date such notice delivered to the corporation; 
provided however that, if the corporation cures such specified default within. sixty (60) days after 
receipt of such notice by corporation, the right to redeem Series A Preferred Stock on account 
of such specified default shall be extinguished. 
(b) The holder of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right to require the 
corporation to redeem such stock from any legally available funds at any tirne after September 
14, 1993, but only to the extent such redemption shall not violate the Idaho Business Corporation 
Act restrictions on the corporation's redemption of its own shares. This right may be exercised 
by giving the corporation written notice of demand for redernption specifying a redernption date 
after September 14, 1993 and not less than ninety (90) days or rnore than one hundred eighty 
(180) days frorn the date such notice is delivered to the corporation. 
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4.2.4 Call for Redemption. The Series A Preferred Stock may be called for 
redemption by the corporation, in whole or in part, upon payment of the redemption price from 
legally available funds at any time prior to the demand for redemption by the holder of Series 
A Preferred Stock. Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the redemption date not less 
than thirty (30) days from the date such notice is mailed, shall be mailed to each record holder 
of Series A Preferred Stock. If fewer than all shares of Series A Preferred Stock are to be 
redeemed, the shares shall be redeemed prorata from the holders thereof. 
4.2.5 Redemption Pri~ If Series A Preferred Stock is redeemed on or before 
September 14, 1990, the redemption price is $8.00 per share if paid in a lump sum. If Series 
A Preferred Stock is redeemed any time during the tbree-year period beginning September 15, 
1990 and ending on September 14, 1993, the redemption price is $8.50 per share if paid in a 
lump sum. If not paid in a lump sum on or before September 14, 1993, the redemption price 
for Series A Preferred Stock is $10.00 per share, provided that the redemption price may be 
paid, at the corporation's sole option, in monthly installments on a fifteen (15) year amortization 
schedule beginning on the day after the redemption date and accruing interest at a rate of one-
and one-half (Ph) points under the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A., prime lending rate, 
adjusted quarterly. 
4.2.6 Redemption Procedure and Effect-
(a) Lump Sum Payment. If the redemption price is to be paid in a lump sum, the 
corporation s~all deposit, or shall cause its nominee to deposit, on or before the redemption date 
specified in the notice of redemption, the aggregate redemption price of the shares of Series A 
Preferred Stock to be redeemed with a bank or trust company specified in the notice, payable 
on the redemption date in the amounts and to the respective orders of the holders of the shares 
of Series A Preferred Stock to be redeemed, on endorsement to the corporation or its nominee 
as may be required and upon surrender of the certificates for such shares. Unless the 
corporation or its nominee fails to pay the lump sum redemption price on or before the 
redemption date, the shares of Series A Preferred Stock subject to such redemption shall be 
deemed to have been redeemed, and shall be deemed no longer to be outstanding, from and after 
the redemption date set forth in the notice of redemption. On or after the redemption date, 
subject only to payment of the redemption price, Series A Preferred Stock so called for 
redemption shall cease to be entitled to any interest or right in the corporation; and holders of 
such Series A Preferred Stock shall thereafter cease to be shareholders and shall be entitled only 
to payment of the amount of the redemption price, without interest, upon surrender of the 
certificates evidencing such stock. If the lump sum redemption price shall be paid by a nominee 
of the corporation, such nominee shall upon such payment become the owner of the shares with 
respect to which such payment was made; and certificates of stock may be issued to such 
nominee in evidence of such ownership. 
(b) Installment Payment. If the corporation elects to pay the redemptiofl price in 
installments, the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock equal to the principal portion of 
each installment divided by $10.00 per share shall be deemed to have been redeemed and to be 
no longer outstanding from and after the date of such installment. On and after such payment 
date, such number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall cease to be entitled to any interest 
or right in the corporation; and holders of such shares shall thereafter cease to be shareholders 
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of the corporation with respect to such shares, whether or not the certificates evidencing such 
shares have been surrendered. Upon request of the corporation from time to time, certificates 
evidencing shares of Series A Preferred Stock including redeemed shares shall be surrendered 
to and reissued by the corporation in reduced amount to reflect any and all installment 
redemptions of shares prior to such request. 
4.2.7 UQuidation Preference. In case of the voluntary liquidation or dissolution 
of the corporation, the holder of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right to be paid in full, 
before any amount shall be paid to the owners of the Common Stock or to the owners of the 
Series B or Series C Preferred Stock, as follows: 
$8.00 per share if the liquidation price is paid on or before 
September 14, 1990. 
$8.50 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September 14, 
1990 and on or before September 14, 1993. 
$10.00 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September 
14, 1993. 
In case of the involuntary liquidation or dissolution of the corporation, the holder of Series A 
Preferred Stock shall have the right to be paid $10.00 per share, in full, before any amount shall 
be paid to the owners of the Common Stock or to the owners of the Series B or Series C 
Preferred Stock. After payment to the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock of the full 
preferential amounts hereinabove provided, the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock as such 
shall have no right or claim to any of the remaining assets of the corporation either upon any 
distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up; and the remaining 
assets to be distributed, if any, upon a distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation 
or winding up, may be distributed among the holders of the Series B Preferred Stock, the Series 
C Preferred Stock and the Common Stock in accordance with the provisions of this Article 
Fourth. 
4.2.8 Limited Votjng Rights. The Series A Preferred Stock shall have no right 
(except as required by law or as provided by Section 4.2.12 of this Article Fourth) to receive 
notice of or to vote at any regular or special meeting of stockholders, except that the holders of 
a majority of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right, voting separately as 
a class, to elect one director to the board of directors of the corporation. 
4.2.9 Covenants. So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock are 
outstanding, and except with the consent of the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares 
of Series A Preferred Stock. 
(a) Common Stock. The corporation shall not issue any Common Stock for 
less than book value (determined as of the end of the immediately preceding fiscal year), except 
for Common Stock issued to pay a dividend payable solely in shares of Common Stock or issued 
to employees or agents pursuant to incentive stock option or bonus plan. 
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(b) Preferred Stock. The corporation shall issue no Preferred Stock or 
securities convertible into such stock, other than the Series A, Series B and Series C Preferred 
Stock. 
(c) Indebtedness. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume, guaranty or otherwise become or 
remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to, any Indebtedness, except: 
(l) The corporation may remain liable in respect of Indebtedness 
outstanding on the date of adoption of this Article Fourth by the corporation' s 
shareholders. 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
with respect to Indebtedness that is not secured by a Lien on any of the assets of the 
corporation or its Subsidiaries, provided that the aggregate principal amount of such 
unsecured Indebtedness shall not exceed Consolidated Net Worth less goodwill of the 
corporation at any time; and 
(3) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
in respect of Indebtedness secured by any of the following Liens: 
(i) Liens for taxes, assessments or governmental charges or 
claims the payment of which is not yet delinquent or is being contested in good 
faith, if such reserve or other provision, if any, as shall be required by generally 
accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, shall have been made 
therefor; 
(ii) Statutory Liens of landlords and lines of carriers, 
warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen and other liens imposed by law incurred 
in the ordinary courses of business for sums not yet delinquent or being contested 
in good faith, if such reserve or other appropriate provision, if any, as shaH be 
required by generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied shall 
have been made therefor; 
(iii) Liens incurred or deposits made in the ordinary course of 
business in connection with worker's compensation, unemployment insurance and 
other types of social security, or to secure the performance of tenders, statutory 
obligations, surety and appeal bonds, bids, leases, governmental contracts, 
performance and return-of-money bonds and other similar obligations (exclusive 
of obligations for the payment of borrowed money); 
(iv) Any attachment or judgment Lien; provided that if the 
judgment it secures exceeds $250,000 (alone or when aggregated with all other 
judgments secured by Liens permitted by this clause (vi», such judgment shall, 
within forty-five (45) days after the entry thereof, have been discharged or 
execution thereof stayed pending appeal, or shall have been discharged within 
forty-five (45) days after the expiration of any such stay; 
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(v) Easements, rights-of-way, restrictions and other similar 
charges or encumbrances not interfering with the ordinary conduct of the business 
of the corporation or any of its Subsidiaries; 
(vi) Any interest or title of a lessor under any lease; 
(vii) Any Lien existing on any asset of any corporation at the 
time such corporation becomes a subsidiary if such Lien was not created in 
contemplation of such event; 
(viii) Any Lien on any asset securing Indebtedness incurred or 
assume for the purpose of financing not more than Eighty-five percent (85 %) of 
the cost of acquiring such assets; provided that such line attaches to such asset 
concurrently with or within ninety (90) days after the acquisition thereof; 
(ix) Any Lien on any asset of any corporation existing at the 
time such corporation is merged into or consolidated with the corporation or a 
subsidiary, if such Lien was not created in contemplation of such event; 
(x) Any Lien existing on any asset prior to the acquisition 
thereof by the corporation or a Subsidiary, if such Lien was not created in 
contemplation of such acquisition; 
(xi) Any Lien arising out of the refinancing, extension, renewal 
or refunding of any Indebtedness secured by any Lien permitted by any of the 
foregoing clauses of this Section 4.2.9(c); provided that the amount of such 
Indebtedness is not increased and that such Indebtedness is not secured by any 
additional assets; and 
(xii) Liens not otherwise permitted by the foregoing clauses of 
this Section 4.2.9(c) (including, without limitation, Liens on stock of Subsidiaries, 
whether consolidated or unconsolidated) securing Indebtedness in an aggregate 
principal amount of any time outstanding not to exceed ten percent (10%) of the 
difference between Consolidated Net Worth and the amount of the goodwill of the 
corporation. 
(d) Corporate Existence. The corporation will maintain its corporate existence 
and will not liquidate, wind up or dissolve itself (or suffer any liquidation or dissolution), or 
enter into any transaction of merger or consolidation with any Person (including any Subsidiary) 
unless (i) this corporation is the surviving corporation following any such merger or 
consolidation, and (ii) the Consolidated Net Worth of the surviving corporation immediately 
following such merger or consolidation equals or exceeds the Consolidated Net Worth of this 
corporation immediately prior to such merger or consolidation. 
(e) Sale of Assets. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, convey, sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of all or any material part of 
its business, property or assets, whether now owned or hereafter acquired, except: 
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(1) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may convey, sell, lease, 
transfer or otherwise dispose of investment assets in the ordinary course of business; 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of Capital Assets or real property if the asset so disposed of is concurrently replaced by 
a substantially equivalent asset having a value equal to or greater than the assets disposed 
of: 
(3) The corporation and is Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of obsolete or worn out property in the ordinary course of business; 
(4) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell and lease back any 
newly acquired asset for the purpose of financing the acquisition of such asset and 
securing the repayment of Indebtedness, provided that such Indebtedness shall not ex.ceed 
eighty-five percent (85%) of the cost of such asset and is otherwise permitted by the 
covenants contained in this Article Fourth; and 
(5) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of any of their other assets; provided that any such sale or other disposition is made for 
the fair market value of such assets. 
(f) ACQuisitions. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries Jo, acquire by purchase or otherwise all or substantially all the business, property 
or fix.ed assets, or the stock or other evidence of beneficial ownership, of any Person unless, 
immediately prior to and after giving effect to such transaction, no violation of any of the 
covenants or other provisions contained in this Article Fourth shall have occurred and be 
continuing or would be caused by such acquisition. 
(g) Transactions with Shareholders and Affiliates. The corporation will not, 
and will not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, enter into or permit to exist 
any transaction (including, without limitation, the purchase, sale, lease, loan or exchange of any 
property or the rendering of any service) with any director or officer or any holder of equity 
securities of the corporation, or with any Affiliate of the corporation or of such di rector, officer 
or holder, on terms that are Jess favorable to the corporation or that Subsidiary. as the case may 
be, than those which might be obtained at the time from Persons who are not such a director, 
officer, holder or Affiliate; provided that the foregoing restriction shall not apply to (i) any 
transaction in effect at the date of adoption of this Article Fourth by the corporation's 
shareholders; (ii) any transaction between the corporation and any of its wholly-owned 
Subsidiaries or between any of its wholly-owned Subsidiaries; (iii) compensation (net of amounts 
contributed or repaid to the corporation or any Subsidiary or to Lewiston Land Company and 
contributed or repaid to the corporation or any Subsidiary), by way of salary or bonus, paid to 
director or officers of the corporation in an amount, as to anyone individual, not greater than 
the greater of $400,000 or the total compensation paid in calendar year 1986; (iv) compensation 
paid to any director or officer of the corporation in amounts equal to income tax liability of such 
director or officer attributable to transactions involving the corporation, A.l.A., Inc., AlA 
Travel Services, Inc., AlA Travel, Inc., Lewiston Land Company, AlA Bancard Services 
Corporation or Taylor Brothers Aircraft on or before January ], J 988 or to other personal 
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income tax liability of such director or officer for tax years ended before January 1, 1988; or 
(v) any loan to or account receivable from an officer, director or stockholder which is repaid 
in full at least annually on or before the last day of the fiscal year. 
(h) Consolidated Net Worth. The corporation will not permit Consolidated 
Net Worth at any date to be less than the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock 
outstanding at such date multiplied by $10.00 per share. 
(i) Djyidend Restriction. The corporation will not, directly or indirectly, 
declare, order, make or set apart any sum for payment of any dividend in respect of its Common 
Stock (other than a dividend payable solely in shares of Common Stock), except that the 
corporation may declare and pay Common Stock dividends in an aggregate amount not exceeding 
the Dividend Availability Amount. 
(j) Debt/EQuity Ratio. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will incur 
any new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9(c)(xi) of this Article 
Fourth) if, at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of Consolidated Long Term Debt 
to Consolidated Net Worth exceeds, or such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to 
exceed, 3.6 to 1.0. 
(k) Debt Service COyera~. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will 
incur any new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9(c)(xi) of this 
Article Fourth) if, at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of (i) Consolidated Net 
Income plus depreciation and amortization expenses plus compensation contributed or repaid to 
the corporation, any Subsidiary, Lewiston Land Company or ALA Travel Services, Inc. during 
the immediately preceding fiscal year of the corporation, divided by (ii) current maturities of 
Long Term Debt is, or such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to be, less than .8 
to 1.0. 
4.2.10 DennitiQos. For the purpose of Section 4.2.9 of this Article Fourth, the 
following terms shall have the following meanings: 
"Afriliate", as applied to any Person, shall mean any other Person directly or 
indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For the 
purposes of this definition, "control" (including, with correlative meanings, the terms 
"controlling", ·controlled by" and "under common control with"), as applied to any Person, 
means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the 
management and policies of that Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities or 
by contract or otherwise. 
"Capital Asset" shall mean, as at any date of determination, those assets of a 
Person that would, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently 
applied, be classified as plant, property or equipment on the balance sheet of that Person. 
"Consolidated Long Term Debt" shall mean, as at any date of determination, 
the total of all Long Term Debt of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis 
determined in accordance with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for 
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which GAAP financial statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently 
applied. 
"Consolidated Net Worth" shall mean, as at any date of determination, the sum 
of (a) the capital stock and additional paid-in capital, (b) plus retained earnings (or minus 
accumulated deficit) of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis, determined 
in conformity with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GAAP 
financial statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
"Consolidated Net Income" for any period, shall mean the net income (or loss) 
of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis determined in conformity with 
generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GAAP financial 
statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
"Dividend Availability Amount" shall mean, as at any date of determination, an 
amount equal to fifty percent (50 %) of Consolidated Net Income for the period (taken as single 
accounting period) commenci ng January 31, 1987 and ending on the last day of the fiscal quarter 
immediately preceding such date of determination. 
"Indebtedness" as applied to any person, means (a) all indebtedness for borrowed 
money, (b) that portion of obligations with respect to finance leases which is capitalized on a 
balance sheet in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, 
(c) notes payable and drafts accepted representing extensions of credit whether or not 
representing obligations for borrowed money, (d) any obligation owed for all or any part of the 
deferred purchase price of property or services which purchase price is (i) due more than six (6) 
months from the date of incurrence of the obligation in respect thereof, or (ii) evidenced by a 
note or similar written instrument, and (e) all indebtedness secured by any Lien or vendor's 
interest under any conditional sale or other title retention agreement existing on any property or 
asset owned or held by that Person regardless of whether the indebtedness secured thereby shall 
have been assumed by that Person or is non-recourse to the credit of that Person; provided, 
however, that "Indebtedness" shall not include policy claims, policy reserves or mandatory 
securities valuation reserves of a regulated insurance company; and further provided that 
.. Indebtedness" shall not include indebtedness of the corporation to any Subsidiary. 
"lien" shall mean any lien, mortgage, pledge, security interest, charge or 
encumbrance of any kind (including any conditional sale or other title retention agreement, any 
lease in the nature thereof, and any agreement to give a security interest). 
"Long Tenn Debt", as applied to any Person, shall mean all Indebtedness of that 
Person which by its terms or by the terms of any instrument or agreement relating thereto 
matures more than one year, or is directly renewable or extendable at the option of the debtor 
to a date more than one year (including an option of the debtor under a revolving credit or 
similar agreement obligating the lenders to extend credit over a period of one year or more), 
from the date of creation thereof, but excluding any payments due under the terms thereof within 
twelve (12) months of any date of determination. 
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"Person" shall mean an individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, 
unincorporated organization or any other jurisdictional entity, or a foreign state or any agency 
or political subdivision thereof. 
"Subsidiary" shall mean any corporation of which at least a majority of the 
outstanding stock having by the terms thereof ordinary voting power to elect a majority of the 
board of directors of such corporation (irrespective of whether or not at the time stock of any 
other class or classes of such corporation shall have or might have voting power by reason of 
the happening of any contingency) is at the time directly or indirectly owned or controlled by 
the corporation or one or more of its Subsidiaries or by the corporation and one or more of its 
Subsidiaries. 
4.2.11 Conversion Ri&bt. The holders of the Series A Preferred Stock shall 
have the following conversion right ("Conversion Right"): 
(a) Right to Conyert. Each share of Series A Preferred Stock shall be 
convertible, at the option of the holder thereof, at any time prior to the date on which notice of 
redemption is given under Section 4.2.3 or Section 4.2.4, at the office of the corporation Of any 
transfer agent for the Series A Preferred Stock or Common Stock, into one fully paid and 
nonassessable share of Common Stock. 
(b) Mechanics of Conversion. Before any holder of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall be entitled to convert such stock into shares of Common Stock, he shall surrender the 
certificate or certificates for such Preferred Stock, duly endorsed, at the office of the corporation 
or any transfer agent for the Common Stock, and shall give written notice to the corporation at 
such office that he elects to convert such Preferred Stock and shall state therein the number of 
shares of Series A Preferred Stock being converted. Thereupon the corporation shall promptly 
issue and deliver at such office to such holder of a certificate or certificates for the number of 
shares of Common Stock to which he shall be entitled. 
Such conversion shall be deemed to have been made immediately prior to the 
close of business on the date of such surrender of the shares of Series A Stock to be converted 
(the "Conversion Date"); and the person or persons entitled to receive the shares of Common 
Stock issuable upon such conversion shall be treated for all purposes as the record holder or 
holders of such shares of Common Stock on such date. 
(c) Fractional Sbares. No fractional share of Common Stock shall be issued 
upon conversion of Series A Stock. In lieu of any fractional shares to which the holder would 
otherwise be entitled, the corporation shall pay cash equal to the product of such fraction 
multiplied by the fair market value of one share of the corporation's Common Stock on the 
Conversion Date, such value to be determined in good faith by the Board of Directors. 
(d) Reservation of Stock Issuable Upon Conversion. The corporation shall at 
all times reserve and keep available out of its authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock, 
solely for the purpose of effecting the conversion of the shares of the Series A Stock, such 
number of its shares of Common Stock as shall from time to time be sufficient to effect the 
conversion of all outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock; and if at any time the 
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number of authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock shall not be sufficient to effect the 
conversion of all then outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock, the corporation will 
take such corporate action as may, in the opinion of its counsel, be necessary to increase its 
authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock to such number of shares as shaH be sufficient 
for such purpose. 
(e) Termination of Redemption Right. Upon exercise of the Conversion Right 
under this Section 4.2.11, all rights of a holder of Series A Stock to require redemption of such 
stock under Section 4.2.3 shall automatically be terminated; and no holder of Common Stock 
acquired upon conversion of Series A Preferred Stock shall have any right of redemption. 
4.2.12 Modification of Rir:bts and Preferences. The rights and preferences 
hereby conferred on the Series A Preferred Stock shall not be changed, altered or revoked 
without the consent of the holders of the majority of the Series A Preferred Stock outstanding 
at the time. 
4.3 Series B and Series C Preferred StOCk.. 
4.3.1 General. Each share of Series B Preferred Stock and each share of Series 
C Preferred Stock shall have the relative rights, preferences and limitations set forth in this 
Section 4.3 of Article Fourth. The rights, preferences and limitations of the Series B Preferred 
Stock shall be identical to the rights, preferences and limitations of the Series C Preferred Stock, 
except that the holders of Series C Preferred Stock shall have certain voting and conversion 
rights not shared by the holders of Series B Preferred Stock; and the Series B Preferred Stock 
shall participate pro rata with the Series C Preferred Stock in any and all dividends declared and 
paid on the Preferred Stock, in distributions upon liquidation, dissolution or winding up of 
corporation's affairs, and in redemption. 
4.3.2 Restricted Yotlna Riahts. The holders of the Series B and the Series C 
Preferred Stock shall have no right (except as required by law) to receive notice of or to vote 
on any matter (including, without limitation, the election of directors of the corporation) at any 
regular or special meeting of stockholders of the corporation, except that the holders of a 
majority of the shares of Series C Preferred Stock shall have the right, voting separately as a 
class, to elect one director to the Board of Directors of the corporation. 
4.3.3 Cumulatiye Diyidend Preference 
The Series B Preferred Stock and the Series C Preferred Stock shall be entitled 
to receive, when and as declared by the corporation's Board of Directors, cash dividends at the 
per annum rate of 10% of the Liquidation Rate (as defined in Section 4.3.4), cumulative, 
payable annually at December 31 of each calendar year out of any funds legally available for 
the payment of dividends, and in preference to any dividends upon the Common Stock. The 
dividends on the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock shall be cumulative, whether or not 
declared, so that, if for any period such dividend shall not be paid, the right to such dividend 
shall accumulate as against the Common Stock; and all arrears so accumulated shall be paid 
before any dividends shall be declared or paid upon the Common Stock. No dividends shall be 
declared or paid on the Series B or Series C Preferred Stock if the redemption payments due to 
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the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock under Section 4.2. of this Article Fourth are in 
arrears. No dividend shall be declared or paid upon the Common Stock nor shall any Common 
Stock be purchased or otherwise acquired by the corporation for value (other than payment of 
amounts due to Reed I. Taylor for redemption of his Common Stock), unless all dividends on 
the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock for all past period shall have been paid or shall have 
been declared and a sum sufficient for the payment thereof set apart for payment. 
4.3.4 Liguidation Preference. 
In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the corporation, 
whether voluntary or involuntary, before any other distribution or payment is made to the 
holders of Common Stock or any other series of Preferred Stock (except the corporation's Series 
A Preferred Stock), the holders of Series B Preferred Stock and the holders of the Series C 
Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive, out of the assets of the corporation legally available 
therefor, a liquidation payment in the amount of $10.00 cash per share of Series B or Series C 
Preferred Stock C-Liquidation Rate"), plus a further amount equal to the dividends accumulated 
and unpaid thereon to the date of such liquidation payment. If, upon any liquidation, dissolution 
or winding up of the corporation, the assets available for distribution are insufficient to pay to 
the holders of all outstanding Series B and Series C Preferred Stock the full amount of the 
Liquidation Rate and all accumulated but unpaid dividends, the holders of the Series Band 
Series C Preferred Stock shall share pro rata in any such distribution of assets. Such rights of 
the holders of the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock shall be subordinate only to the right 
of the holder of the Series A Preferred Stock to be paid the redemption price of such stock in 
full, together with accrued interest, in accordance with Section 4.2 of this Article Fourth. After 
payment to the holders of the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock of the full preferential 
amounts hereinabove provided, the holders of the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock as such 
shall have no right or claim to any of the remaining assets of the corporation either upon any 
distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up; and the remaining 
assets to be distributed. if any, upon a distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation 
or winding up, may be distributed among the holders of the Common Stock. 
4.3.5 Redemption. 
(a) Mandatory Redemption by Corporation. The Series B Preferred Stock and, 
subject to the conversion rights provided in Section 4.3.6 of Article Fourth, the Series C 
Preferred Stock shall be called for redemption by the corporation upon payment of the aggregate 
Redemption Rate from legally available funds upon the closing of the earliest of the following 
events ("Equity Offering"): 
(i) an offering of the corporation's securities conducted pursuant to the 
registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 (If 1933 Act") in which gross 
proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
(li) an offering of the corporation's securities pursuant to exemptions from 
registration under the 1933 Act in which gross proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
or 
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(iii) an offering of any securities convertible into corporation's Common Stock 
that are sold in an offering that conforms to the parameters of subparagraph (i) or (ii) 
above. 
The redemption price for each share of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock shall be the 
"Redemption Rate" equal to 100 % of the Liquidation Rate if such redemption occurs within two 
(2) years from the issuance of the first shares of Series B or Series C Preferred Stock. After 
such two year period, an amount equal to 5 % of the Liquidation Rate will be added to the 
Redemption Rate immediately and each 180 days thereafter until all outstanding shares of the 
Series B and Series C Preferred Stock are fuUy redeemed, liz: 
Time from Original Issuance Percentage of Liquidation Rate 
Within two years 100% 
After two years 
but 105% 
before two years plus 181 days 
After two years plus 180 days but 
bef~re two years plus 361 days 110% 
After two years plus 360 days 
but 115% 
before two years plus 541 days 
. . . ... 
Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the anticipated date of closing of the Equity 
Offering, shall be mailed to each record holder of Series B or Series C Preferred Stock as soon 
as practicable before such closing date. The redemption date for mandatory redemption of the 
Series B and Series C Preferred Stock shall be the actual closing date of the Equity Offering. 
Mandatory redemption of the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock under this Section 4.3.5 of 
Article Fourth shall automatically be cancelled upon determination by corporation's board of 
directors that the Equity Offering will not be consummated for any reason. 
(b) Voluntary Redemption by Corporation. The Series B and Series C Preferred 
Stock may be called for redemption by the corporation, in whole or in part, upon payment of 
the Redemption Price from legally available funds at any time prior to the closing of an Equity 
Offering. Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the redemption date not less than thirty 
days from the date such notice is mailed and the number or percentage of outstanding shares of 
Series B and Series C Preferred Stock to be redeemed, shall be mailed to each record holder of 
Series B and Series C Preferred Stock. If fewer than all shares of Series B and Series C 
Preferred Stock are to be redeemed. the shares shall be redeemed prorata from the holders 
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thereof; and, upon request of the corporation, certificates evidencing shares of Series Band 
Series C Preferred Stock including redeemed shares shall be surrendered to and reissued by the 
corporation in reduced amount to reflect any and all partial redemptions of such shares prior to 
such request. 
(c) Redemption Procedure and Effect. The corporation shall deposit, on or 
before the redemption date specified in the notice of redemption, the aggregate redemption price 
of the shares of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock to be redeemed with a bank or trust 
company specified in the notice, payable on the redemption date in the amounts and to the 
respective orders of the holders of the shares of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock to be 
redeemed, on endorsement to the corporation as may be required and upon surrender of the 
certificates for such shares. Unless the corporation fails to pay the Redemption Price on or 
before the redemption date, the shares of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock subject to such 
redemption shall be deemed to have been redeemed, and shall be deemed no longer to be 
outstanding, from and after the redemption date set forth in the notice of redemption. On or 
after the redemption date. subject only to payment of the redemption price, Series B and Series 
C Preferred Stock so called for redemption shall cease to be entitled to any interest or right in 
the corporation; and holders of such Series B or Series C Preferred Stock shall thereafter cease 
to be shareholders and shall be entitled only to payment of the amount of the redemption price, 
without interest, upon surrender of the certificates evidencing such stock. 
4.3.6 Conversion of Series C Preferred Stock. Each holder of Series C 
Preferred Stock shall have the right, exercisable beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt 
of notice of mandatory redemption of the Series C Preferred Stock pursuant to Section 4.3.5(a) 
or two years after the first issuance of Series B or Series C Preferred Stock and ending on the 
closing date of an Equity Offering, to convert Series C Preferred Stock into Common Stock at 
the Conversion Rate determined as follows: Each share of Series C Preferred Stock shall be 
convertible into that number of shares of Common Stock which equals 10.4% of the Common 
Stock on a fully diluted basis divided by 150,000. 
This conversion right shall be exercisable by any holder of Series C Preferred 
Stock as to all or any number of the shares of Series C Preferred Stock owned of record by such 
holder and shall be exercised by giving the corporation written notice of the exercise of such 
right, specifying the number of shares of Series C Preferred Stock to be converted and the 
effective date of such conversion, provided that the effective date of the conversion shall not be 
later than the closing date of an Equity Offering. 
4.4 CQDUDon Stock. Holders of the Common Stock are entitled to one vote per share 
on all matters to be voted on by stockholders, including the election of directors. Common 
Stockholders are not entitled to vote their shares cumulatively in the election of directors. 
Holders of Common Stock of the corporation shall be entitled to elect all of the directors of the 
corporation other than the director appointed by the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock and 
the director elected by the holders of Series C Preferred Stock. The holders of any series of 
Preferred Stock of the corporation have a preference over the holders of Common Stock of the 
corporation on the assets of the corporation legally available for distribution to stockholders in 
the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the affairs of the corporation. In the 
event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the corporation, holders of 
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the Common Stock will share ratably in any assets of the corporation legally available for 
distribution to holders of Common Stock after satisfying the liquidation preferences of the Series 
A, Series B and Series C Preferred Stock. Holders of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock 
have a preference over the holders of Common Stock as to the payment of dividends. Holders 
of Common Stock have rights, share for share, to receive dividends if and when declared by the 
Board of Directors out of funds legally available therefor, after paying preferred dividends to 
the holders of Series B and Series C Preferred Stock. 
EU1'H 
Holders of any class or series of corporation's stock shall not have a preemptive right 
to acquire unissued or treasury shares of any class or series or securities convertible into such 
shares or carrying a right to subscribe to or acquire such shares, except as provided in the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act. 
SIXm 
The location of the initial registered office of the corporation is One Lewis Clark Plaza, 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501; and the name of its initial registered agent at such address is R. lohn 
Taylor. 
SEYENlH 
The number of directors constituting the initial Board of Directors is four, and the names 
and addresses of the persons who are to serve until the first annual meeting of the shareholders 
and until their successors are elected and qualified are: 
Reed J. Taylor 
R. lohn Taylor 
Raymond R. Heilman 
Mary K. Frost 
Address 
P.O. Box 538 
Lewiston ID 83501 
P.O. Box 538 
Lewiston ID 83501 
P.O. Box 538 
Lewiston ID 83501 
P.O. Bo", 538 
Lewiston ID 8350 I 
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EIGHm 
The name and address of the incorporator is as follows: 
Reed J. Taylor 
P.O. Box 538 
Lewiston ID 83501 
NINTH 
The Board of Directors is expressly authorized to alter, amend or repeal the Bylaws of 
the corporation and to adopt new Bylaws, subject to repeal or change by a majority vote of the 
shareholders. 
TENTII 
Shareholders entitled under Article Fourth to vote in the election of directors of the 
corporation shall not be entitled to vote their shares cumulatively in the election of directors of 
the corporation. 
ELEVENTH 
A director of this corporation shall not be personally liable to this corporation or its 
shareholders for monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty as a director, except for liability 
(a) for any breach of the director's duty of loyalty to this corporation or its shareholders, (b) for 
acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing 
violation of law, (c) under Idaho Code §30-1-48, or (d) for any transaction from which the 
director derived an improper personal benefit. If the Idaho Business Corporation Act is amended 
to authorize corporate action further eliminating or limiting the personal liability of directors, 
then the liability of a director of this corporation shall be eliminated or limited to the fullest 
extent permitted by the Idaho Business Corporation Act, as so amended. Any repeal or 
modification of this Article Eleventh by the shareholders of the corporation shall not adversely 
affect any right or protection of a director of the corporation existing at the time of such repeal 
or modification." 
THIRD: The number of shares of the corporation outstanding at the time of such 
adoption was 973,333.5 shares of Common Stock and 188,065 shares of Stated Value Preferred 
Stock; and the number of shares entitled to vote thereon was 973,333.5 shares of Common 
Stock. 
FOURTH: The designation and number of outstanding shares of each class entitled to 
vote thereon as a class were as follows: 
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Number of Shares 
Common 973,333.5 
FIFTH: The number of shares of Common Stock voted for such amendment was 
926,698; and the number of shares of Common Stock voted against such amendment was 6,688. 
. '7t" DATED tillS __ day of March 1995. 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:S5. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
I, SbQ r ~ n,bedl,)a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on the ~ day of 
March 1995, per y appeared before me R. JOHN TAYLOR, who, bemg by me first duly 
sworn, declared that he is the President of AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, that he signed the 
foregoing document as President of the corporation, and that the statements contained therein 
are true. ~jJd?o&~ NOtrrybtic for Idaho 
Residing at: WU i sW n 
My Commission Expires:.LQ}i9-o!97 
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State of Idaho 
I I 
CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
File Number C 74568 
I, PETE T. CENARRUSA, Secretary of State of the State of Idaho, 
hereby certify that duplicate originals of Articles of Amendment to the 
Articles of Incorporation of AIA SERVICES CORPORATION duly executed 
pursuant to the provisions of the Idaho Business Corporation Act, have been 
received in this office and are found to conform to law. 
ACCORDINGLY and by virtue of the authority vested in me by 
law, I issue this Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation 
and attach hereto a duplicate original of the Articles of Amendment. 
Dated: August 3,1995 
~tJjl~ 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE K. DUCLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE: MOTION TO INTERVENE 
ORIGINAL 
Aoo 3 3 16 fH 995 ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT 
TO THE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
SECRETARY OF STATE OF 
STATE OF IDAHO AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Pursuant to the provisions of §30-1-58, §30-1-59 and §30-1-61 of the Idaho Business 
COIJX>ration Act, the undersigned cOIJX>ration adopts the following Articles of Amendment to 
its Articles of IncoIJX>ration, as filed on December 20, 1983 and previously amended on October 
14, 1986, December 29, 1987 and April 11, 1995. 
FIRST: The name of the coIJX>ration is AlA SERVICES CORPORATION. 
SECOND: On July 18, 1995, the shareholders of the corporation adopted and approved 
the following Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services Corporation, 
pursuant to which Article Fourth was amended by replacing it in its entirety. 
"AMENDED AND RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Except for the amendment of Article Fourth by replacing it in its entirety, these Amended 
and Restated Articles of Incorporation of AlA Services Corporation correctly set forth without 
change the corresponding provisions of the original Articles of IncoIJX>ration as hereinbefore 
filed on December 20, 1983 and amended on October 14, 1986, December 29, 1987 and April 
11, 1995; and these Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation, including the amended 
Article Fourth supersede the original Articles of Amendment and all previous amendments 
thereto. 
FIRST 
The name of the corporation is AlA SERVICES CORPORATION. 
SECOND 
The period of its duration is perpetual. 
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mIRD 
The purpose for which the corporation is organized is for the transaction of any or all 
lawful business for which the corporation may be incorporated under the Idaho Business 
Corporation Act. 
FOURm 
4.1 Authorized Capital. The aggregate number of shares which this corporation shall 
have authority to issue is 11,700,000 shares, of which 700,000 shares shall be Preferred Stock 
and 11,000,000 shares shall be Common Stock ($0.01 par value). The corporation is authorized 
to issue the Preferred Stock in two classes designated as "Series A", consisting of 200,000 
shares of Stated Value Preferred Stock (without par value); and "Series C", consisting of 
500,000 shares of 10 % Preferred Stock ($1 par value). The respective preferences, limitations 
and relative rights of each of the two classes of Preferred Stock and the Common Stock of the 
corporation are set forth in the following provisions of Article Fourth: 
4.2 Sed~ A Preferred Stock. 
4.2.1 General. Each share of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the rights and 
preferences conferred in this Section 4.2 of Article Fourth. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall have no rights to share in any distribution of the profits or assets of the corporation, 
whether in the form of cash or stock or dividends or otherwise, except to the extent specifically 
provided herein. 
4.2.2 No Dividends. The Series A Preferred Stock shall not payor accrue any 
dividends. 
4.2.3 Demand for Redemption. (a) The holder of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall have the right to require the corporation to redeem such stock from any legally available 
funds upon breach of any covenant of the corporation set forth in this Article Fourth, but only 
to the extent such redemption shall not violate the Idaho Business Corporation Act restrictions 
on the corporation's redemption of its own shares. This right may be exercised by giving the 
corporation written notice of demand for redemption specifying the default and a redemption 
date not less than ninety (90) days from the date such notice delivered to the corporation; 
provided however that, if the corporation cures such specified default within sixty (60) days after 
receipt of such notice by corporation, the right to redeem Series A Preferred Stock on account 
of such specified default shall be extinguished. 
(b) The holder of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right to require the 
corporation to redeem such stock from any legally available funds at any time after September 
14, 1993, but only to the extent such redemption shall not violate the Idaho Business Corporation 
Act restrictions on the corporation's redemption of its own shares. This right may be exercised 
by giving the corporation written notice of demand for redemption specifying a redemption date 
after September 14, 1993 and not less than ninety (90) days or more than one hundred eighty 
(180) days from the date such notice is delivered to the corporation. 
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4.2.4 Call Cor Redemption. The Series A Preferred Stock may be called for 
redemption by the corporation, in whole or in part, upon payment of the redemption price from 
legally available funds at any time prior to the demand for redemption by the holder of Series 
A Preferred Stock. Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the redemption date not less 
than thirty (30) days from the date such notice is mailed, shall be mailed to each record holder 
of Series A Preferred Stock. If fewer than all shares of Series A Preferred Stock are to be 
redeemed, the shares shall be redeemed prorata from the holders thereof. 
4.2.5 Redemption Price If Series A Preferred Stock is redeemed on or before 
September 14, 1990, the redemption price is $8.00 per share if paid in a lump sum. If Series 
A Preferred Stock is redeemed any time during the three-year period beginning September 15, 
1990 and ending on September 14, 1993, the redemption price is $8.50 per share if paid in a 
lump sum. If not paid in a lump sum on or before September 14, 1993, the redemption price 
for Series A Preferred Stock is $10.00 per share, provided that the redemption price may be 
paid, at the corporation's sole option, in monthly installments on a fifteen (15) year amortization 
schedule beginning on the day after the redemption date and accruing interest at a rate of one-
and one-half (Ph) points under the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A., prime lending rate, 
adjusted quarterly. 
4.2.6 Redemption Procedure and Effect. 
(a) Lump Sum Payment. If the redemption price is to be paid in a lump sum, the 
corporation shall deposit, or shall cause its nominee to deposit, on or before the redemption date 
specified in the notice of redemption, the aggregate redemption price of the shares of Series A 
Preferred Stock to be redeemed with a bank or trust company specified in the notice, payable 
on the redemption date in the amounts and to the respective orders of the holders of the shares 
of Series A Preferred Stock to be redeemed, on endorsement to the corporation or its nominee 
as may be required and upon surrender of the certificates for such shares. Unless the 
corporation or its nominee fails to pay the lump sum redemption price on or before the 
redemption date, the shares of Series A Preferred Stock subject to sucb redemption shall be 
deemed to have been redeemed, and shall be deemed no longer to be outstanding, from and after 
the redemption date set forth in the notice of redemption. On or after the redemption date, 
subject only to payment of the redemption price, Series A Preferred Stock so called for 
redemption shall cease to be entitled to any interest or right in the corporation; and holders of 
such Series A Preferred Stock shall thereafter cease to be shareholders and shall be entitled only 
to payment of the amount of the redemption price, without interest, upon surrender of the 
certificates evidencing such stock. If the lump sum redemption price shall be paid by a nominee 
of the corporation, such nominee shall upon such payment become the owner of the shares with 
respect to which such payment was made; and certificates of stock may be issued to such 
nominee in evidence of such ownership. 
(b) Installment Payment. If the corporation elects to pay the redemption price in 
installments, the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock equal to the principal portion of 
each installment divided by $10.00 per share shall be deemed to have been redeemed and to be 
no longer outstanding from and after the date of such installment. On and after such payment 
date, such number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall cease to be entitled to any interest 
or right in the corporation; and holders of such shares shall thereafter cease to be shareholders 
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of the corporation with respect to such shares, whether or not the certificates evidencing such 
shares have been surrendered. Upon request of the corporation from time to time, certificates 
evidencing shares of Series A Preferred Stock including redeemed shares shall be surrendered 
to and reissued by the corporation in reduced amount to reflect any and all installment 
redemptions of shares prior to such request. 
4.2.7 Liquidatioo Prefereoce. In case of the voluntary liquidation or dissolution 
of the corporation, the holder of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right to be paid in full, 
before any amount shall be paid to the owners of the Common Stock or to the owners of the 
Series C Preferred Stock, as follows: 
$8.00 per share if the liquidation price is paid on or before 
September 14, 1990. 
$8.50 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September 14, 
1990 and on or before September 14, 1993. 
$10.00 per share if the liquidation price is paid after September 
14, 1993. 
In case of the involuntary liquidation or dissolution of the corporation, the holder of Series A 
Preferred Stock shall have the right to be paid $10.00 per share, in full, before any amount shall 
be paid to the owners of the Common Stock or to the owners of the Series C Preferred Stock. 
After payment to the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock of the full preferential amounts 
hereinabove provided, the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock as such shall have no right 
or claim to any of the remaining assets of the corporation either upon any distribution of such 
assets or upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up; and the remaining assets to be distributed, 
if any, upon a distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up, may 
be distributed among the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock and the Common Stock in 
accordance with the provisions of this Article Fourth. 
4.2.8 Limited Voting Rights. The Series A Preferred Stock shall have no right 
(except as required by law or as provided by Section 4.2.12 of this Article Fourth) to receive 
notice of or to vote at any regular or special meeting of stockholders, except that the holders of 
a majority of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall have the right, voting separately as 
a class, to elect one director to the board of directors of the corporation. 
4.2.9 Covenants. So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock are 
outstanding, and except with the consent of the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares 
of Series A Preferred Stock. 
(a) Common Stock. The corporation shall not issue any Common Stock for 
less than book value (determined as of the end of the immediately preceding fiscal year), except 
for Common Stock issued to pay a dividend payable solely in shares of Common Stock or issued 
to employees or agents pursuant to incentive stock option or bonus plan. 
(b) Preferred Stock. The corporation shall issue no Preferred Stock or 
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securities convertible into such stock, other than the Series A and Series C Preferred Stock. 
(c) Indebtedness. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, create, incur, assume, guaranty or otherwise become or 
remain directly or indirectly liable with respect to, any Indebtedness, except: 
(1) The corporation may remain liable in respect of Indebtedness 
outstanding on the date of adoption of this Article Fourth by the corporation's 
shareholders. 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
with respect to Indebtedness that is not secured by a Lien on any of the assets of the 
corporation or its Subsidiaries, provided that the aggregate principal amount of such 
unsecured Indebtedness shall not exceed Consolidated Net Worth less goodwill of the 
corporation at any time; and 
(3) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may become and remain liable 
in respect of Indebtedness secured by any of the following Liens: 
Ci) Liens for taxes, assessments or governmental charges or 
claims the payment of which is not yet delinquent or is being contested in good 
faith, if such reserve or other provision, if any, as shall be required by generally 
accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, shall have been made 
therefor; 
(ii) Statutory Liens of landlords and lines of carriers, 
warehousemen, mechanics, materialmen and other liens imposed by law incurred 
in the ordinary courses of business for sums not yet delinquent or being contested 
in good faith, if such reserve or other appropriate provision, if any. as shall be 
required by generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied shall 
have been made therefor; 
(ill) Liens incurred or deposits made in the ordinary course of 
business in connection with worker's compensation, unemployment insurance and 
other types of social security, or to secure the performance of tenders, statutory 
obligations, surety and appeal bonds, bids, leases, governmental contracts, 
performance and return-of-money bonds and other similar obligations (exclusive 
of obligations for the payment of borrowed money); 
(iv) Any attachment or judgment Lien; provided that if the 
judgment it secures exceeds $250,000 (alone or when aggregated with all other 
judgments secured by Liens permitted by this clause (vi», such judgment shall, 
within forty-five (45) days after the entry thereof, have been discharged or 
execution thereof stayed pending appeal, or shall have been discharged within 
forty-five (45) days after the expiration of any such stay; 
(v) Easements, rights-of-way, restrictions and other similar 
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charges or encumbrances not interfering with the ordinary conduct of the business 
of the corporation or any of its Subsidiaries; 
(vi) Any interest or title of a lessor under any lease; 
(vii) Any Lien existing on any asset of any corporation at the 
time such corporation becomes a subsidiary if such Lien was not created in 
contemplation of such event; 
(viii) Any Lien on any asset securing Indebtedness incurred or 
assume for the purpose of financing not more than Eighty-five percent (85 %) of 
the cost of acquiring such assets; provided that such line attaches to such asset 
concurrently with or within ninety (90) days after the acquisition thereof; 
(ix) Any Lien on any asset of any corporation existing at the 
time such corporation is merged into or consolidated with the corporation or a 
subsidiary, if such Lien was not created in contemplation of such event; 
(x) Any Lien existing on any asset prior to the acquisition 
thereof by the corporation or a Subsidiary, if such Lien was not created in 
contemplation of such acquisition; 
(xi) Any Lien arising out of the refinancing, extension, renewal 
or refunding of any Indebtedness secured by any Lien permitted by any of the 
foregoing clauses of this Section 4.2.9(c); provided that the amount of such 
Indebtedness is not increased and that such Indebtedness is not secured by any 
additional assets; and 
(xii) Liens not otherwise permitted by the foregoing clauses of 
this Section 4.2.9(c) (including, without limitation, Liens on stock of Subsidiaries, 
whether consolidated or unconsolidated) securing Indebtedness in an aggregate 
principal amount of any time outstanding not to exceed ten percent (10 %) of the 
difference between Consolidated Net Worth and the amount of the goodwill of the 
corporation. 
(d) Corporate Exjstence. The corporation will maintain its corporate existence 
and will not liquidate, wind up or dissolve itself (or suffer any liquidation or dissolution), or 
enter into any transaction of merger or consolidation with any Person (including any Subsidiary) 
unless (i) this corporation is the surviving corporation following any such merger or 
consolidation, and (li) the Consolidated Net Worth of the surviving corporation immediately 
following such merger or consolidation equals or exceeds the Consolidated Net Worth of this 
corporation immediately prior to such merger or consolidation. 
(e) Sale of Assets. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, convey, sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of all or any material part of 
its business, property or assets, whether now owned or hereafter acquired, except: 
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(1) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may convey, sell, lease, 
transfer or otherwise dispose of investment assets in the ordinary course of business; 
(2) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of Capital Assets or real property if the asset so disposed of is concurrently replaced by 
a substantially equivalent asset having a value equal to or greater than the assets disposed 
of; 
(3) The corporation and is Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of obsolete or worn out property in ~e ordinary course of business; 
(4) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell and lease back any 
newly acquired asset for the purpose of financing the acquisition of such asset and 
securing the repayment of Indebtedness, provided that such Indebtedness shall not exceed 
eighty-five percent (85 %) of the cost of such asset and is otherwise permitted by the 
covenants contained in this Article Fourth; and 
(5) The corporation and its Subsidiaries may sell or otherwise dispose 
of any of their other assets; provided that any such sale or other disposition is made for 
the fair market value of such assets. 
(f) Acquisitions. The corporation will not, and will not permit any of its 
Subsidiaries to, acquire by purchase or otherwise all or substantially all the business, property 
or fixed assets, or the stock or other evidence of beneficial ownership, of any Person unless, 
immediately prior to and after giving effect to such transaction, no violation of any of the 
covenants or other provisions contained in this Article Fourth shall have occurred and be 
continuing or would be caused by such acquisition. 
(g) Iransactions with Shareholders and Affiliates. The corporation will not, 
and will not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, directly or indirectly, enter into or permit to exist 
any transaction (including, without limitation, the purchase, sale, lease, loan or exchange of any 
property or the rendering of any service) with any director or officer or any holder of equity 
securities of the corporation, or with any Affiliate of the corporation or of such director, officer 
or holder, on terms that are less favorable to the corporation or that Subsidiary, as the case may 
be, than those which might be obtained at the time from Persons who are not such a director, 
officer, holder or Affiliate; provided that the foregoing restriction shall not apply to (i) any 
transaction in effect at the date of adoption of this Article Fourth by the corporation's 
shareholders; (ii) any transaction between the corporation and any of its whoUy-owned 
Subsidiaries or between any of its wholly-owned Subsidiaries; (iii) compensation (net of amounts 
contributed or repaid to the corporation or any Subsidiary or to Lewiston Land Company and 
contributed or repaid to the corporation or any Subsidiary), by way of salary or bonus, paid to 
director or officers of the corporation in an amount, as to anyone individual, not greater than 
the greater of $400,000 or the total compensation paid in calendar year 1986; (iv) compensation 
paid to any director or officer of the corporation in amounts equal to income tax liability of such 
director or officer attributable to transactions involving the corporation, A.LA., Inc., AlA 
Travel Services, Inc., AlA Travel, Inc., Lewiston Land Company, AlA Bancard Services 
Corporation or Taylor Brothers Aircraft on or before January 1, 1988 or to other personal 
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income tax liability of such director or officer for tax years ended before January 1, 1988; or 
(v) any loan to or account receivable from an officer, director or stockholder which is repaid 
in full at least annually on or before the last day of the fiscal year. 
(h) Consolidated Net Worth. The corporation will not permit Consolidated 
Net Worth at any date to be less than the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock 
outstanding at such date multiplied by $10.00 per share. 
(i) Dh1dend Restriction. The corporation will not, directly or indirectly, 
declare, order, make or set apart any sum for payment of any dividend in respect of its Common 
Stock (other than a dividend payable solely in shares of Common Stock), except that the 
corporation may declare and pay Common Stock dividends in an aggregate amount not exceeding 
the Dividend Availability Amount. 
(j) Debt/Equity Ratio. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will incur 
any new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9(c)(xi) of this Article 
Fourth) if, at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of Consolidated Long Term Debt 
to Consolidated Net Worth exceeds, or such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to 
exceed, 3.6 to 1.0. 
(k) Debt Service Coverage. Neither the corporation nor any Subsidiary will 
incur any new Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness permitted by Section 4.2.9(c)(xi) of this 
Article Fourth) if, at the time of incurring such Indebtedness, the ratio of (i) Consolidated Net 
Income plus depreciation and amortization expenses plus compensation contributed or repaid to 
the corporation, any Subsidiary, Lewiston Land Company or AlA Travel Services, Inc. during 
the immediately preceding fiscal year of the corporation, divided by (ii) current maturities of 
Long Term Debt is, or such additional Indebtedness would cause such ratio to be, less than .8 
to 1.0. 
4.2.10 Definitions. For the purpose of Section 4.2.9 of this Article Fourth, the 
following terms shall have the following meanings: 
"Affiliate", as applied to any Person, shall mean any other Person directly or 
indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, that Person. For the 
purposes of this definition, "control" (including, with correlative meanings, the terms 
"controlling", "controlled by" and "under common control with"), as applied to any Person, 
means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the 
management and policies of that Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities or 
by contract or otherwise. 
"Capital Asset" shall mean, as at any date of determination, those assets of a 
Person that would, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently 
applied, be classified as plant, property or equipment on the balance sheet of that Person. 
"Consolidated Long Term Debt" shall mean, as at any date of determination, 
the total of all Long Term Debt of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis 
determined in accordance with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for 
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which GAAP financial statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently 
applied. 
"Consolidated Net Worth" shall mean, as at any date of determination, the sum 
of (a) the capital stock and additional paid-in capital, (b) plus retained earnings (or minus 
accumulated deficit) of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis, determined 
in conformity with generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GAAP 
financial statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
"Consolidated Net Income" for any period, shall mean the net income (or loss) 
of the corporation and its Subsidiaries on a consolidated basis determined in conformity with 
generally accepted (or, in the case of an insurance company for which GAAP financial 
statements are not prepared, statutory) accounting principles consistently applied. 
"Dividend A vailabllity Amount" shall mean, as at any date of determination, an 
amount equal to fifty percent (50 %) of Consolidated Net Income for the period (taken as single 
accounting period) commencing January 31, 1987 and ending on the last day of the fiscal quarter 
immediately preceding such date of determination. 
"Indebtedness" as applied to any person, means (a) all indebtedness for borrowed 
money, (b) that portion of obligations with respect to finance leases which is capitalized on a 
balance sheet in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied, 
(c) notes payable and drafts accepted representing extensions of credit whether or not 
representing obligations for borrowed money, (d) any obligation owed for all or any part of the 
deferred purchase price of property or services which purchase price is (i) due more than six (6) 
months from the date of incurrence of the obligation in respect thereof, or (li) evidenced by a 
note or similar written instrument, and (e) all indebtedness secured by any Lien or vendor's 
interest under any conditional sale or other title retention agreement existing on any property or 
asset owned or held by that Person regardless of whether the indebtedness secured thereby shall 
have been assumed by that Person or is non-recourse to the credit of that Person; provided, 
however, that "Indebtedness" shall not include policy claims, policy reserves or mandatory 
securities valuation reserves of a regulated insurance company; and further provided that 
"Indebtedness" shall not include indebtedness of the corporation to any Subsidiary. 
"Lien" shall mean any lien, mortgage, pledge, security interest, charge or 
encumbrance of any kind (including any conditional sale or other title retention agreement, any 
lease in the nature thereof, and any agreement to give a security interest). 
"Long Term Debt", as applied to any Person, shall mean all Indebtedness of that 
Person which by its terms or by the terms of any instrument or agreement relating thereto 
matures more than one year, or is directly renewable or extendable at the option of the debtor 
to a date more than one year (including an option of the debtor under a revolving credit or 
similar agreement obligating the lenders to extend credit over a period of one year or more), 
from the date of creation thereof, but excluding any payments due under the terms thereof within 
twelve (12) months of any date of determination. 
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"Person ll shall mean an individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, 
unincorporated organization or any other jurisdictional entity, or a foreign state or any agency 
or political subdivision thereof. 
"Subsidiary" shall mean any corporation of which at least a majority of the 
outstanding stock having by the terms thereof ordinary voting power to elect a majority of the 
board of directors of such corporation (irrespective of whether or not at the time stock of any 
other class or classes of such corporation shall have or might have voting power by reason of 
the happening of any contingency) is at the time directly or indirectly owned or controlled by 
the corporation or one or more of its Subsidiaries or by the corporation and one or more of its 
Subsidiaries. 
4.2.11 Conversion Rialht. The holders of the Series A Preferred Stock shall 
have the following conversion right ("Conversion Right"): 
(a) Right to Convert. Each share of Series A Preferred Stock shall be 
convertible, at the option of the holder thereof, at any time prior to the date on which notice of 
redemption is given under Section 4.2.3 or Section 4.2.4, at the office of the corporation or any 
transfer agent for the Series A Preferred Stock or Common Stock, into one fully paid and 
nonassessable share of Common Stock. 
(b) Mechanics of Conversion. Before any holder of Series A Preferred Stock 
shall be entitled to convert such stock into shares of Common Stock, he shall surrender the 
certificate or certificates for such Preferred Stock, duly endorsed, at the office of the corporation 
or any transfer agent for the Common Stock. and shall give written notice to the corporation at 
such office that he elects to convert such Preferred Stock and shall state therein the number of 
shares of Series A Preferred Stock being converted. Thereupon the corporation shall promptly 
issue and deliver at such office to such holder of a certificate or certificates for the number of 
shares of Common Stock to which he shall be entitled. 
Such conversion shall be deemed to have been made immediately prior to the 
close of business on the date of such surrender of the shares of Series A Stock to be converted 
(the "Conversion Date"); and the person or persons entitled to receive the shares of Common 
Stock issuable upon such conversion shall be treated for all purposes as the record holder or 
holders of such shares of Common Stock on such date. 
(c) Fractional Shares. No fractional share of Common Stock shall be issued 
upon conversion of Series A Stock. In lieu of any fractional shares to which the holder would 
otherwise be entitled, the corporation shall pay cash equal to the product of such fraction 
multiplied by the fair market value of one share of the corporation's Common Stock on the 
Conversion Date, such value to be determined in good faith by the Board of Directors. 
(d) Reservation of Stock Issuable Upon Conversion. The corporation shall at 
all times reserve and keep available out of its authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock, 
solely for the purpose of effecting the conversion of the shares of the Series A Stock, such 
number of its shares of Common Stock as shall from time to time be sufficient to effect the 
conversion of all outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock; and if at any time the 
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number of authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock shall not be sufficient to effect the 
conversion of all then outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock, the corporation will 
take such corporate action as may, in the opinion of its counsel, be necessary to increase its 
authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock to such number of shares as shall be sufficient 
for such purpose. 
(e) Termination of Redemption Right. Upon exercise of the Conversion Right 
under this Section 4.2.11, all rights of a holder of Series A Stock to require redemption of such 
stock under Section 4.2.3 shall automatically be terminated; and no holder of Common Stock 
acquired upon conversion of Series A Preferred Stock shall have any right of redemption. 
4.2.12 Modification of Rights and Preferences. The rights and preferences 
hereby conferred on the Series A Preferred Stock shall not be changed, altered or revoked 
without the consent of the holders of the majority of the Series A Preferred Stock outstanding 
at the time. 
4.3 Series C Preferred Stock. 
4.3.1 General. Each share of Series C Preferred Stock shall have the relative 
rights, preferences and limitations set forth in this Section 4.3 of Article Fourth. 
4.3.2 Restricted Voting Riehts. The holders of the Series C Preferred Stock 
shall have 00 right (except as required by law) to receive notice of or to vote on any matter 
(including, without limitation, the election of directors of the corporation) at any regular or 
special meeting of stockholders of the corporation, except that the holders of a majority of the 
shares of Series C Preferred Stock shall have the right, voting separately as a class, to elect one 
director to the Board of Directors of the corporation. 
4.3.3 Cumulative Diyidend Preference The Series C Preferred Stock shall be 
entitled to receive, when and as declared by the corporation's Board of Directors, cash dividends 
at the per annum rate of 10 % of the Liquidation Rate (as defined in Section 4.3.4), cumulative, 
payable annually at December 31 of each calendar year out of any funds legally available for 
the payment of dividends, and in preference to any dividends upon the Common Stock. The 
dividends on the Series C Preferred Stock shall be cumulative, whether or not declared, so that, 
if for any period such dividend shall not be paid, the right to such dividend shall accumulate as 
against the Common Stock; and all arrears so accumulated shall be paid before any dividends 
shall be declared or paid upon the Common Stock. No dividends shall be declared or paid on 
the Series C Preferred Stock if the redemption payments due to the holders of the Series A 
Preferred Stock under Section 4.2. of this Article Fourth are in arrears. No dividend shall be 
declared or paid upon the Common Stock nor shall any Common Stock be purchased or 
otherwise acquired by the corporation for value (other than payment of amounts due to Reed 1. 
Taylor for redemption of his Common Stock), unless all dividends on the Series C Preferred 
Stock for all past period shall have been paid or shall have been declared and a sum sufficient 
for the payment thereof set apart for payment. 
4.3.4 liQuidation Preference. In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or 
winding-up of the corporation, whether voluntary or involuntary, before any other distribution 
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or payment is made to the holders of Common Stock or any other series of Preferred Stock 
(except the corporation's Series A Preferred Stock), the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock 
shall be entitled to receive, out of the assets of the corporation legally available therefor, a 
liquidation payment in the amount of $10.00 cash per share of Series C Preferred Stock 
("Liquidation Rate"), plus a further amount equal to the dividends accumulated and unpaid 
thereon to the date of such liquidation payment. If, upon any liquidation, dissolution or winding 
up of the corporation, the assets available for distribution are insufficient to pay to the holders 
of all outstanding Series C Preferred Stock the full amount of the Liquidation Rate and all 
accumulated but unpaid dividends, the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock shall share pro 
rata in any such distribution of assets. Such rights of the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock 
shall be subordinate only to the right of the holder of the Series A Preferred Stock to be paid 
the redemption price of such stock in full, together with accrued interest, in accordance with 
Section 4.2 of this Article Fourth. After payment to the holders of the Series C Preferred Stock 
of the full preferential amounts hereinabove provided, the holders of the Series C Preferred 
Stock as such shall have no right or claim to any of the remaining assets of the corporation 
either upon any distribution of such assets or upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up; and 
the remaining assets to be distributed, if any, upon a distribution of such assets or upon 
dissolution, liquidation or winding up, may be distributed among the holders of the Common 
Stock. 
4.3.5 RedemptioD. 
(a) Mandatory Redemption by Corporation. Subject to the conversion rights 
provided in Section 4.3.6 of Article Fourth, the Series C Preferred Stock shall be called for 
redemption by the corporation upon payment of the aggregate Redemption Rate from legally 
available funds upon the closing of the earliest of the following events ("Equity Offering"): 
(i) an offering of the corporation's securities conducted pursuant to the 
registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 (" 1933 Act") in which gross 
proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
(ii) an offering of the corporation's securities pursuant to exemptions from 
registration under the 1933 Act in which gross proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
or 
(iii) an offering of any securities convertible into corporation's Common Stock 
that are sold in an offering that conforms to the parameters of subparagraph (i) or (ii) 
above. . 
The redemption price for each share of Series C Preferred Stock ("Redemption Price") shall be 
the "Redemption Rate" equal to 100 % of the Liquidation Rate if such redemption occurs within 
two (2) years from the issuance of the first shares of Series C Preferred Stock. After such two 
year period, an amount equal to 5 % of the Liquidation Rate will be added to the Redemption 
Rate immediately and each 180 days thereafter until all outstanding shares of the Series C 
Preferred Stock are fully redeemed, yjz: 
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Time from Original Issuance Percentage of Liquidation Rate 
Within two years 100% 
After two years 
but 105% 
before two years plus 181 days 
After two years plus 180 days but 
before two years plus 361 days 110% 
After two years plus 360 days 
but 115% 
before two years plus 541 days 
... . .. 
Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the anticipated date of closing of the Equity 
Offering, shall be mailed to each record holder of Series C Preferred Stock as soon as 
practicable before such closing date. The redemption date for mandatory redemption of the 
Series C Preferred Stock shall be the actual closing date of the Equity Offering. Mandatory 
redemption of the Series C Preferred Stock under this Section 4.3.5 of Article Fourth shall 
automatically be cancelled upon determination by corporation's board of directors that the Equity 
Offering will not be consummated for any reason. 
(b) yoluntary Redemption by Corporation. The Series C Preferred Stock may 
be called for redemption by the coTJX)ration, in whole or in part, upon payment of the 
Redemption Price from legally available funds at any time prior to the closing of an Equity 
Offering. Notice of such call for redemption, specifying the redemption date not less than thirty 
days from the date such notice is mailed and the number or percentage of outstanding shares of 
Series C Preferred Stock to be redeemed, shall be mailed to each record holder of Series C 
Preferred Stock. If fewer than all shares of Series C Preferred Stock are to be redeemed, the 
shares shall be redeemed prorata from the holders thereof; and, upon request of the corporation, 
certificates evidencing shares of Series C Preferred Stock including redeemed shares shall be 
surrendered to and reissued by the corporation in reduced amount to reflect any and all partial 
redemptions of such shares prior to such request. 
(c) Redemption Procedure and Effect. The corporation shall deposit, on or 
before the redemption date specified in the notice of redemption, the aggregate Redemption Price 
of the shares of Series C Preferred Stock to be redeemed with a bank or trust company specified 
in the notice, payable on the redemption date in the amounts and to the respective orders of the 
holders of the shares of Series C Preferred Stock to be redeemed, on endorsement to the 
corporation as may be required and upon surrender of the certificates for such shares. Unless 
the corporation fails to pay the Redemption Price on or before the redemption date, the shares 
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of Series C Preferred Stock subject to such redemption shall be deemed to have been redeemed, 
and shall be deemed no longer to be outstanding, from and after the redemption date set forth 
in the notice of redemption. On or after the redemption date, subject only to payment of the 
redemption price, Series C Preferred Stock so called for redemption shall cease to be entitled 
to any interest or right in the corporation; and holders of such Series C Preferred Stock shall 
thereafter cease to be shareholders and shall be entitled only to payment of the amount of the 
redemption price, without interest, upon surrender of the certificates evidencing such stock. 
4.3.6 Conversion of Series C Preferred Stock. Subject to the provisions of 
Section 4.3.7, each holder of Series C Preferred Stock shall have the right, exercisable 
beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt of notice of mandatory redemption of the Series 
C Preferred Stock pursuant to Section 4.3.5(a) or two years after the first issuance of Series C 
Preferred Stock and ending on the closing date of an Equity Offering, to convert Series C 
Preferred Stock into Common Stock at the Conversion Rate determined as follows: Each share 
of Series C Preferred Stock shall be convertible into that number of shares of Common Stock 
which equals .0000693 % of the Common Stock on a fully diluted basis at the effective date of 
exercise, including by way of inclusion and without limiting the foregoing, any conversion or 
exercise rights contained in any Preferred Stock, options, warrants, or other rights to Common 
Stock, granted by the corporation in any form or manner, as if fully exercised at the effective 
date of exercise. Any holder of Series C Preferred Stock who exercises this conversion right 
prior to the closing date of an Equity Offering shall be protected against dilution in the event of 
any Common Stock issuance or other transaction which occurs prior to an Equity Offering and 
increases tQe number of outstanding shares of Common Stock on a fully diluted basis: For each 
share of Series C Preferred Stock converted prior to an Equity Offering, the Company shall 
issue to the holder thereof such number of additional shares of Common Stock as necessary to 
maintain, at all times prior to an Equity Offering, such holder's 0.0000693 % interest in 
Company's outstanding Common Stock on a fully diluted basis. 
Subject to the provisions of Section 4.3.7, this conversion right shall be 
exercisable by any holder of Series C Preferred Stock as to all or any number of the shares of 
Series C Preferred Stock owned of record by such holder and shall be exercised by giving the 
corporation written notice of the exercise of such right, specifying the number of shares of 
Series C Preferred Stock to be converted and the effective date of such conversion, provided that 
the effective date of the conversion shall not be later than the closing date of an Equity Offering. 
4.3.7 Regulatory Limitation on Conversion Right. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of Section 4.3.6, the right to convert the Series C Preferred Stock into Common Stock 
of the Company shall be subject to receipt of prior approval by all regulatory authorities with 
jurisdiction over the acquisition of such Common Stock. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing limitation, the Holder shall not be permitted to convert Series C Preferred Stock into 
Common Stock if and to the extent that, after such exercise, the Holder would, directly or 
indirectly (or by exercise of any unrestricted right to convert into or to acquire Company's 
voting securities or otherwise) be in "control" of an insurer within the meaning of any applicable 
state insurance holding company act, unless and until such change of "control" has been 
approved by all applicable state insurance regulators under their respective insurance holding 
company acts. If the time for exercise of any conversion rights shall expire or be scheduled to 
expire within two weeks of any final regulatory approval, then the applicable time periods to 
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exercise any such conversion rights shall be extended for such a period of time equal to the 
period of time from delivery of notice of exercise of any rights until the corporation notifies such 
rights holders of all applicable regulatory approvals. 
4.4 Common Stock. Holders of the Common Stock are entitled to one vote per share 
on all matters to be voted on by stockholders, including the election of directors. Common 
Stockholders are not entitled to vote their shares cumulatively in the election of directors. 
Holders of Common Stock of the corporation shall be entitled to elect all of the directors of the 
corporation other than the director appointed by the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock and 
the director elected by the holders of Series C Preferred Stock. The holders of any series of 
Preferred Stock of the corporation have a preference over the holders of Common Stock of the 
corporation on the assets of the corporation legally available for distribution to stockholders in 
the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the affairs of the corporation. In the 
event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the corporation, holders of 
the Common Stock will share ratably in any assets of the corporation legally available for 
distribution to holders of Common Stock after satisfying the liquidation preferences of the Series 
A and Series C Preferred Stock. Holders of Series C Preferred Stock have a preference over 
the holders of Common Stock as to the payment of dividends. Holders of Common Stock have 
rights, share for share, to receive dividends if and when declared by the Board of Directors out 
of funds legally available therefor, after paying preferred dividends to the holders of Series C 
Preferred Stock. 
FIFTH 
Holders of any class or series of corporation's stock shall not have a preemptive right 
to acquire unissued or treasury shares of any class or series or securities convertible into such 
shares or carrying a right to subscribe to or acquire such shares, except as provided in the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act. 
SIXTH 
The location of the initial registered office of the corporation is One Lewis Clark Plaza, 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501; and the name of its initial registered agent at such address is R. John 
Taylor. 
SEYENTII 
The number of directors constituting the initial Board of Directors is four, and the names 
and addresses of the persons who are to serve until the first annual meeting of the shareholders 
and until their successors are elected and qualified are: 
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